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CHAPTER

1

1. INTRODUCTION

COMMUNITY SNAPSHOT
ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES

Introduction to the Comprehensive Plan for Spring Hill

• Growing population

T

• Growing labor force

he purpose of this Comprehensive Plan is to establish a vision
for Spring Hill for the next 20 years. Once a small town at
the edge of the Cumberland Region, the city has
experienced tremendous growth and development over the last 20
years and is a now a city of over 29,000 residents.
The Cumberland Region has grown in population and prominence as
major corporations and businesses have decided to locate in the
region. Spring Hill has played an important part in this growth with
the location of the Saturn/GM plant in the area and the relocation of
thousands of residents and job seekers to the city due to Spring
Hill’s relative proximity to major job centers in Nashville and
Williamson County. This rapid population growth and development
has put a strain on existing community infrastructure and services,
changed the community character of the Spring Hill area, and put
increased pressure on rural and natural areas to be developed.
In an effort to manage these trends and development pressures, the
community of Spring Hill has come together to establish a
framework to guide growth, change and development in a manner
that respects the past, retains a sense of place and enhances the
quality of life for existing and future residents and visitors. By
working together, citizens, elected officials, professional leaders,
property owners, and major employers have created a strategic
vision and guide for Spring Hill’s future.

• Rural areas absorbing some of County’s

new growth
• Services demands
• Economic growth and diversification
POPULATION TRENDS
Year

Spring Hill*

1990

1,464

2000

7,715

2010

29,036

Net population gain:
1990-2000
2000-2010

21,321

1990-2010

27,572

Growth rate::
1990-2000

427%

2000-2010

276%

1990-2010

1,883%

POPULATION PROJECTIONS
Year

COMMUNITY SNAPSHOT
Spring Hill covers approximately 17 square miles and is located 35
miles south of Nashville, TN. The city is situated within two
counties, Maury and Williamson, and is part of the greater
Cumberland Region that includes Cheatham, Davidson, Dickson,
Maury, Montgomery, Robertson, Rutherford, Sumner, Williamson
and Wilson counties.
Spring Hill’s population grew to 29,036 in 2010, an increase of 276%
between 2000 and 2010. Likewise, Spring Hill is projected to grow
by another 78% from 2010 to 2030. While growth presents great
challenges for Spring Hill, it also generates new opportunities for
economic expansion, community development and quality of life
improvements for current and future residents.
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6,251

Spring Hill*

2010

29,036

2020

38,474

2030

51,705

Net population gain:
2010-2020

9,438

2020-2030

13,231

2010-2030

22,669

Source: US Census Bureau, , South Central Tennessee Development District,;
MACTEC
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WHY WE PLAN
More than just a land use document, the comprehensive plan serves
as an important management tool for promoting a community that
is healthy socially, environmentally and economically. It describes
the community’s vision and directs how the city will develop over
time, how it will function in the future, the quality of life
opportunities that citizens will be able to experience, and the
mechanisms for accomplishing that vision.
It recognizes that the community is keenly aware of its cultural and
natural resource-based heritage, which is integral to a vibrant sense
of place and unique identity. The plan provides the foundation by
which policies on land use, community and neighborhood
preservation, economic development, transportation, infrastructure,
and quality of life decisions are made.
The comprehensive plan will help the community to become more
certain about where development will occur, what it will be like,
when it will happen, and how to meet the costs of development. It
provides direction for land developers and homeowners on future
land use, transportation and utility networks, and policies guiding
the future development of the City, thereby enabling landowners to
protect their investments and focus their efforts.
The plan will allow the planning commissions, the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen and other boards to make fair and consistent
decisions on projects and policies. In addition, the plan will also help
local governments wisely invest limited public funds in
infrastructure, such as roads, water and sewer, schools, parks and
green space, and other facilities to maintain and improve the quality
of life for the community.

PLANNING PROCESS
To help guide the development of this plan, an initial Community
Assessment was conducted to analyze existing trends and historic
development patterns and identify preliminary issues and
opportunities. In addition to the analysis of available data, the
stakeholders who participated in the planning process identified a
collective vision for the future, first by identifying the primary issues
and opportunities impacting the area during a series of visioning
workshops.
Creating a functional comprehensive plan begins with defining a
common vision for the future development of the community. A
community vision is the overall image of what the community wants
to be and what it wants to look like at some point in the future. It
is the starting point for creating a plan and actions to implement the
plan.
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A successful visioning process requires meaningful participation from
a wide range of community stakeholders. Spring Hill residents,
property owners, business owners, and other stakeholders
contributed greatly to the production of the plan. Due to the
participation involved, the plan should generate local pride and
enthusiasm about the future of Spring Hill and, therefore, encourage
citizens to remain engaged in the development process and ensure
that the city implements the plan.

Citizen Participation
In order to develop a successful plan, substantial citizen participation
is required. The reality is that a plan of this nature should be the
citizen’s plan and not necessarily that of just the elected officials,
planning commission, or the consultant team. Therefore special
focus was given to getting citizen participation throughout the
development of the plan.
The citizen participation process began with a community visioning
workshop held in the Fall of 2009 with approximately 60 citizens in
attendance. Citizens provided valuable feedback by identifying areas
of the City they felt should develop and how it should develop
(multi-family housing, single family housing, commercial, industrial,
parks and open space, etc.). As part of the meeting, they also
participated in a community character survey or visual preference
survey. A community character survey is a means to obtain public
opinions about the visual appearance of the built environment. This
survey exercise, administered during the Visioning Workshop,
produced anecdotal data that was interpreted and incorporated into
the planning process. Survey participants rated a series of images
organized
into
seven
sub-sections:
Transportation
Landscape/Streetscape, Housing
Types,
Activity Centers,
Employment Areas, and Public Buildings.
Between the citizen participation process and the Community Open
House meeting where the draft plan was presented, there were
multiple public meetings and hearings held to discuss the plan and
the planning process as part of the regular Planning Commission
meetings. The Community Open House was held in June of 2011
and presented the results of the planning process. The meeting
focused on a presentation of the various character areas identified
as part of the process and the presentation of the Future
Development Map. Citizens in attendance (approximately 25) were
invited to review the map closely, ask questions about any part of
the plan (including the process that resulted in the draft plan) and
make suggestions for improvements to the maps. Several comments
were received and changes to the Future Development Map were
made as a result of the meeting.
After two years of development, the Comprehensive Plan was
adopted by the Planning Commission on July 11, 2011.
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CHAPTER SUMMARIES
The sequence of chapters in the Spring Hill Comprehensive Plan is structured to implement the
vision, goals, policies, and strategies contained within each section and to answer the questions
“Where do we want to be in 20 years and how do we get there?” The Spring Hill Comprehensive
Plan is structured using the chapters and appendices described in the pages that follow.

Chapter 1: Introduction
The Introduction provides a brief summary of the contents of the plan and outlines the overall
framework of the plan. It also documents the Community Participation Process that shaped
much of the plan production.

Chapter 2: Issues and Opportunities
The Issues and Opportunities chapter presents a summary of the Community Assessment by major
topic as well as the prioritized primary issues and opportunities. Organized by Vision Theme
categories, these lists represent important topics discovered during the analysis of existing
conditions and supplemented and prioritized during the Visioning Process. Issues and
Opportunities are addressed by the Vision Themes and associated Goals, Policies, and Strategies
presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

Chapter 3: Community Vision
The Community Vision reflects the community’s vision for growth and development for the next
20 years. This vision, which was developed with an extensive public countywide visioning
process, is defined by a Vision Statement and Vision Themes. The Vision Statement describes
the overall idea of what the community desires to be in the future. The Vision Themes
organize a series of goals, policies, and strategies that address the community’s issues and
opportunities. The Vision Themes are: Housing, Economic Development, Community Facilities,
Infrastructure, and Services, Transportation, Natural and Cultural Resources and Land Use and
Community Character. Included in each vision theme is a series of goals, polices, and strategies.
The strategies are used to create the Implementation Program in Chapter 5.

Chapter 4: Future Development Guide
A comprehensive plan is a general policy document used to guide the physical development of a
community. The Future Development Guide defines the community’s desired development
patterns and guides future decision-making related to the physical development of the
community. The Future Development Guide is comprised of four sections: Character Area
Policy, Character Area Implementation Strategy, Future Development Map, and Transportation.
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The Character Area Policy section describes the intent, general characteristics, application,
primary land uses, appropriate zoning districts and design principles for each Character Area,
which are areas with unique qualities worth preserving or areas that have been identified with
the potential to develop into something new or different.
The Character Area
Implementation Strategy section identifies specific, actionable strategies intended to achieve
the desired development patterns described by the character areas.
The Future
Development Map identifies the location of Character Areas and clarifies where and what type
of development should occur. The Transportation section summarizes existing transportation
conditions and recommended transportation projects.

Chapter 5: Implementation Program
The Implementation Program identifies specific actions necessary to achieve the community’s
vision. This chapter incorporates the strategies presented within the Community Vision and
Future Development Guide chapters into a plan for action. The implementation program
prioritizes the strategies and assigns responsible parties, identifies potential funding sources, and
provides a timeline for completion of each.

Glossary of Terms and Development Concepts
The Glossary of Terms and Development Concepts provides a comprehensive list of terms and
phrases used throughout this plan and other community planning documents. The list provides a
brief description for each term or phrase shown

Appendix A: Community Assessment
The Community Assessment provides an overview of existing conditions with an analysis of
available data and information pertaining to geography, population, business/employment,
housing, historical and cultural resources, transportation, and land use and urban design.
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CHAPTER

2

2. ISSUES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
Presents an overview of demographic trends
and priority issues and opportunities within
Spring Hill

T

he Issues and Opportunities chapter presents a summary of
the Community Assessment as well as the public’s opinions
about current conditions in the area and the desires for what
the community wants to be in the future. This input forms
the basis for goals, policies, and strategies presented as part of the
Community Vision (see Chapter 3). The Community Assessment
portion of the comprehensive plan identified a preliminary list of
issues and opportunities based on a review of demographics,
economic trends and local observations concerning Spring Hill.
That list has been refined based on community input that was
received in the public visioning workshops and from questionnaires.
Upon a review of all input gathered, the information was prioritized,
resulting in an updated list that highlights primary issues and
opportunities related to the following Vision Themes:









Housing
Economic Development
Community Facilities, Infrastructure, and Services
Transportation
Natural and Cultural Resources
Land Use and Community Character
Intergovernmental Coordination
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HOUSING
Primary Issues
Rapid Housing Development – Demand for new residential
development has put a strain on municipal service delivery and the
city’s ability to invest in infrastructure maintenance and expansion.
Lack of Housing Options - Spring Hill needs a range of housing
options (e.g. types, price points, etc.) beyond the single family
detached house to provide affordable housing opportunities to the
full range of income levels and life cycle stages (young professionals,
families, elderly, etc) and allow residents to grow, live and age in the
city.
Decreasing Rental Opportunities – Rental units, as a percent of
all housing units, have decreased in the city. This trend has reduced
the rental opportunities for those in the community who need to
rent.

Primary Opportunities
Continued Housing Demand – As Spring Hill’s population
continues to grow, the city will be able to diversify its housing stock
and provide a greater variety of housing choices for new and
existing residents.
Affordability - Spring Hill’s housing affordability, in relation to
other areas in Williamson County, will continue to make the city an
attractive place to live.
Improving Neighborhoods - Continued housing demand will
allow Spring Hill to create new neighborhoods and enhance existing
neighborhoods with new residential development.
Infill Development - Spring Hill has many opportunities within the
existing city boundaries for new development.
New infill
development can preserve rural and natural areas in Spring Hill’s
Urban Growth Boundary that make the area unique.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Primary Issues
Lack of Employment Diversity - The majority of jobs in Spring
Hill are associated with Manufacturing and Retail Trade industries.
Small Business Support Needed - Additional support for small
businesses is needed to ensure new and existing small businesses
can be competitive and successful.
Slowing Population Growth - The tremendous population
growth rates Spring Hill has experienced will not continue
indefinitely, requiring the City to adjust its economy away from
industries such as construction.
Many Residents Still Travel to Other Areas For Work Spring Hill still struggles to be competitive with office and
commercial businesses in other areas, as many residents commute
to areas like Franklin, Brentwood and Nashville for work.

Primary Opportunities
New Business Opportunities - The growing labor force, with
rising levels of educational attainment, will be attractive for
businesses looking to locate in the Nashville Region.
New Industry Opportunities - Given the city’s projected
population growth, Spring Hill has the opportunity to diversify its
economy and ensure greater economic stability.
New Industrial Development - Spring Hill has positive
attributes, such as convenient access to Saturn Parkway and I-65
that can attract new industrial development to the city.
Tourism – Increased tourism can allow the city to preserve and
capitalize on its environmental, cultural and historic features.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES,
INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES
Primary Issues
Lack of Major Water Source - There are no major water bodies
or sources of water in close proximity to the City, and additional
long-term water supply is needed if growth is going to continue.
Continued Expansion of Public Safety and Utility Service
Area - Sprawl development patterns will continue to strain
municipal budgets with continued demand for expanded service
areas and infrastructure.
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Additional Schools and Parks Needed - Continued residential
development in Spring Hill will require new schools and parks.

Primary Opportunities
New Schools - Planned expansion of school facilities creates the
opportunity to locate new schools within existing neighborhoods
and the opportunity to enhance existing schools.
Maximizing Existing Infrastructure - The existing infrastructure
system can accommodate additional growth in already developed
areas, maximizing the current investment in facilities and services.
Comprehensive Utility Plan - Developing a comprehensive
utilities plan will help coordinate utility agencies involved in
providing public services as well as provide strategic service delivery
throughout the city and its Urban Growth Boundary.

TRANSPORTATION
Primary Issues
Congestion on I-65 – As the Cumberland Region Grows, traffic
congestion has increased on I-65, increasing travel times to areas
outside of Spring Hill and from other areas to Spring Hill.
Road Safety - Multiple roadways throughout the city experience
safety issues that include substandard lane widths, lack of shoulders,
and lack of sight distance.
US 31 Needs Improvements - US-31 needs improvements that
address access control, safety, and peak-hour traffic congestion.
Lack of Direct Connection to I-65 - Spring Hill lacks a direct
connection to I-65, with its only connection via Saturn Parkway.
Road Improvements Needed - Road improvements are needed
in already developed areas and in rural areas experiencing growth.
Unsafe Roads for Pedestrians and Bicyclists - Many streets,
especially those primary roads like US 31, are unsafe for pedestrians
and bicycles and need enhancements to provide safety.
Lack of Transportation Options - Additional transportation
options are needed, particularly for children and the elderly.
Lack of well-connected street network - The absence of a
well-connected street network creates congestion, especially along
major roads because there are no alternate routes.
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Primary Opportunities
Saturn Parkway and I-65 - Spring Hill’s connection to I-65 via
Saturn Parkway provides opportunities for new economic
development.
I-65 Provides Connections to Other Regions - The city can
take advantage of its proximity to I-65, Nashville and Huntsville.
Road Improvements - Road improvements can be implemented
as growth and development occur, improving safety, reducing travel
times and the distance residents have to travel to meet their daily
needs.
Regional Transit - Proposed regional transit services can connect
Spring Hill to the greater Cumberland Region

NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
Primary Issues
Lack of Major Water Body - There are no major water bodies
or sources of water in close proximity to the city.
Rural and Natural Areas Being Developed - New
development is consuming rural and natural areas that are
important for environmental functions and rural character of the
city.
Limited Cultural Resources - Spring Hill is fortunate to have
several culturally and historically significant resources, but they are
underutilized when compared to other cities in the region such as
Franklin and Columbia. Spring Hill has historically been deficient in
terms of taking advantage of its resources as a source of community
identity and tourist based economic growth.
Rural Historic Properties Threatened - Rural historic
properties are threatened by development extending into rural
areas.
Decreasing Water Quality - New development will continue to
degrade water quality and other natural hydrologic features if
significant and enforceable regulations for stormwater, river
projection, and sediment pollution are not implemented to mitigate
developed area’s impact on natural systems.

Primary Opportunities
Rural Character Preservation - Spring Hill has the opportunity
to preserve rural and natural areas that have not been developed.
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Open Space Preservation - Enhanced open space requirements
for new development can reduce some of the negative
environmental impacts of development activity, such as preservation
of floodplains and steep slopes.
Preserving Cultural and Natural History - Preservation
initiatives can help identify and preserve those environmental and
cultural features necessary to protect, ensuring future generations
can enjoy Spring Hill’s natural and cultural legacies

LAND USE AND COMMUNITY
CHARACTER
Primary Issues
Automobile Dependency - The current development pattern,
with long distances between where residents live, work, shop and
recreate, requires an automobile to be an active and productive
member of the community.
Farm Land Disappearing - Productive agricultural land and farms
need to be preserved and enhanced as development pressures
increase in rural areas.
Existing Zoning Regulations Segregate Uses - Existing
development regulations require the separation and segregation of
uses, which creates longer travel distances and a reliance on the
automobile to meet one’s daily needs for work, living, shopping and
recreation.
Rural Character Threatened - Continued growth in rural areas
will put development pressure on rural areas of Spring Hill and its
Urban Growth Boundary area, impacting the rural character that
makes Spring Hill unique.

Primary Opportunities
New Town Center - The development of a town center, with a
civic center as the focal point, will create an important community
activity center for civic life, shopping and other entertainment
activities.
Mixed Use Activity Centers - Mixed use development can be
concentrated along existing major corridors, major road
intersections, and in the proposed town center area.
Higher Density Residential Development Located in New
Activity Centers - Townhomes and other higher density
residential housing types can be concentrated around
retail/commercial centers to create mixed-use environments and
additional housing options for new and existing residents.
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Strong Development Connection to Areas North and
South - The traditional development corridor along US Hwy 31,
connecting Spring Hill to Nashville and Maury County, will allow the
city to maximize its infrastructure and economic connections to
surrounding areas of the Cumberland Region.
Concentrating New Development within Exiting City
Boundaries - Concentrating the majority of growth within the
existing city boundaries will reduce development of rural and
natural areas surrounding the city.
Improving Neighborhoods - Existing neighborhoods can be
preserved and enhanced with sensitive new infill development and
revitalization.
Future Development and Transportation – Future
developments within Spring Hill should focus on supporting and
integrating multi-modal transportation options (examples include
integration of sidewalks, bicycle lanes, bicycle paths, multi-use paths,
and greenways)

INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COORDINATION
Primary Issues
Multiple Governments – The City of Spring Hill is located within
two counties, Maury to the south and Williamson to the north thus
requiring additional focus and effort on coordination.
Multiple Organizations – As a result of being part of two
counties, Spring Hill is also part of multiple organizations including
Maury Alliance, Williamson County Economic Development
Commission, Nashville Area MPO, etc.

Primary Opportunities
Influence – Being a member jurisdiction of multiple governments
and organizations, Spring Hill has the unique opportunity to have a
voice at numerous tables that if used to its advantage can result in
more opportunities for funding improvements to the city.
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CHAPTER

3

3. COMMUNITY VISION

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORK

Presenting the Community Vision for Spring Hill

S

pring Hill is a growing community with unique issues and
opportunities related to its historical development and projected
future growth. In order to manage the future growth and
enhance the quality of life, the City has identified a vision for the
future development for Spring Hill. The Community Vision chapter,
which was developed with an extensive public countywide visioning
process, is presented with the following sections:




Community Vision Statement

VISION

Express the community’s
desired future

GOALS

Vision Themes

The Vision Statement describes the overall idea of what the
community desires to be in the future. The Vision Themes organize a
series of goals, policies, and strategies that address the community’s
issues and opportunities.

DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORK
In order to implement the community’s vision of the future for Spring
Hill, the Comprehensive plan must be guided by a decision-making
framework related to growth and development.
This plan is based on a VISION for growth and development over the
next 20 years. Developed with input from citizens, elected officials,
and community stakeholders, the vision focuses attention on the
future and defines the ideal image of what the community should be in
the future.
To achieve the community vision, GOALS are developed to help
define the desired future state of the community. Goals also provide
guidance related to the long-term decision making of the community.
Goals are presented in the Community Vision Chapter.
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Help guide long-term decisions
to achieve the vision

POLICIES
Guide day-to-day
decisions

STRATEGIES
Specific actions intended to
implement the vision
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Because goals are typically related to big picture ideas and a long term
view of development, POLICIES are used to guide everyday
decisions related to achieving the community vision. Policies are more
specific than goals and provide measurable actions. Policies are
presented in this plan by the Future Development Map, Character
Area Policy and policy statements presented with the associated goals
and strategies in the Community Vision chapter.
In order to accomplish the vision, goals, and polices of the community,
STRATEGIES are created. Strategies are specific action steps that
when completed should achieve the vision, goals, and policies of the
community. Strategies are represented in this plan by the Character
Area implementation strategies and the strategies associated with goal
and policy statements presented in the Community Vision chapter.
For further description and explanation of terms and implementation
tools described by strategies, refer to the Implementation Program
and Appendix G: Glossary of Terms and Development Concepts.
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COMMUNITY VISION STATEMENT
The Community Vision Statement is a formal description of the community’s desired future.
Input gathered during the vision process (described in Chapter 1 and Appendix B) forms the
basis for the statement presented below. The Vision Themes, presented following the
Community Vision Statement, and Chapter 4: Future Development Guide, tie these descriptions
of a desired future to specific goals, policies, and strategies.

In the year 2030, we envision Spring Hill as a community that has maintained its uniqueness and
sense of place, improved the quality of life for its citizens, and continued to grow economically
and socially while preserving our natural and cultural legacies. We have embraced our history,
preserved our natural resources and community identity, all while promoting economic
development and growth.
Our city’s development pattern reflects the values of the community and commitment to
building and maintaining an authentic sense of community, with logical locations for
neighborhoods, activity centers and civic institutions. We have kept pace with the city’s
growth, investing in our schools, parks, roads and public services to improve the health and
well-being of Spring Hill.
We have also made a strong commitment to economic and
community development by creating a collaborative business infrastructure that is productive,
competitive and diverse.
To achieve our vision, we work tirelessly and in a cooperative fashion, recognizing that what
we have in Spring Hill is special and requires the full attention and devotion of all stakeholders
to continue to grow in ways that build a stronger, sustainable community. We continue to
seek ways to improve the quality of life in the city through regional and local collaboration,
ongoing civic dialogue, and commitment to making Spring Hill an even more desirable place to
live, work, and play.

VISION THEMES
The Vision Themes organize goals, policies, and strategies developed to address the community
issues and opportunities presented in Chapter 2 (see Chapter 1 for definition of goals, policies,
and strategies). Vision Themes represent the ideas and concerns of participants in the planning
process and narrow the big picture vision to specific strategies that aim to make the Community
Vision a reality. The themes presented are:








Housing
Economic Development
Community Facilities, Infrastructure, and Services
Transportation
Natural and Cultural Resources
Land Use and Community Character
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Housing
Housing Goal 1: Create a variety of quality housing options
Promote a variety of housing choices to make it possible for all who work in the community to
also live in the community.

H Policy 1.1: Promote housing diversity in new development areas
Plan for a variety of housing types, styles and price points as development occurs in greenfield
areas, including affordable and high end products to support the housing needs of the county.



H Strategy 1.1.1: Review and update various zoning districts (including PUDs), to
incorporate Traditional Neighborhood Design principles in new development that promote a
diversity of housing types.




H Strategy 1.1.2: Develop incentives that encourage housing diversity.
H Strategy 1.1.3: Conduct housing study to identify the state of the current housing stock
and the future housing needs of the city.

H Policy 1.2: Promote housing diversity within existing developed areas
Plan for a variety of housing types, styles and price points as infill opportunities emerge, including
affordable and high end products, to support the housing needs of the city.



H Strategy 1.2.1: Adopt infill development guidelines that promote a range of housing types
and that promote context sensitive infill standards to preserve and enhance the character of
existing development.



H Strategy 1.2.2: Develop incentive programs for infill development that encourages infill
development within existing city limits.

H Policy 1.3: Promote quality, affordable housing options
Ensure that all residents have access to quality affordable housing options, make “aging in place” a
viable option for residents and ensuring those who work in the city have homes available in their
price range enabling them to live and work in Spring Hill.



H Strategy 1.3.1: Conduct housing study to identify the state of the current housing stock
and the future housing needs of the city.



H Strategy 1.3.2: Create incentives such as density bonuses or expedited permit processing
for affordable housing development.



H Strategy 1.3.3: Consider a Senior Living Overlay District that would allow elderly housing
within existing neighborhoods and in close proximity to important services such as medical
facilities, churches, or community centers.



H Strategy 1.3.4: Permit development of accessory dwelling units or elderly cottage housing
(i.e. granny flats) by-right in all residential areas.
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H Policy 1.4:
Create opportunities to stabilize and enhance transitional
neighborhoods or areas in need of revitalization
Support reinvestment opportunities in neighborhoods that are in need of revitalization and
improved quality of life.



H Strategy 1.4.1: Develop financing tools for landowners that facilitate investment in
struggling neighborhoods. Tax rebates, small low interest loan programs, or federal
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds for interior and exterior renovations or
home energy improvements can improve the visual character and quality of life of
neighborhoods.



H Strategy 1.4.2: Expand code enforcement efforts that address dilapidated housing or
poorly maintained vacant lots in order to stabilize the surrounding area.



H Strategy 1.4.3: Develop small area neighborhood plans to identify specific issues within
neighborhoods and prioritize reinvestment strategies and projects.

Economic Development
ED Goal 1: Enhance the community’s economy with a sustainable and diverse base
of businesses
Continue to promote coordinated economic development that provides a stable tax base,
necessary community services, and job opportunities.

ED Policy 1.1: Focus different types of economic development opportunities in
appropriate areas
Guide economic development investment and activity using the Future Development Guide and
Map.



ED Strategy 1.1.1: Encourage location of large business and industrial facilities within the
special districts identified in the Future Development Guide and Map.



ED Strategy 1.1.2: Encourage location of small business development along the corridors
and within the centers and appropriate districts identified in the Future Development Guide
and Map.



ED Strategy 1.1.3: Locate major commercial activity along the corridors and within the
centers identified in the Future Development Guide and Map.



ED Strategy 1.1.4: Promote new and existing farms in rural areas. Work with Tennessee
Farm Bureau and University of Tennessee Extension Service to promote existing programs and
create new programs.
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ED Goal 2: Enhance the community’s economy with a sustainable and diverse range
of job opportunities
Continue to promote a range of job opportunities that meet the needs of residents and that are
matched appropriately with the skill levels of residents.

ED Policy 2.1: Coordinate job training opportunities
Continue to provide job training opportunities that enhance the community’s job opportunities
and quality of life.



ED Strategy 2.1.1: Continue to coordinate adult education opportunities that enhance the
job skills of Spring Hill’s workforce and that meet the needs of existing or desired businesses.



ED Strategy 2.1.2: Continue to coordinate agricultural training and services with Farm
Bureau and University of Tennessee Extension Service to support agricultural activity in rural
areas.

ED Policy 2.2: Encourage mixed-use activity centers
Promote mixed-use development that locates job opportunities in close proximity to places to
live.



ED Strategy 2.2.1: Promote mixed-use development in suburban centers and Spring Hill’s
Town Center area to create opportunities to live in close proximity to job opportunities.

ED Goal 3: Enhance the community’s coordinated economic development efforts
Continue to coordinate economic development efforts between Spring Hill and Local, Regional
and State agencies and organizations.

ED Policy 3.1: Continue to establish Spring Hill as a regional economic center
within the Cumberland Region
Continue to create business opportunities that support the community and promote Spring Hill
as a regional center for economic activity.



ED Strategy 3.1.1: Coordinate working relationships with planning staff, local businesses
and local economic development organizations to ensure new and existing business
developments are in line with the principles of the Future Development Guide.



ED Strategy 3.1.2: Continue to promote commercial services that meet the regional needs
of Spring Hill and surrounding areas.



ED Strategy 3.1.3: Identify development incentives to encourage big business to locate in
Special Districts identified in the Future Development Guide.



ED Strategy 3.1.4: Concentrate industrial and big business development within Special
Districts (See Future Development Guide).
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Community Facilities, Infrastructure, and Services
CFIS Goal 1: Coordinate infrastructure expansion with future development
Ensure that infrastructure expansion and services keep pace with desired higher intensity
development to maintain efficient development patterns.

CFIS Policy 1.1: Maximize efficient use of existing infrastructure
Encourage development activity in areas already served by public utilities to maximize public
investments in current infrastructure system and to limit capital improvement expenditures on
new infrastructure.



CFIS Strategy 1.1.1: Coordinate utilities infrastructure improvements with infill
redevelopment and new development efforts to minimize energy use and maximize
investment in existing infrastructure.

CFIS Policy 1.2: Coordinate infrastructure expansion
Coordinate infrastructure expansion to areas identified as appropriate for new development and
redevelopment.





CFIS Strategy 1.2.1: Develop policies to discourage water/sewer expansion into rural areas.
CFIS Strategy 1.2.2: Establish provisions to ensure capital improvements needed to
accommodate future development are provided concurrent with new development.
CFIS Strategy 1.2.3: Update development review process to coordinate development
approval with existing school capacity and planned facilities.

CFIS Goal 2: Enhance access to quality parks and recreational activities
Ensure that communities have access to parks and recreational activities that enhance the quality
of life and support a healthy lifestyle.

CFIS Policy 2.1: Enhance existing parks and create new parks
Support safe and healthy recreation opportunities in the community with enhancements to
existing parks and the creation of new parks.



CFIS Strategy 2.1.1: Develop a recreation master plan to access current facilities,
determine future needs and prioritize short and long-range capital investments.



CFIS Strategy 2.1.2: Develop incentives that encourage developers to create publicly
accessible neighborhood parks as part of their development projects.



CFIS Strategy 2.1.3: Inventory and assess the viability of converting existing private open
space into public open space.
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CFIS Goal 3: Enhance and create community facilities and services that support the
quality of life
Provide adequate community facilities and services that support a healthy and safe community.

CFIS Policy 3.1: Prioritize infrastructure investments
Ensure that infrastructure investments improve the quality of life within existing communities and
new development.



CFIS Strategy 3.1.1: Develop capital improvements plan that encourages investment in
existing services and facilities. Emphasize infrastructure expansion only to areas identified to
accommodate growth and that enhances the quality of life in already developed areas.

CFIS Goal 4: Enhance and create water resources and services to meet the future
needs of the community
Provide equitable and efficient water resources and services that support a healthy and
sustainable community.

CFIS Policy 4.1: Prioritize water infrastructure investments
Ensure that water infrastructure investments improve the quality of life.



CFIS Strategy 4.1.1: Identify new water resources and water conservation measures to
meet future drinking water needs.



CFIS Strategy 4.1.2: Develop a regional strategy to manage water resources that secures
access to water.



CFIS Strategy 4.1.3: Develop capital improvements plan that encourages investment in
water conservation and new water resources.

Transportation
T Goal 1: Enhance and create efficient transportation options
Encourage efficient, multi-modal transportation options that increase mobility and access to jobs,
goods/services, health care and recreation, reduce travel times and congestion, are fiscally
sustainable, and increase safety and mobility.

T Policy 1.1: Establish citywide, multi-modal transportation plan
Create a coordinated transportation strategy that supports the future development goals of the
community and increases the efficiency, safety and breadth of the city’s transportation system.



T Strategy 1.1.1: Develop a citywide, multi-modal transportation plan that accommodates
all travel modes including walking, biking, driving, public transportation, rail, and air.



T Strategy 1.1.2: Develop street typologies guide that promotes context sensitive street
designs and appropriate street cross sections.
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T Policy 1.2: Improve transportation connectivity, safety, and options
Support transportation enhancements that reduce automobile dependency and that improve
safety and alternative transportation modes, including walking and biking.




T Strategy 1.2.1: Develop a citywide greenway master plan.
T Strategy 1.2.2: Strengthen street design requirements in the subdivision regulations and
development regulations pertaining to street continuation between existing and new
developments.




T Strategy 1.2.3: Require sidewalks in all new development.



T Strategy 1.2.5: Review and modify access management regulations to promote orderly
and efficient traffic circulation along corridors identified in the Future Development Guide.



T Strategy 1.2.6: Review and modify site design requirements to promote context sensitive
street design and multimodal transportation options such as pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

T Strategy 1.2.4: Prepare an existing conditions analysis of the sidewalks to identify
substandard facilities and prioritize repair/replacement projects.

T Policy 1.3: Improve regional transportation connectivity and options
Support transportation enhancements that improve connections and travel options to areas
outside of Spring Hill.



T Strategy 1.3.1: Work with regional and state transportation agencies to create
meaningful transportation connections to other areas of the Cumberland region and state.



T Strategy 1.3.2: Work with Cumberland region transportation agencies and governments
to connect Spring Hill to a regional transit system.
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Natural and Cultural Resources
NCR Goal 1: Preserve historic and cultural resources that help define the
community’s sense of place
Ensure that historic and cultural resources are preserved to maintain the community’s unique
history and character.

NCR Policy 1.1: Promote the preservation of important historic structures
Preserve the unique and historic resources of Spring Hill.



NCR Strategy 1.1.1: Apply to the Certified Local Government (CLG) Program to become
eligible for federal historic preservation funds.



NCR Strategy 1.1.2: Conduct cultural resources survey to create a working inventory list of
Spring Hill’s historic and cultural resources.



NCR Strategy 1.1.3: Seek local designation of existing National Register properties to
ensure long-term preservation of the resources, and/or identify incentives for their preservation
(e.g. building façade easements).



NCR Strategy 1.1.4: Pursue Main Street designation by National Trust for Historic
Preservation and Tennessee Department of Economic Development.

NCR Goal 2: Preserve and connect the community’s natural resources
Ensure that natural resources such as rivers, wetlands, and other environmentally sensitive lands
are preserved and protected and that the continuity of these important environmental areas is
preserved to maintain a healthy, natural function.

NCR Policy 2.1: Coordinate the creation of a greenway system
Coordinate a greenway system that can connect the community with Spring Hill’s important
natural resources.



NRC Strategy 2.1.1: Develop a city-wide greenway master plan.

NCR Policy 2.2: Preserve important natural resources
Preserve the natural and ecological functions of the community’s natural resources.



NCR Strategy 2.2.1: Discourage development in environmentally sensitive areas, as
delineated in the Natural development category (see Future Development Guide and Map).



NCR Strategy 2.2.2: Utilize conservation easements and other land preservation tools to
preserve important natural areas on either public or private lands.



NCR Strategy 2.2.3: Review and modify development regulations to incorporate the
recommendations from the Duck River Watershed Growth Readiness Report (See Natural and
Cultural Resources chapter of Appendix A for more details).
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NCR Policy 2.3: Preserve and enhance open space
Protect a range of open spaces, including tree canopies and viewsheds, which are available and
easily accessible by the community to enjoy.



NCR Strategy 2.3.1: Incorporate minimum open space and tree protection requirements
into development standards.



NCR Strategy 2.3.2: Adopt a Conservation Subdivision Ordinance to maximize open
space/natural vegetation preservation in new subdivision development.

NCR Policy 2.4: Improve water quality protection
Support the health and natural function of the community’s waterways.



NCR Strategy 2.4.1: Adopt a Conservation Subdivision Ordinance to maximize open
space/natural vegetation in new subdivision development.



NCR Strategy 2.4.2: Establish site design and development regulations that address
watershed protection. Examples include ordinances for aquatic buffers, erosion and sediment
control, and stormwater operation and maintenance.

Land Use and Community Character
LUCC Goal 1: Enhance character of existing neighborhoods
Ensure that redevelopment and residential infill in existing neighborhoods enhances the existing
character, promotes quality design, encourages efficient reuse of underdeveloped lands, stabilizes
and enhances established neighborhoods, and helps revitalize economically distressed
neighborhoods.

LUCC Policy 1.1: Ensure context-sensitive redevelopment and infill
Ensure that new development within existing neighborhoods is of appropriate scale and intensity
in relation to existing development and that it achieves the desired development patterns for the
neighborhoods.



LUCC Strategy 1.1.1: Amend zoning ordinance to accommodate infill housing at setbacks
and minimum lots sizes that are compatible with surrounding homes but are less than what is
required by code.



LUCC Strategy 1.1.2: Develop a vacant site inventory that identifies lots suitable for infill
development.




LUCC Strategy 1.1.3: Develop an inventory of buildings suitable for redevelopment.
LUCC Strategy 1.1.4: Develop small area plans that identify specific needs of area, identify
design strategies, and prioritize infrastructure and facilities investments.
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LUCC Policy 1.2: Locate schools and parks in or near existing neighborhoods
Encourage schools and local parks to be located in or near existing neighborhoods to enhance
quality of life, promote infill development, and reduce the need to reach these important activity
centers by car.



LUCC Strategy 1.2.1: Coordinate school site selection between planning officials,
neighborhoods, and the school board to identify school locations within or near existing
neighborhoods.



LUCC Strategy 1.2.2: Develop a recreation master plan to access current facilities,
determine future needs and prioritize capital investments.



LUCC Strategy 1.2.3: Construct sidewalks, trails, and bike lanes that connect
neighborhoods to schools and that create safe opportunities for children to reach school.

LUCC Goal 2: Preserve rural character of the community
Preserve the unique rural character and lifestyle of rural areas in the Spring Hill area.

LUCC Policy 2.1: Promote low density residential and agricultural uses in rural
areas
Ensure that residential and agricultural uses in rural areas retain and preserve rural character.



LUCC Strategy 2.1.1: Follow Future Development Map to guide appropriate locations for
new residential development and to preserve areas desired to remain agricultural in use (see
Future Development Guide and Map).



LUCC Strategy 2.1.2: Adopt conservation subdivision ordinance to preserves natural
features and rural character with new residential development.




LUCC Strategy 2.1.3: Limit water/sewer expansion into rural areas.
LUCC Strategy 2.1.4: Promote the use of conservation tools such as conservation
easements and government funding programs to help conserve important natural land on
public and private property.

LUCC Policy 2.2: Create tools that preserve viability of agricultural uses
Create opportunities to preserve and promote agricultural activity in rural areas of the
community.



LUCC Strategy 2.2.1: Promote new and existing farms in rural areas. Work with
Tennessee Farm Bureau and University of Tennessee Extension to develop Rural Economic
Development Master Plan for rural areas.



LUCC Strategy 2.2.2: Establish partnerships with land trusts or create financial
instruments such as tax incentives that support and preserve agricultural activities and rural
open space.



LUCC Strategy 2.2.3: Promote the use of conservation easements and conservation tax
credits by landowners.
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LUCC Goal 3: Maximize development efficiency through compact development in
developed areas and areas where growth is desired to be accommodated
Create quality, compact development that enhances the quality of life, maximizes use of available
infrastructure, reduces travel time, increase opportunities to access uses by walking or bicycling,
and directs development away from agricultural lands and sensitive natural areas.

LUCC Policy 3.1: Promote Traditional Neighborhood Design
Encourage Traditional Neighborhood Design that promotes walkability, connectivity, housing
choice, public open space and local opportunities for goods and services in Suburban and Urban
Development Categories.



LUCC Strategy 3.1.1: Direct residential growth to Suburban and Urban Neighborhood
areas (see Future Development Guide and Map).

LUCC Policy 3.2: Encourage mixed use centers within town centers
Encourage the mixing of different residential, commercial, and office uses that promote compact,
interconnected development.



LUCC Strategy 3.2.1: Adopt a mixed use zoning district or develop a mixed use overlay
zoning district that allows for a vertical mix of higher density residential, office, and
commercial uses, that promotes compact, interconnected development, and that continues
traditional “Main Street” development patterns.

LUCC Policy 3.3: Promote quality corridor development
Encourage corridor development that improves the visual character and function of the suburban
corridors.



LUCC Strategy 3.3.1: Develop a corridor overlay district or corridor zoning district that
address site design, access management, visual character, and other design standards along
major corridors (See Future Development Guide and Map).

Intergovernmental Coordination
IC Goal 1: Enhance governmental coordination between Spring Hill and
surrounding municipalities
Continue to coordinate planning and development efforts between Spring Hill and its
municipalities to ensure orderly development and service delivery, including implementation of
the vision, policies and strategies presented in this plan.
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IC Policy 1.1: Promote partnerships between municipal governments and school
boards
Create working partnerships between jurisdictions to promote orderly development patterns
and the provision of necessary infrastructure and services.



IC Strategy 1.1.1: Refine communication and coordination efforts regarding development
activity to ensure orderly and efficient development patterns.



IC Strategy 1.1.2: Coordinate school site selection between planning officials,
neighborhoods, and the school board to indentify school locations within or near existing
neighborhoods.

IC Goal 2: Enhance regional, state, and federal government coordination
Continue to coordinate planning and development efforts between Spring Hill and regional
entities to ensure orderly development and service delivery.

IC Policy 2.1: Work with regional agencies and surrounding communities
Develop working relationships with regional agencies and surrounding communities to
coordinate growth management.



IC Strategy 2.1.1: Continue to work with regional agencies such as the South Central
Tennessee Development District, Nashville Area Metropolitan Planning Organization,
Metropolitan Transit Authority and Regional Transportation Authority and organizations such
as Cumberland Region Tomorrow to coordinate planning and development efforts in the
region.



IC Strategy 2.1.2: Continue to work with surrounding communities to coordinate planning
and development efforts at the boarders of Spring Hill.

IC Goal 3: Enhance coordination with state and federal government
Continue to coordinate planning and development efforts between Spring Hill and state and
federal entities to ensure orderly development and service delivery.

IC Policy 3.1: Work with state agencies
Work with state agencies to identify funding opportunities for community development.



IC Strategy 3.1.1: Continue to work with state agencies to identify funding sources related
to transportation, utilities, community facilities and services, housing, economic development,
and environmental and historic resource protection.

IC Policy 3.2: Work with federal agencies
Work with federal agencies to identify funding opportunities for community development.



IC Strategy 3.2.1: Continue to work with federal agencies to identify funding sources
related to transportation, utilities, community facilities and services, housing, economic
development, and environmental and historic resource protection.
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PREFERRED COMMUNITY CHARACTER
A community character survey (also known as Visual Preference Survey) is a means to obtain
public opinions about the visual appearance of the built environment. This survey exercise,
administered during the Visioning Workshop, produced anecdotal data that was interpreted and
incorporated into the planning process. Survey participants rated a series of images organized
into seven sub-sections: Transportation Landscape/Streetscape, Housing Types, Activity Centers,
Employment Areas, and Public Buildings.
Results are described in the following pages.

Overall
MOST PREFERRED
Overall, the images depicting urban amenities such as
walkable neighborhoods, parks and town centers were
preferred. Images with excessive asphalt that lacked natural
features and wide open urban spaces were overwhelmingly
disliked. The participants’ most preferred overall image was
the “Public Fountain” image that depicts a large urban
fountain surrounded by an inviting public plaza with places to
sit, gather and socialize.

1
Most preferred overall image from the Community
Character Survey (above)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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LEAST PREFERRED
Least preferred images tended to portray architecturally
uninteresting and mundane buildings and auto-oriented
streets and public spaces. The least favorite overall image
was the “Track House” image, with a residential street that
has few distinguishable features that make it unique and
attractive.

1
Least preferred overall image from the Community
Character Survey (above)
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3
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Transportation
MOST PREFERRED
Participants generally preferred transportation images
portraying comfortable and attractive streets framed by
either mature street trees or buildings.
1.

Multi-use trail – Multi-use trails can provide
connections between and within neighborhoods
and provide opportunities for recreation and
connection with nature.

2.

Urban streets – Narrow streets with buildings
and street trees adjacent to the roadway make a
street interesting and comfortable to walk, bike and
drive down.

3.

Landscaped streets –Landscaping streets with
mature trees and other vegetation can make a
street visually appealing and attractive.

4.

Tree-lined Boulevard – Tree-lined boulevards
create a street that is visually appealing and
comfortable to drive and walk down.

5.

Urban commercial street – Well-designed
urban streets encourage walking while also
supporting commercial uses.

1

2

3

4

5

Most preferred transportation images from the
Community Character Survey

LEAST PREFERRED
Participants generally did not prefer images portraying wideopen streets.
1.

Visual Clutter – Utility poles or obtrusive signs
can diminish an otherwise attractive street.

2.

Urban streets – Urban streets can be narrower
than suburban or rural roads.

3.

Wide roadways –Roadways with multiple lanes
and long sight distances create high-speed roadways
that are unsafe for automobiles and pedestrians.

4.

Limited residential character – Suburban
neighborhood streets with deep setbacks between
the building and street, similar house types, and no
street trees creates a street that is unattractive to
drive and walk.

5.

Empty roadway – Roadways in suburban or
urban settings that are wide and not lined with
trees or buildings can feel empty and lacking in
character.

1

2

3

4

5

Least preferred transportation images from the
Community Character Survey
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Landscape and Streetscape
MOST PREFERRED
Participants
generally
preferred
landscaping
and
streetscaping images portraying well-maintained landscaping
strips and street trees..
1.

Landscaping strips – Trees and shrubs can make
a parking area or building front more appealing and
interesting.

2.

Pedestrian-Oriented street design – Buildings
with well-designed pedestrian environments
improve pedestrian access to commercial buildings.

3.

Parking lot landscaping –Planting strips in
parking lots can make an otherwise unattractive
place feel more inviting and unique.

4.

Appropriately scaled signage – Signage that is
integrated in the landscape and surrounding context
improves the visual character of an area.

5.

Streetscapes – Urban streetscapes, with street
trees, brick pavers and lamp posts, create visually
appealing streets that support pedestrians and
adjacent businesses.

LEAST PREFERRED

1

2

3

4

5

Most preferred landscape/streetscape images from the
Community Character Survey

Participants generally did not prefer commercial areas
lacking landscaping or appealing streetscape amenities.
1.

No streetscaping – Roads with no defining
features at the edge of the public right-of-way, such
as buildings, sidewalks with street trees, or
landscaping strips, lack character and visual appeal.

2.

Large parking lots – Large, open parking lots
with no landscaping strips or streetscape elements
to break up the circulation lanes make parking lots
unsafe for pedestrians.

3.

Minimal landscaping –A limited amount of trees
or other landscaping make this image less desirable.

4.

No landscaping – A lack of landscaping between a
sidewalk and a parking lot or roadway makes for an
unattractive pedestrian space, especially in front of
commercial buildings.

5.

Balancing landscaping and buildings – Buildings
and their surrounding landscaping should
complement one another, which is not the case in
this image..

1

2

3

4

5

Least preferred landscape/streetscape images from the
Community Character Survey
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Neighborhoods
MOST PREFERRED
Participants generally preferred small-scale housing with
natural features such as trees and yards defining the space
around the house.
1.

Residential streets – Neighborhoods with small
side yards and that have the majority of landscaping
in the front or rear create compact and attractive
areas to live.

2.

Suburban landscaping – Suburban residential
development is defined by a balance between built
features and natural features, with landscaping
generally surrounding a building on all sides.

3.

Human-scaled houses –Single-family detached
houses that are well proportioned, address the
street, and that are close to the street create a
friendly, neighborhood feeling.

4.

Yard features – Residential yard features, such as
picket fences and mature trees, help create
attractive neighborhoods.

5.

Interesting architecture – Interesting and
balanced architecture creates uniqueness along a
street and within a neighborhood.

1

2

3

4

5

Most preferred neighborhood images from the
Community Character Survey

LEAST PREFERRED
Participants generally did not prefer large residential
buildings or residential streets lacking character.
1.

Mundane neighborhood streets – Limited
variations in architecture and building type and no
street trees or other interesting street features fail
to create a sense of place along this street.

2.

Suburban landscaping – Suburban residential
development is defined by a balance between built
features and natural features, with landscaping
generally surrounding a building on all sides.

3.

Yard clutter –Utility poles and new construction
advertising detract from the visual appeal of the
building and landscaping.

4.

Deep, open setbacks –Deep building setbacks
and a lack of landscape features to fill the space
between the building and roadway fails to make this
street an attractive residential environment.

5.

Apartment complexes – Apartment complexes,
with buildings oriented towards the middle of the
site, create unattractive spaces at the edge of
developments.
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Activity Centers
MOST PREFERRED
Participants generally preferred “Main Street” type images
that depict commercial areas supported by walkable,
pedestrian-friendly streets.
1.

Street activity –Outdoor dining, retail businesses
oriented towards pedestrians, and other traditional
town center activities create places where people
want to linger and socialize.

2.

Walkable streets – Sidewalks with interesting
storefronts, well maintained and unobstructed
walkways, street trees, and on-street parking make
walking enjoyable, inviting and safe.

3.

Mixed use – Ground level commercial uses, with
residential or office above, support a walkable
community that depends less on the automobile to
support businesses and meet residential needs.

4.

Balancing buildings and landscaping – Buildings
and landscape features that are well-proportioned
with one another help create visually appealing
places.

5.

Streetscapes – Streetscapes help create an
attractive town center by enhancing the visual
appeal of commercial and mixed use buildings.

1

2

3

4

5

Most preferred employment areas images from the
Community Character Survey

LEAST PREFERRED
Participants generally did not prefer stand alone or
commercial buildings with no landscaping or streetscape
features.
1.

Rural stand alone commercial – Rural, stand
alone commercial buildings typically do not provide
a wide range of commercial services.

2.

Inappropriate building additions – This building
fails to integrate the commercial addition with the
original residential building.

3.

No landscaping of pedestrian environment –
This building lacks street trees or pedestrian
features that help blend the building into its
surroundings.

4.

Limited sidewalk – The small sidewalk makes
accessing this building by foot difficult and
unpleasant.

5.

Auto-oriented commercial buildings – Onestory commercial buildings that are separated from
the street by a parking lot fail to create a
pedestrian-friendly commercial area.
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Employment Areas
MOST PREFERRED
Participants generally preferred large commercial buildings
with more traditional architectural features.
1.

Balanced architecture – Buildings with
appropriate architectural features, such as windows
of appropriate proportion and traditional materials,
make this building visually appealing.

2.

Traditional building materials – Traditional
building materials, such as brick, are desired over
more modern materials such as steel and glass.

3.

Human-scaled buildings – Buildings that are
moderate in size and integrated into the
surrounding landscape create a more inviting
workplace than a tall office building surrounded by
parking.

4.

Landscaping – Appropriate landscaping, such as
trees and planting strips, can buffer the views of
large parking areas.

5.

Streetscapes – Streetscapes create attractive
areas around businesses and improve the visual
character around commercial buildings.

1

2

3

4

5

Most preferred employment areas images from the
Community Character Survey

LEAST PREFERRED
Participants generally did not prefer conventional office park
buildings and stand alone commercial buildings.
1.

Big box office buildings –Large office buildings
with not windows or other interesting architectural
features make this building and the area
surrounding it unattractive.

2.

Stand alone buildings – Large buildings that
stand alone are not preferred.

3.

Large parking lots – Wide open parking lots,
limited landscaping and one story buildings that do
not frame the parking lot, create spaces that are
visually unattractive and undesirable to be in.

4.

Awkward building forms – This building, with a
front building elevation that is atypical, was not
preferred.

5.

Corporate office parks – Corporate office parks,
with tall glass and metal building facades, are not
preferred.

1

2

3

4

5

Least preferred employment area images from the
Community Character Survey
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Public Buildings
MOST PREFERRED
Participants generally preferred images that depict formal
public buildings that establish the building and surround area
as important public space.
1.

Formal public plazas – Formal public plazas,
framed by surrounding buildings, establish areas as
important civic places.

2.

Mixed use public institutions – Civic buildings
that locate administrative offices and recreation
areas in close proximity can be a center for
community activities.

3.

Multi-story buildings – Multi-story buildings in a
traditional downtown setting are a desirable type of
public building.

LEAST PREFERRED
Participants generally did not prefer public buildings lacking
character or landscaping.
1.

Temporary
school
facilities
–Portable
classrooms are an undesirable school feature.

2.

Limited landscaping – Public buildings with
minimal landscaping are not well integrated into the
community landscape.

3.

Large urban buildings – Public buildings that are
several stories tall are undesirable.

1

2

3

Most preferred public building images from the
Community Character Survey

1

2
Least preferred public building images from the
Community Character Survey
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CHAPTER

4

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
GUIDE
Presents the strategy and guide for how Spring Hill should develop
to achieve its vision

A

key component of the comprehensive planning process is
the creation of the Future Development Guide. The guide
uses Character Areas, defined by Development Categories
and Community Elements, to describe in detail the vision for growth
and development for the next 20 years. This vision, which was
developed with a public planning process, is expressed in ‘unique’
Character Areas.
The Future Development Guide presents the introduction to
Character Area-based planning, policy and strategies associated with
Character Areas and associated map within the five sections
described below:







CHARACTER AREA LIST
Natural Development Category
• Natural-Open Space

Rural Development Category
• Rural-Open Space
• Rural-Neighborhood
• Rural-Corridor

Suburban Development Category

What is Character Area-Based Planning?

• Suburban-Neighborhood

Character Area Policy

• Suburban-Center

Character Area Implementation Strategy

• Suburban-Corridor

Urban Development Category

Future Development Map

• Urban-Neighborhood

Transportation

District Development Category

CHARACTER AREA-BASED PLANNING
Character Area-based planning focuses on the way an area looks
and how it functions. Tailored strategies are applied to each area,
with the goal of enhancing the existing character/function or
promoting a desired character for the future. Character Areas
define areas that presently have unique or special characteristics
that need to be preserved, have potential to evolve into unique
areas or require special attention because of unique development
issues.
Spring Hill’s Character Areas are defined in this plan by
Development Categories that group development types and
Community Elements that incorporate unique physical elements of
development. Character Area names reflect both the Development
Category and Community Element (e.g. Natural-Open Space).
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Relationship between Future Development
Guide and Zoning
There are two primary tools commonly used to guide development
in a community:
development regulations and a
comprehensive plan. Below is a brief description of each and
how they are used to help a community achieve their community
vision.
Development regulations consist generally of zoning and
subdivision regulations. Zoning is a regulatory tool and legal
designation that provides specific rights and standards to a parcel of
property. Zoning is used to establish specific standards related to
use, intensity, density, and dimensional site standards related to
minimum lot sizes, setbacks, parking, landscaping, circulation, etc.
Subdivision regulations establish standards for design and layout of
lots, streets, utilities, and other public improvements related to
development. In a conventional residential development, zoning
defines the density and standards for lots within a subdivision and
subdivision regulations control the process and design for
subdividing land, dedicating streets in public right-of-way and
installing utilities.
To help guide decision making related to development, a
comprehensive plan is prepared and adopted by a local
government.
A comprehensive plan includes goals for the
community, analysis of existing conditions and trends in the
community, descriptions and illustrations of a future vision of the
physical, social and environmental elements of the community, and
policies and guidelines intended to implement the vision and goals.
To achieve the community vision for this comprehensive plan, the
Future Development Guide describes the desired community
character and development pattern for different parts of the city.
The Future Development Guide, in addition to the goals, policies and
strategies described in the Community Vision section of this plan,
should be used to make decisions about development applications
and rezoning applications. For development applications, the Future
Development Guide should be used to encourage applicants to
include elements of the development that support the unique vision
for the character area they are developing within. For rezoning
applications, the city council, planning commission and community
should use the Future Development Guide to judge whether the
rezoning and proposed development supports the desired
community character.
In summary, the Future Development Guide does not grant nor take
away a property owner’s right to development his or her property.
Rather, the Future Development Guide provides guidance for how all
those involved in the development process (residents, businesses,
city council members, developers, etc.) should make decisions about
how a property should develop to support the desired community
character and development pattern.
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Development Categories
The Development Categories describe generalized development patterns ranging from completely natural
areas to urban areas. Each category incorporates different types and scale of natural and built features.
Development Categories are:
•
•
•
•
•

Natural
Rural
Suburban
Urban
Districts

Below is a summary diagram as well as a summary table of the general characteristics of each Development
Category.
Development Category Concept Diagram

Image courtesy of Duany Plater-Zyberk and Company

Summary Table of Development Categories
Development Category
Natural

Summary
•

•

Areas in a natural state
Areas important to preserve natural character and natural function of environment

Rural

•
•

Suburban

•
•

Areas that represent a transition between natural/rural areas and urban areas
Important to enhance access to urban amenities such as jobs, retail services, and public
services

•

Areas with the highest intensity of development and activity
Areas that are quality, walkable communities with residential and non-residential uses in close
proximity

Urban

•

•
•

District

•

Areas with a rural character
Important rural areas worth preserving
Areas defined by agricultural uses and low density residential or low density rural commercial

Areas that will or do accommodate activities or uses that are not accommodated by
traditional Community Elements
Important areas that provide special services for community or need special treatment to limit
negative impacts of special activity
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Community Elements
The Community Elements describe, where applicable, the type, scale, and intensity of development within each
Development Category (e.g. Open Space only pertains to the Natural and Rural Development Categories in this
plan). These elements are classified as:
•
•
•
•

Open Space
Neighborhoods
Centers
Corridors

Below is a summary diagram as well as a summary table of the general characteristics of each Community Element.

Community Element Concept Diagram

Open Space
Neighborhood

Center
Corridor

Summary Table of Community Elements
Community Element

Summary
•
•

Least developed Community Element
Broadly includes woodlands, fields, wetlands, stream banks, floodplains, and unique geographic
features

Neighborhood

•
•
•

Primary area of residence for most of community
Provides diversity of housing
Locates housing in proximity to corridors, centers, and open space

Center

•
•
•
•

General gathering places within neighborhoods or at the edge of two neighborhoods
Characterized by access to full range of retail and commercial services and civic uses
Typically represents highest level of activity with each Development Category
Can range from rural to urban areas

•
•
•

Primary link between neighborhoods and communities
Primarily a transportation corridor connecting different neighborhoods and centers
Functions as either a throughway or a destination depending on Development Category and uses
along corridor

Open Space

Corridor
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CHARACTER AREA POLICY
The Future Development Guide Character Area Policy is presented in narrative form in this
section and physically depicted in the Future Development Map. The policy represents and
describes unique characteristics and development patterns and links intent with recommended
strategies to help achieve the community vision.
The Character Area Policy is presented in sub-sections organized by Development Category.
Each sub-section begins with a general description of the Development Category that presents
the character and intent of the category and lists the Character Areas included within the
category. Narratives for each Character Area follow the Development Category description.
Each Character Area Policy presented in the narrative, which includes the adjacent text box for
each Character Area, incorporated the following components:



Intent describes the policy intent of each Character Area, specifically to preserve,
maintain, enhance, or create a desired character.



General Characteristics provides a general overview of desired development
pattern in terms of characteristics that are more specifically addressed in the Design
Principles.



Application provides a general description of areas where the Character Areas
can be found or appropriately applied based on characteristics of the land and
infrastructure.



Primary Future Land Uses lists appropriate future land uses that support the
desired mix and/or type of land uses in a Character Area.



Compatible Zoning Classifications identifies appropriate zoning districts to use
within the character area. Zoning districts in this policy component represent both
existing zoning district classifications, and where necessary, proposed districts to
further implement the intent of the Character Area.



Design Principles (presented in a separate text box for each Character Area)
describe the form and character of the physical elements of the Character Area.
These principles include:



o

Site Design descirbes the general site design including general setbacks, site
access and building footprint.

o

Density/Intensity recommends the appropriate density or intensity of
development for each Character Area.

o

Green Space describes the type of parks and open spaces that are
appropriate for each Character Area.

o

Transportation describes important characteristics of the transportation
system including connectivity, level of service, access and pedestrian and
bicycle facilities.

o

Infrastructure identifies the type of infrastructure available or planned and
refers to the availability of public drinking water and public sewer for each
area.

Visual Character Description (presented following the text narrative) provides
illustrative descriptions of the desired character as expressed by development
patterns, transportation, and green space.
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Development Category: Natural

NATURAL CHARACTER AREAS

The Natural Development Category applies to areas that have
natural, cultural, and historic resources that are important to
preserve. The intent of this category is to preserve the natural
character of the area, to preserve the natural functions of the
environment, and to provide areas where residents and vistors can
enjoy nature. Examples of this category include natural wildlife
habitat, water bodies, and public preserves and parks.

• Natural-Open Space

To preserve the natural character of this area, the land should be
left in an undisturbed state. Examples of important features that
warrant preserving include rivers, streams, wetlands, floodplains,
important wildlife habitats, and steep slopes.
Preserved areas can be both public and private. Public natural areas
can be in the form of parks or government owned land. Privatetly
owned natural areas can be in the form of conservation easements
or undesireable areas for development because of sensitive natural
features.
Emphasis should be placed on connecting natural features to
support a healthy natural environment. When natural environments
are interrupted or segregated by the built environment, their
functional health is reduced.
Building and development is rare in this category.
When
development does occur, it is typically associated with civic uses
such as parks, community centers, and camping grounds and
infrastructure such as power lines or roads. Every effort should be
made to minimize the physical impact of any development on the
surrounding natural environment.
Opportunities to connect and enjoy nature are an important part of
a community. This category should provide these opportunities
through public preserves and low impact recreational activities.
Examples of public preserves include federal, state, and local parks
that can provide access to nature. Examples of low impact
recreational activities include boating, hiking, fishing, and camping.
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NATURAL – OPEN SPACE
Intent: PRESERVE existing undisturbed natural areas and open
space not suitable for development in addition to the protection of
areas that have already developed or have the potential to develop
due to existing zoning. Natural-Open Space (N-OS) areas are
important in the preservation of natural, ecological functions of
Maury County and in the preservation of the natural environment
for current and future generations to enjoy.
General Characteristics: N-OS areas are public or privatelyowned land intended to remain as open space for natural area
conservation and passive recreation purposes.
N-OS areas should also provide opportunities for residents to
connect with nature and preserve important environmental
functions. These areas may also be secured and protected by
conservation easements, land trusts, or government owned land.
Application: N-OS areas are located throughout the community,
represented primarily by floodplain areas, wetlands, and publicly
owned parks with natural areas, and privately-owned land in its
natural state.

• Preserve scenic views, natural

habitats and rural character
• Place building(s) and choose exterior
materials to blend with surrounding
landscape and to reduce visual
impacts
• Maintain existing vegetation and tree
cover

Density/Intensity
• Natural landscape with limited civic

buildings to provide access and
education to community
• Natural landscape

Undeveloped areas in their natural state
Passive recreation, including greenways and trails
Cemeteries and burial grounds
Civic benefit uses suitable for the area such as
educational or nature centers and nature preserves

Compatible Zoning Classifications



Site Design

Green Space

Primary Future Land Uses






DESIGN PRINCIPLES

AG

• Maintain connections between

natural features

Transportation
• Low pedestrian connectivity with

greenways, trails
• Limited access with informal
roadways such as unpaved roads

Infrastructure
• Not applicable
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Visual Character Description: Natural-Open Space

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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RURAL CHARACTER AREAS

Development Category: Rural
The Rural Category represents areas defined by agricultural uses,
low density residential uses, and limited low intensity non-residential
uses where appropriate. The intent of this category is to preserve
and enhance the rural character of the area.
The development pattern is defined by sparsely scattered buildings
connected by a road network that is not dense. Buildings are
usually a combination of residential homes and structures for
agricultural activities. Spacing between buildings is usually wide and
they are separated by large tracts of land. Some rural areas may
have clusters of residential buildings that are closer to one another
and the street to create rural ‘hamlets’ such as Culleoka, Hampshire
and Santa Fe. Agricultural activities are an important and defining
feature of this category. Pasture land, crop fields, and activities
relating to harvesting the land are appropriate. Limited commercial
activity can be found at cross roads. The non-residential uses
should be limited to those that provide essential services to the
rural community. Civic uses such as schools and post offices or
commercial uses such as small grocery stores or feed stores are
examples of appreciate non-residential uses. Additionally, these
buildings should be located on smaller lots, oriented close to the
street, and clustered together to minimize the development of the
surrounding rural landscape.
Transportation is characterized by a road network that is not dense
and generally follows contours and other natural features. Typical
rural road cross sections consist of the roadway, shoulders, and
ditch and swales with no curbs or sidewalks. Because the road
network is spread out, distances between intersections is greater.
The nature of the road network and low frequency of intersections
limits mobility options to motorized vehicles and increases trip
distance and time.
Public and utility services are limited in rural areas. Public safety
services such as police, fire, and medical response are limited
because of the greater distances to travel and limited road
connections. Civic services such as schools, community centers and
post offices should be located at important cross roads. Electricity
is the main utility service for rural areas. Water and sewer service
is limited and should be discouraged from expanding into rural
areas. Instead, water and sewer should be handled on site with best
management practices to limit negative environmental impacts.
Green space is an important part of the rural character. Farm land
and natural features are the main types of green space in rural areas
and are mostly located on private land. Public access to green space
is typically at regional parks that emphasize the preservation of land
in a natural state.
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RURAL-NEIGHBORHOOD
Intent: PRESERVE and ENHANCE the rural character of Maury
County. Rural-Neighborhood (R-N) areas are intended to preserve the
rural lifestyle with hamlet-style clustering of homes typically found in
rural areas that are compatible with surrounding agricultural uses, that
benefit from the scenic rural landscape and that accommodate limited
residential growth.
General Characteristics: R-N is characterized by low density
residential development and agricultural activities.
The general
development pattern is either scattered with large distances between
buildings or clustered in small hamlets. Clustering can be defined by
buildings located in close proximity and along a rural road or by
conservation subdivisions that group homes to preserve important
natural features, open space and the rural character of the area.
Buildings are either removed from the road with deep setbacks or are
located close to the road with an informal orientation to the roadway.
With the exception of arterial roadways that cross the area, the
majority of roads are narrow rural roads. Roadway cross sections are
typically defined by the roadway, shoulders, ditch and swales, and
informal landscaping or farm fences lining the edges.
Vehicular
connectivity is low with large block lengths and infrequent intersections.
Future development should continue to emphasize the preservation of
natural features such as natural drainage ways that utilize natural features
for stormwater management and farmland.
Application: R-N primarily represents private agricultural land. R-N
areas have traditionally developed with historical clusters of rural homes
or have experienced development pressure for higher density residential
development that is inappropriate for the area. The character area is
generally located outside of areas where municipal water and sewer
exists. Extension of municipal water and sewer utilities into these areas
should be discouraged.
Primary Future Land Uses



Agricultural uses and accessory uses important to support
the rural lifestyle such as barns or stables





Residential uses such as low density single-family
Cemeteries and burial grounds
Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, municipal
parks or preserves, passive recreation (including greenways
and trails)

Site Design
• Deep building setbacks with green

space or moderate building setbacks
to locate building close to roadway
• Small building footprints in relation
to lot size
• Access generally provided by private
driveway

Density/Intensity
• Low density/intensity
• 0 to 1 du/acre
• Higher density/intensity as allowable

by conservation subdivision
ordinance

Green Space
• Natural landscape
• Maintain connections between

natural features
• Maintain and preserve important
agricultural land
• Informal landscaping

Transportation
• Low pedestrian connectivity with

greenways and trails
• Low vehicular connectivity with
generous distance between
intersections
• Rural roadways with shoulder and
ditch or swale is main road type

Infrastructure
• Limited municipal water and sewer
• Primary water supply through wells
• Primary sewer treatment utilizes

Compatible Zoning Classifications



DESIGN PRINCIPLES

septic or on-site treatment system

AG. R-1; Conservation Subdivision

• Variable telecommunications
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Visual Character Description: Rural-Neighborhood

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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RURAL-CENTER
Intent:
ENHANCE and MAINTAIN the rural character by
providing commercial and civic services intended to serve adjacent
residential or agricultural areas with limited goods and services that are
necessary to support the rural lifestyle, and are concentrated at
important roadway intersections.
General Characteristics: Rural-Center (R-CTR) is characterized by
clustered commercial and residential development around the
intersection of prominent rural roads. The general development pattern
is compact with moderate to short distances between buildings.
Buildings are located close to the street with parking either in front,
beside or behind the building on private property. Within the
immediate area of major intersections, there is a limited block pattern
with moderate distances between intersections.
Roadway cross sections are typically defined by the roadway and
shoulders or sidewalks separating the street from private property.
Pedestrian facilities such as sidewalks and greenways are appropriate.
R-CTR areas are generally located outside of areas where public water
and sewer exists or is proposed. However, depending on the land use
and location to municipal services, municipal water and sewer service
may be appropriate.
Future development should emphasize the compact, small scale
development that supports the immediate surrounding rural area. It
should include compatible architecture styles that maintain the regional
rural character rather than “franchise” or “corporate” architecture.
Application: R-CTR is generally located at the intersection of
Beechcroft Road and Carters Creek Parkway. R-CTR should reflect a
development pattern that includes a cluster of rural, low-density
residential and commercial development at the intersection of
prominent rural roads.
Primary Future Land Uses







Residential uses such as low density single-family
Commercial and office uses necessary to support the rural
lifestyle including small-scale retail or grocery stores,
commercial nurseries, farm implement sales and supply
stores, farmer’s markets and feed and seed
Cemeteries and burial grounds
Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools,
municipal services, community centers or municipal parks,
passive recreation (including greenways and trails)

Compatible Zoning Classifications
R-4; B-1
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Site Design
• Vehicular access from prominent

rural roads
• Moderate to shallow setbacks are
generally 40 to 20 feet in depth
• Moderate building footprint in
relation to lot size

Density/Intensity
• Moderate density/intensity
• 0 to 4 du/acre
• 1-3 story buildings clustered around

or close proximity to major
intersections

Green Space
• Informal landscaping with areas in

natural state
• Formal landscaping with built areas

Transportation
• Low pedestrian connectivity with

greenways and multi-use trails
• Low vehicular connectivity with
important connections at
intersections of prominent rural
roads

Infrastructure
• Limited municipal water and sewer
• Primary water supply through wells
• Primary sewer treatment utilizes

septic or on-site treatment system
• Where water and/or sewer is
available, densities can be higher
than possible without water/sewer
• Variable telecommunications
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Visual Character Description: Rural-Center

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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RURAL-CORRIDOR
Intent: PRESERVE and ENHANCE the rural character of the
community. Rural-Corridor (R-COR) areas are intended to preserve
the rural lifestyle in rural areas that are compatible with surrounding
agricultural uses that benefit from the scenic rural landscape, that
accommodate limited residential growth, and that are located along the
primary rural transportation throughways.
General Characteristics: R-COR is characterized by low density
residential development and agricultural activities.
The general
development pattern is either scattered with large distances between
buildings or clustered in small hamlets. Clustering can be defined by
buildings located in close proximity and along a rural road or by
conservation subdivisions that group homes to preserve important
natural features, open space and the rural character of the area.
Buildings are either removed from the road with deep setbacks or are
located close to the road with an informal orientation to the roadway.
The R-COR roadway represents the primary transportation roadway in
rural areas. The roadways that define rural corridors should preserve
the rural character of the area and respect the scale and context of
development in the area. Where rural corridors are divided highways,
access should be limited and development should respect the character
of rural areas. Roadway cross sections typically include the roadway,
shoulders, ditch and swale with informal landscaping, tree lines, groves,
or farm fences lining the edges. There is typically a low level of vehicular
connectivity with large block lengths and infrequent intersections.
Future development should continue to emphasize the preservation of
natural features such as natural drainage ways that utilize natural features
for stormwater management and farmland.
Application: R-COR primarily represents private agricultural land.
The character area is generally located outside of areas where public
water and sewer exists or is proposed. Expansion of services into these
areas should be discouraged.
Primary Future Land Uses




Undeveloped areas in their natural state





Residential uses such as low density single-family

Agricultural uses and accessory uses important to support
the rural lifestyle such as barns or stables

Site Design
• Deep building setbacks with green

space or moderate building setbacks
to locate building close to roadway
• Small building footprints in relation
to lot size
• Access generally provided by private
driveway

Density/Intensity
• Low density/intensity compatible

with surrounding area, either R-O,
R-N, or R-C character areas
• 1-3 story buildings

Green Space
• Natural landscape
• Maintain connections between

natural features
• Maintain and preserve important
agricultural land
• Informal landscaping

Transportation
• Low pedestrian connectivity with

greenways and trails
• Low vehicular connectivity with
generous distance between
intersections
• Rural roadways with shoulder and
ditch or swale is main road type

Infrastructure
• Limited municipal water and sewer

Cemeteries and burial grounds
Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, municipal
parks or preserves, passive recreation (including greenways
and trails)

Compatible Zoning Classifications



DESIGN PRINCIPLES

R-2; Conservation Subdivision
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• Primary water supply through wells
• Primary sewer treatment utilizes

septic or on-site treatment system
• Variable telecommunications
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Visual Character Description: Rural-Corridor

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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SUBURBAN CHARACTER AREAS

Development Category: Suburban
The Suburban Category represents a transition between natural,
and rural settings and urban environments. The intent of this
category is to preserve natural features in the built environment,
enhance the access to urban amenities such as jobs, retail services,
and public services, and to create new opportunities to enhance the
quality of life.

• Suburban-Neighborhood
• Suburban-Center
• Suburban-Corridor

The development pattern of conventional suburban areas is
generally characterized by the separation of land uses into
residential and non-residential areas. Residential areas typically have
clusters of similar one and two story residential buildings, lots
surrounded by landscaping on all sides, and a moderate to high
degree of building separation. Non-residential areas are typically
located along major roads or at major crossroads. Commercial
uses are typically clustered together and are designed largely to
accommodate vehicular access. Public and civic buildings such as
schools or government offices are usually located in isolation from
other uses and along major roads.
Transportation design is centered on the automobile but pedestrian
facilities are included. Road networks have a moderate degree of
connectivity and frequency of intersections. Because trip distances
are typically too long for walking, transportation mobility is largely
dependent on motor vehicles. Streets are typically curvilinear with
residential streets often ending in cul-de-sacs. A typical cross
section of a street includes the roadway, curb and gutter, and in
some cases sidewalks.

Suburban-Neighborhood

Green space in suburban areas is largely located on private
properties and associated with the yard area surrounding buildings.
Public green space is typically in the form of parks with recreation
facilities such as ball parks or small neighborhood parks.
While this established model of suburban development is
prominent, a desire for a more complete and integrated physical
form is desired. New suburban development should integrate
different land uses where appropriate and increase the connections
between land uses. This type of approach should reduce the
influence of design around motor-vehicles. Examples of this type of
development pattern include connecting residential developments to
other residential developments or commercial areas. Within
commercial areas, buildings should be located closer to the street
and separated from the roadway by landscaping rather than parking
lots. Parking and additional commercial building should be located
behind buildings that front the street. Civic buildings and uses such
as schools and parks should be located where commercial and
residential uses connect to create suburban centers with a cluster of
services and activities for a community.
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SUBURBAN-NEIGHBORHOOD
Intent:
ENHANCE existing suburban neighborhoods and
CREATE new suburban neighborhoods to improve the quality of
life in the community with an increased sense of place and
community.
Description: Suburban-Neighborhood (S-N) is characterized by
residential development and neighborhoods.
The general
development pattern is defined by single use activity on individual
lots. Street networks are defined by curvilinear streets and
moderate distances between intersections. Buildings have moderate
setbacks and use the building structure or landscaping to frame the
street.
Roadway cross sections are typically defined by the roadway, curb
and gutter, sidewalks, and formal landscaping at the edge of the
public right-of-way and private property.
Green space is largely incorporated on individual lots, but
neighborhood and community parks should be located within
neighborhoods to enhance the quality of life.
Connectivity is moderate for vehicles, pedestrians, and bicycle users.
Future development should emphasize connectivity and housing
diversity. It should also focus on creating a pedestrian-friendly
environment by adding sidewalks and creating other pedestrianfriendly multi-use trail/bike routes linking neighboring communities
and major destinations such as libraries, neighborhood centers,
health facilities, commercial clusters, parks, schools, etc.
Application:
S-N is generally located throughout the city.
Additionally, S-N is defined as an area where municipal water and
sewer is provided or proposed.
Primary Future Land Uses



Residential uses such as single family detached and
attached



Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools,
municipal services, community centers or municipal
parks, passive recreation (including greenways and
trails)

Site Design
• Vehicular access from private

driveways
• Moderate to shallow setbacks are
generally 40 to 20 feet in depth
• Low to moderate lot coverage with
medium building footprint in
relation to lot size

Density/Intensity
• Moderate density/intensity
• 2 to 4 du/acre

Green Space
• Informal landscaping with passive

use areas
• Formal landscaping with built areas
• Neighborhood Parks
• Community Parks

Transportation
• Low to moderate pedestrian

connectivity with sidewalks,
greenways, and pedestrian paths
• Moderate vehicular connectivity with
curvilinear streets and generous to
moderate distance between
intersections

Infrastructure
• Municipal water and sewer service
• Telecommunications available

Compatible Zoning Classifications



DESIGN PRINCIPLES

R-1, R-2, R-3, R-6; Residential PUD,
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Visual Character Description: Suburban-Neighborhood

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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SUBURBAN-CENTER
Intent: ENHANCE existing suburban centers and CREATE new
centers to improve the quality of life with an increased sense of place
and community.
General Characteristics: Suburban-Center (S-CTR) is characterized
by commercial and residential development at the intersection of major
transportation corridors. The general development pattern is centered
at, or in close proximity to, the major intersection with single use
commercial, office, and residential uses as well as mixed use
development. Street networks are defined by curvilinear and linear
streets with moderate distances between intersections.
Buildings have shallow to moderate setbacks and use the building
structure or landscaping to frame the street. Roadway cross sections
are typically defined by the roadway, curb and gutter, sidewalks, and
formal landscaping at the edge of the public right-of- way and private
property. Access to properties should be managed with limited curb
cuts, frontage roads, and side streets. Connectivity is moderate for
vehicles and high for bikes and pedestrians.
Uniform sign standards should apply with appropriate sign types
including building mounted, projecting, awning, and monument.
Landscaping standards should apply along the corridor, including in and
along parking lots to provide shade, reduce impervious surfaces, shield
parking areas, and improve the appearance of individual sites and the
entire corridor.
Future development should emphasize connectivity and housing diversity
and be organized in a nodal fashion with commercial/mixed use
development opportunities concentrated at important intersections.
Application: S-CTR is generally at the intersection of primary roads
and along major transportation corridors.
Primary Future Land Uses

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Site Design
• Vehicular access provided by side

streets or frontage roads
• Shallow to moderate setbacks are
generally 40 to 20 feet in depth
• Moderate lot coverage with medium
building footprint in relation to lot
size

Density/Intensity
• Moderate density/intensity
• 1-5 story buildings

Green Space
• Formal landscaping with built areas
• Moderately dense street trees,

bushes, and planting strips

Transportation
• High pedestrian connectivity with

sidewalks and bikeways
• Moderate vehicular connectivity with
curvilinear and linear streets and
generous to moderate distance
between intersections

Infrastructure



Residential uses such as single-family attached and multifamily

• Municipal water and sewer service




Office and commercial uses

• Telecommunications available



Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools,
municipal services, community centers or municipal parks,
passive recreation (including greenways and trails)

Mixed use development with appropriate mixtures of
residential, office, and commercial uses

Compatible Zoning Classifications



R-4, R-5; B-1, B-2, B-3 or B-4 with proposed Suburban
Center Overlay District
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Visual Character Description: Suburban-Center

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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SUBURBAN-CORRIDOR

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Intent: ENHANCE existing and CREATE suburban corridors to improve the
quality of life with an increased sense of place, establish a well-functioning corridor
that facilitates traffic flow, provide for a variety of land uses that serve local needs,
facilitate an appropriate transition from intensive corridor uses to adjacent
neighborhoods, encourage concentration of higher intensity uses into mixed-use
nodes and discourage strip commercial development.
General Characteristics: Suburban-Corridor (S-COR) is characterized by
residential and low-intensity commercial development along major transportation
corridors. The general development pattern is linear along the corridors with
mixed use, commercial and office concentrated at intersections with stretches of
higher-intensity residential uses in between buffering adjacent S-N areas. Large
concentrations of mixed use, office and commercial uses should occur only in SCTR and are not appropriate in S-COR. Street networks are defined by
curvilinear and linear streets with moderate distances between intersections.
Buildings have moderate to deep setbacks and use the building structure or
landscaping to frame the street. Roadway cross sections are typically defined by
the roadway, curb and gutter, sidewalks, and formal landscaping at the edge of the
public right-of-way and private property. Access to properties should be managed
with limited curb cuts, frontage roads, and side streets. Connectivity is moderate
for vehicles and high for pedestrians/bicycle users.
Uniform sign standards should apply with appropriate sign types including building
mounted, projecting, awning, and monument. Landscaping standards should apply
along the corridor, including in and along parking lots to provide shade, reduce
impervious surfaces, shield parking areas, and improve the appearance of individual
sites and the entire corridor.
Future development should emphasize connectivity and housing diversity and
should provide opportunities for development of higher intensity residential along
major transportation arteries.
Application: S-COR is generally located along principal arterials and with direct
frontage or access to the major roadway. Zone changes from non-commercial
districts to districts that allow commercial should occur only after adoption of a
corridor land use and transportation study that identifies appropriate locations for
small-scale nodes with less impact than S-CTR areas and should include an overlay
zoning to manage design and access.
Primary Future Land Uses





Residential uses such as single-family and multi-family



Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools, municipal
services, community centers or municipal parks, passive
recreation (including greenways and trails)

Office and commercial uses
Mixed use development with appropriate mixtures of residential,
office, and commercial uses

Compatible Zoning Classifications



R-2, R-4, R-5; B-1, B-2, B-3 or B-4 with proposed Corridor
Overlay District
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Site Design
• Vehicular access provided by

side streets or frontage roads
• Deep to moderate setbacks
are generally 40 to 20 feet
• Moderate lot coverage with
medium building footprint in
relation to lot size

Density/Intensity
• Moderate density/intensity
• 1-3 story buildings

Green Space
• Formal landscaping
• Moderately dense street trees,

bushes, and planting strips

Transportation
• High pedestrian connectivity

with sidewalks and bikeways
• Moderate vehicular
connectivity with curvilinear
and linear streets and
generous to moderate
distance between intersections

Infrastructure
• Municipal water/sewer service
• Telecommunications available
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Visual Character Description: Suburban-Corridor

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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Development Category: Urban
The Urban Development Category is defined by the highest
intensity of development. The intent of this category is to enhance
and create quality, walkable communities with residential and nonresidential uses in close proximity to one another. Additionally, this
category intends to preserve historic buildings and street patterns
associated with traditional town centers.

URBAN CHARACTER AREAS
• Urban-Neighborhood

The development pattern of urban areas is defined by high intensity
of street connection, buildings, and land uses. Commercial areas are
defined by buildings that consume most of the lot and have little to
no setbacks from the street. The building uses are typically a
mixture of retail, office, and residential uses. The scale of buildings
varies but is intended to frame the street with two or more stories.
Residential neighborhoods are defined by smaller lots, smaller yard
setbacks, and are located closer to the street than suburban
residential development.
The transportation network of urban areas is an intense network of
linear streets, smaller, walkable blocks, and frequent intersections.
Mobility options are greater in urban areas with walkable distances
between land uses and an emphasis on integrating motor vehicle
traffic and pedestrians. A typical cross section of an urban street
includes the roadway, curb and gutter, street trees or other street
furniture, and a sidewalk. On-street parking is also a part of urban
areas. It provides activity along the street and a buffer between
moving traffic and the pedestrian walkways.
Green space in urban areas is made up of street trees or other
plantings that line sidewalks, small urban parks, and small yards in
urban neighborhoods.
Urban areas also provide the highest degree of public and utility
services. Water, sewer, electricity, and other utilities are all
provided. Additionally, the full range of public safety services are
available and can provide the quickest response times in urban
areas. Civic services such as government buildings are also typically
located in urban areas.
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URBAN-NEIGHBORHOOD
Intent: ENHANCE and MAINTAIN existing urban neighborhood
character by accommodating in-fill development that respects the scale,
setback, and style of existing adjacent homes and protects and stabilizes
existing dwellings, many of which have historic value. CREATE new
urban neighborhoods to improve the quality of life in the community
with an increased sense of place.
General Characteristics: Urban Neighborhood (U-N) is
characterized by compact, walkable development in close proximity to a
city or neighborhood center. The general development pattern is
defined by residential development and civic uses such as schools.
Buildings have moderate to shallow setbacks and use the building
structure or landscaping to frame the street.
Street networks are defined by linear streets with moderate to short
distances between intersections. Roadway cross sections are typically
defined by the roadway, curb and gutter, sidewalks, and formal
landscaping at the edge of the public right-of-way and private property.
On-street parking should be encouraged. Connectivity is high for
vehicles, pedestrians, and bicycle users.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Site Design
• Vehicular access provided by alleys

and private driveways
• Shallow building setbacks are
generally 20 feet or less in depth
• Moderate to high lot coverage with
medium to large building footprint
in relation to lot size

Density/Intensity
• Moderate to high density/intensity
• 1-3 story buildings

Green Space

Green space on individual lots is reduced since lots are smaller.
Neighborhood parks provide large green space and recreation.

• Formal landscaping with built areas

Future development should emphasize connectivity and housing diversity
by accommodating a mix of housing types and sizes with redevelopment,
including small-lot single family, townhomes, and live/work units.
Duplexes, townhomes and multi-family units should only be located at
key intersections and where full services, public facilities and routes of
potential public transportation are available Access to nearby corridors
and centers should be improved with additional pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure.

bushes, and planting strips
• Neighborhood parks

Application: U-N areas are generally those neighborhoods adjacent to
the District-Downtown (Spring Hill Town Center Area).

• High pedestrian connectivity with

sidewalks and bikeways
• High vehicular connectivity with
curvilinear and linear streets and
moderate to short distance between
intersections

Residential uses such as single family attached and detached

• Municipal water and sewer service

Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools,
municipal services, community centers or municipal parks,
passive recreation (including greenways and trails)

• Telecommunications available

Compatible Zoning Classifications



Transportation

Infrastructure

Primary Future Land Uses




• Moderately dense street trees,

R-2, R-4, R-5, R-6; Residential PUD
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Visual Character Description: Urban-Neighborhood

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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Development Category: District
The District Category accommodates activities and uses that are
not addressed by the traditional community elements of open space,
neighborhoods, centers, and corridors. The intent of this category
is to create and enhance areas that permit specific land uses or
services and to help integrate special use areas into the community
fabric.
The development patterns for districts are typically large land
developments or important activity centers. Examples include
airports, industrial sites that require a large geographic area, or
traditional town centers.

DISTRICT CHARACTER AREAS
• District – Mixed Use Community
• District-Downtown
• District-Employment
• District-Interstate Gateway
• District-Medical Arts

Typically large buffers are required to limit the impacts of the land
use on adjacent areas. To help limit the district’s impact on the
surrounding character areas, efforts should be made to mirror the
character of the surrounding areas at the district edge. Similar
street types and landscaping buffers are an example of this type of
character merging.
For districts such as traditional town centers, efforts should be
made to connect the district with the surrounding character areas.
Sidewalk connections and design elements such as sidewalks,
streets, and trails should emphasize the connecting points and the
edges of this type of district. Likewise, measures should be taken to
limit buffers and other design elements that would emphasize
separation between the district and the surrounding character areas.

District-Downtown

Transportation in and around districts can vary greatly. For heavy
land uses such as industrial uses, the transportation system should
be designed to accommodate large, heavy vehicles. Access to
loading or heavy service areas should be accommodated on site and
away from major road access points. For traditional town centers,
transportation system should be designed to accommodate all forms
of transportation including cars, bicycles, and pedestrians.
Green space is variable in districts. Most green space is associated
with landscape buffers or large open areas such as an airport
runway, or formal civic spaces such as a town square.
Utility services are an important component of district areas.
Where heavy uses are located, such as industrial uses or airports, it
is important that water, sewer, and electrical services are provided.
Wastewater and sewage are important to manage.
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DISTRICT-MIXED USE COMMUNITY
Intent: CREATE mixed-use communities that reflect a mix of
residential, commercial, office and open space developed based on
traditional small town and city neighborhood development principles
that accommodate compact, mixed use neighborhoods where residential
commercial and civic buildings are within close proximity to each other.
General Characteristics: District-Mixed Use Community (D-MUC)
is defined by compact, mixed-use development typical of traditional
neighborhood development (TND). Buildings have shallow setbacks and
use the building structure to frame the street.
Street networks are defined by linear streets with moderate to short
distances between intersections. Roadway cross sections are typically
defined by the roadway, curb and gutter, sidewalks and formal
landscaping at the edge of the public right of way and private property.
Parking for mixed use and multifamily areas is limited to on-street and
behind or beside buildings. Connectivity is high for vehicles, pedestrians,
and bicycle users.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Site Design
• Vehicular access provided by alleys

and private driveways
• Shallow building setbacks, generally
20 feet or less in depth for
residential areas
• Buildings in mixed use node areas
should be built to the edge of the
sidewalk
• Moderate to high lot coverage with
medium to large building footprint
in relation to lot size

Density/Intensity

Future development should emphasize connectivity and housing diversity
by accommodating a mix of housing types and sizes, including small-lot
single family, townhomes and live/work units. Mixed use development
nodes should be incorporated within the communities to provide
commercial and service uses within walking distance of residences.

• Moderate to high density/intensity

Vertical mixed-use development that places residential above ground
floor office and retail uses is encouraged. Duplexes, townhomes and
multifamily units should locate near or within mixed use development
nodes. Future development should reinforce traditional pedestrianscaled development patterns, including building placement, lighting, site
features, sidewalk use and amenities, traffic patterns, etc.

• Moderately dense street trees,

Green space is characterized by street trees, planters, planting strips,
and formal public parks and squares.
Application: D-MUC is applied when there is an expressed interest in
the area’s development pattern evolving to promote a mixture of
housing types, commercial, and office land uses as well as greater
connectivity. Implementation of this area should follow the requirements
of the Traditional Neighborhood Development zoning ordinance.



Mixed use development with appropriate mixtures of
residential, office, and commercial uses




Office and commercial uses
Residential uses such as single-family detached, single-family
attached and multi-family
Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools,
municipal services, community centers or municipal parks

Compatible Zoning Classifications



Green Space
• Formal landscaping with built areas

bushes, and planting strips
• Neighborhood parks

Transportation
• High pedestrian connectivity with

sidewalks and bikeways
• High vehicular connectivity with
curvilinear and linear streets and
moderate to short distance between
intersections

Infrastructure
• Municipal water and sewer service

Primary Land Uses



• 1-5 story buildings

R-6, Planned Unit Development
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Visual Character Description: District-Mixed Use Community

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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DISTRICT-DOWNTOWN
Intent: CREATE a downtown in Spring Hill to improve the quality of
life and to increase the sense of place and community. It is intended to
encourage a true live, work, play environment that includes a mixture of
the government facilities, new commercial and residential, historic
buildings and long-term services that can create vitality and reinforce the
area’s role as an activity and civic center.
General Characteristics: District-Downtown (D-D) is characterized
by compact, walkable development typical of town centers. The general
development pattern is defined by compact, mixed use development.
Buildings have shallow setbacks and use the building structure to frame
the street. Green space is characterized by street trees, planters,
planting strips, and formal public parks and squares.
Street networks are defined by linear streets with short distances
between intersections. Roadway cross sections are typically defined by
the roadway, curb and gutter, and sidewalks with a well defined
pedestrian environment. Parking is limited to on-street and behind or
beside buildings. Connectivity is high for vehicles, pedestrians, and
bicycle users.
Future development should emphasize connectivity and uses that
generate a high level of activity. It should reinforce traditional
pedestrian-scaled development patterns, including building placement,
lighting, site features, sidewalk use and amenities, traffic patterns, etc. It
should retain and enhance existing building stock with appropriate
maintenance and rehabilitation, and encourage mixed use development
in buildings with underutilized upper floors and infill opportunities (e.g.
residential above ground floor retail).
Application: D-D area is centrally located within Spring Hill and
generally encompass the area within a quarter mile radius of the
intersection of US 31 and Beechcroft Road.
Primary Land Uses
Mixed use development with appropriate mixtures of
residential, office, and commercial uses





Office and commercial uses
Entertainment and cultural centers
Residential uses such as single-family attached and multifamily
Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools,
municipal services, community centers or municipal parks

Compatible Zoning Classifications



Site Design
• Vehicular access provided by alleys

and private driveways
• Shallow building setbacks are
generally 20 feet or less in depth
• Moderate to high lot coverage with
medium to large building footprint
in relation to lot size

Density/Intensity
• Moderate to high density/intensity
• 1-5 story buildings

Green Space
• Formal landscaping with built areas
• Moderately dense street trees,

bushes, and planting strips
• Neighborhood Parks

Transportation
• High pedestrian connectivity with

sidewalks and bikeways
• High vehicular connectivity with
curvilinear and linear streets and
moderate to short distance between
intersections

Infrastructure





DESIGN PRINCIPLES

R-4, R-5; B-2; MU Overlay District
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Visual Character Description: District-Downtown

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES

DISTRICT-EMPLOYMENT
Intent: ENHANCE and MAINTAIN existing business and industrial
facilities and CREATE new facilities to accommodate economic growth.
General Characteristics: The District-Employment (D-E) is intended
to incorporate many aspects of commerce such as professional office
buildings, corporate office, regional office, high-tech and research
facilities and small office campuses and light industrial uses such as
warehousing and wholesale.
Building development should be variable within D-E to promote the
specific needs of large-scale activities or businesses and accommodate
large-footprint distribution facilities, industrial activities, or office park
developments
Appropriate landscaping and open space between buildings and adjacent
land uses should be provided to help limit negative visual and noise
impacts of activity within the district on surrounding areas. Internal
transportation should be designed to accommodate heavy and large
vehicles associated with industrial or shipping activity.
Access to the district should be controlled with limited connections to
surrounding development and should be located along a major roadway.
Master planning is required to address access and circulation.
Future development should reflect a campus or unified development
pattern that includes on-site stormwater detention or retention
features, such as pervious pavements, provides for connectivity between
uses, has controlled signage (height, size, type) to prevent “visual clutter”
and includes supporting commercial uses to serve workers and patrons
of these developments. Buildings set in a campus setting should have an
internal pedestrian circulation system that makes walking from building
to building convenient.
Application: D-E areas are located throughout the county and include
existing industrial areas or areas that have been designated for future
industrial development.
Primary Future Land Uses



Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools,
municipal services, community centers or municipal parks,
passive recreation (including greenways and trails)



Office uses such as business parks or large business
facilities




Technology parks and research facilities
Industrial uses such as low or high intensity manufacturing,
assembly, distribution, processing, wholesale trade, or
similar

Compatible Zoning Classifications



B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4; M-1, M-2, M-3
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Site Design
• Vehicular access provided by side

streets or frontage roads
• Deep to moderate setbacks are
generally 40 to 20 feet in depth
• Moderate lot coverage with medium
building footprint in relation to lot
size
• Variable buffer distances to
accommodate unique uses

Density/Intensity
• Moderate density/intensity
• 1-3 story buildings

Green Space
• Formal landscaping with built areas
• Moderately dense street trees,

bushes, and planting strips

Transportation
• Moderate vehicular connectivity with

curvilinear and linear streets and
generous to moderate distance
between intersections

Infrastructure
• Municipal water and sewer service
• Telecommunications available
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Visual Character Description: District-Employment

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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DISTRICT-INTERSTATE GATEWAY
Intent: ENHANCE highway commercial businesses associated
with interstate interchanges, to define a visual gateway to Spring Hill
and CREATE opportunities for industrial or large business facilities
to take advantage of I-65 access and proximity to Nashville.
General Characteristics: The District-Interstate Gateway (DIG) areas are intended to accommodate industrial and business
development that is not easily accommodated within the
Community Elements (Open Space, Neighborhoods, Corridors, or
Centers). D-IG areas are expected to capitalize on their I-65 access
and develop with large-scale distribution facilities, industrial
activities, office park developments, and highway commercial activity
when infrastructure is in place to support such uses.
D-IG areas are characterized by auto-oriented commercial and
industrial uses that cater to travelers along I-65 and the available
workforce. As prominent gateways to the city, attention should be
paid to permitted signage, the presence of sidewalks and other site
or streetscape features that can enhance the aesthetic and functional
qualities of the area.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Site Design
• Vehicular access provided by side

streets or frontage roads
• Deep to moderate setbacks are
generally 40 to 20 feet in depth
• Moderate lot coverage with medium
building footprint in relation to lot
size

Density/Intensity
• Moderate density/intensity
• 1-3 story buildings

Green Space
• Formal landscaping with built areas

Application: The D-IG areas are located at the proposed
interchanges at Buckner Road and Interstate 65 and at Kedron Road
and I-65.

• Moderately dense street trees,

Primary Future Land Uses

• Moderate vehicular connectivity and




Passive recreation, including greenways and trails



Commercial uses such as gas stations, restaurants,
hotel and motel uses, or other similar interstate
highway oriented uses



Industrial uses such as low or high intensity
manufacturing, assembly, distribution, processing,
wholesale trade, or similar



Office uses such as business parks or large business
facilities

Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools,
municipal services, community centers or municipal
parks, passive recreation (including greenways and
trails)

Compatible Zoning Classifications

B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4; M-1, M-2. M-3; Commercial PUD, Industrial
PUD; Interchange Overlay District
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bushes, and planting strips

Transportation
generous to moderate distance
between intersections
• Shared side and rear commercial
parking

Infrastructure
• Municipal water and sewer service
• Telecommunications available
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Visual Character Description: District-Interstate Gateway

Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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DISTRICT-MEDICAL ARTS
Intent: CREATE concentration of medical arts related facilities to
provide community health care services and attract ancillary uses to
accommodate economic growth in this growth industry.
General Characteristics: The District-Medical Arts (D-MA) is
intended to incorporate a concentration of medical-related offices,
facilities and ancillary uses such as professional medical and dental
offices, nursing home facilities, retail pharmacies and restaurants.
Building development should be variable within D-MA to promote
the specific needs of an area that accommodates a variety of scale
and building design that supports the goal of encouraging a walkable,
medical center area. Mixed-use opportunities, such as medical
offices above ground floor retail, are encouraged.
Appropriate landscaping and open space between buildings and
adjacent land uses should be provided to enhance the appearance of
the area and buffer negative visual and noise impacts of activity
within D-MA on surrounding areas. Open space should be retained
and landscaping incorporated into site design and parking areas.
Front-yard parking should be discouraged.
Future development should reflect unified development pattern that
includes connectivity between uses, controlled signage (height, size,
type) to prevent “visual clutter” and supporting commercial uses to
serve workers and patrons of these developments. The area should
include an extensive pedestrian circulation system that makes
walking convenient. It should also accommodate housing that would
benefit from proximity to health services (senior housing, nursing
home, special needs housing, and guest lodging for families of
hospital patients).
Application: The D-MA generally includes properties to the
northeast of the intersection of Old Kedron Road and Saturn
Parkway.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Site Design
• Vehicular access provided by side

streets or frontage roads
• Deep to moderate setbacks are
generally 40 to 20 feet in depth
• Moderate lot coverage with medium
building footprint in relation to lot
size
• Variable buffer distances to
accommodate unique uses

Density/Intensity
• Moderate density/intensity
• 1-3 story buildings (with the

exception of hospital site buildings)

Green Space
• Formal landscaping with built areas
• Moderately dense street trees,

bushes, and planting strips

Transportation
• Moderate vehicular connectivity with

curvilinear and linear streets and
generous to moderate distance
between intersections

Infrastructure
• Municipal water and sewer service

Primary Future Land Uses



Civic benefit uses such as places of worship, schools,
municipal services, community centers or municipal
parks, passive recreation (including greenways and
trails)





Hospital or clinic uses



Special housing such as senior housing, assisted living
facility, special needs housing, guest lodging for
patients’ families)

Office and commercial uses
Mixed use (upper floor office or residential and ground
floor retail)

Compatible Zoning Classifications

R-4, R-5; B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4, Commercial PUD
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Development Pattern

Transportation

Green Space
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CHARACTER AREA IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
The Character Area Implementation Strategy is used to link the desired physical development
patterns identified in the Future Development Guide Character Area Descriptions with
appropriate modifications to development regulations necessary to implement the descriptions
and policy intent. For some of the Character Areas, the desired physical development patterns
are prohibited by existing regulations. Likewise, some of the desired development patterns are
not regulated currently and new regulations are needed to help guide and implement the desired
development patterns.
Below is a list of specific strategies for each Character Area that when implemented, will help
Maury County achieve its desired vision of future development. For additional explanation of
terms and implementation tools, refer to the Implementation Program and the Glossary of Terms
and Development Concepts.

Natural - Open Space



N-OS Strategy 1. Pursue Government Purchase of environmentally sensitive lands for the
creation of wildlife areas, nature preserves, and public parks.



N-OS Strategy 2. Develop a land conservation program with the Land Trust of Tennessee,
Nature Conservancy or other similar entity to create conservation easements or other similar
conservation tools that preserve important natural areas.



N-OS Strategy 3. Review Floodplain protection ordinance to ensure compliance with state
and federal regulations.



N-OS Strategy 4. Review development regulations to ensure stormwater and erosion
controls mitigate construction and development impacts on natural areas.



N-OS Strategy 5. Develop a Citywide Parks and Greenways Master Plan that outlines a
citywide system of interconnected parks and greenway/trail corridors, addresses greenway trail
crossings of all roads, defines specific priorities for property acquisition to develop the system.



N-OS Strategy 6. Inventory and assess the viability of converting existing private open space
into public open space.

Rural – Neighborhood



R-N Strategy 1. Adopt a conservation subdivision ordinance to ensure the preservation of
important natural features and the rural character of Spring Hill.



R-N Strategy 2. Maintain one dwelling unit per acre zoning regulations.

Rural-Center



R-CTR Strategy 1. Develop R-CTR Master Plan to guide development activity.
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Rural-Corridor



R-COR Strategy 1. Adopt Rural Corridor overlay district that defines standards for site
design, access management and street design that supports context sensitive street design and
preserves the rural character.

Suburban – Neighborhood



S-N Strategy 1. Develop street connectivity requirements that require a connected system
of streets with in new subdivisions and connections to existing subdivisions, including requiring
multiple stub out streets to allow for future connectivity when adjacent properties develop.




S-N Strategy 2. Adopt a conservation subdivision ordinance.
S-N Strategy 3. Adopt a Tree Protection/Replacement Ordinance that limits clearing and
grading to maintain the natural tree canopy as much as possible.



S-N Strategy 4. Reduce PUD minimum area requirements to encourage smaller
developments and innovative infill development.



S-N Strategy 5. Develop residential infill guidelines applicable in Suburban Neighborhood
areas in order to ensure that the scale and character of new development on vacant lots is
compatible with existing development.

Suburban-Center



S-CTR. Strategy 1.
redevelopment activity.



S-CTR Strategy 2. Develop a Center Overlay District to regulate building placement, design,
and size, sign placement, size, and materials, landscaping, access management, interparcel
access, and other elements that contribute to the look and function of the center.

Develop S-CTR Master Plans to guide enhancements and

Suburban-Corridor



S-COR. Strategy 1. Develop S-COR Master Plan to guide enhancements and development
activity.



S-COR Strategy 2. Develop a S-COR Overlay District to regulate building placement,
design, and size, sign placement, size, and materials, landscaping, access management,
interparcel access, and other elements that contribute to the look and function of the center.

Urban-Neighborhood



U-N Strategy 1. Develop U-N Neighborhood Plans to guide enhancements and
redevelopment activity.



U-N Strategy 2. Develop a Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND) ordinance to
create walkable, compact residential development.



U-N Strategy 3. Develop a PUD zoning category to encourage innovative site design and
development.
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U-N Strategy 4. Reduce minimum lot dimensions to encourage compact, walkable
development patterns.



U-N Strategy 5. Amend the zoning ordinance to include flexible setback provisions for infill
development to reduce setback requirements while ensuring new standards respect the
existing development dimensions.

District-Downtown



D-D Strategy 1. Develop D-D Master Plan to guide enhancements and redevelopment
activity.



D-D Strategy 2. Develop an D-D overlay district to regulate building placement, design, and
size, sign placement, size, and materials, landscaping, access management, interparcel access,
and other elements that contribute to the look and function of the Downtown.



D-D Strategy 3. Enhance connections between D-D and adjacent neighborhoods with
improved streetscapes and development of underutilized parking areas and vacant lots.



D-D Strategy 4. Enhance existing green space, such as squares and plazas, and create
opportunities for new public green space.



D-D Strategy 5. Examine opportunities to encourage an increase in upper-floor office and
residential uses in downtown areas.




D-D Strategy 6. Require street trees and appropriate streetscape elements on all streets



D-D Strategy 8. Prohibit parking lots between building fronts and the street. On-street
parking, structured parking, and on-site surface parking lots behind buildings are appropriate.

D-D Strategy 7. Require architectural and storefront treatments that provide a pedestrianoriented façade and prohibit windowless walls.

District-Employment Center



D-EC Strategy 1. Review and modify industrial zoning category standards to accommodate
desired business development.

District-Interstate Gateway



D-IG Strategy 1. Develop an D-IG overlay district to regulate building placement, design, and
size, sign placement, size, and materials, landscaping, access management, interparcel access,
and other elements that contribute to the look and function of the district



D-IG Strategy 2.Expand sewer service to proposed Interchange areas not currently served.

District-Medical Arts



D-MA Strategy 1. Develop a Medical Arts District Master Plan and follow up with the
development of D-MA overlay zoning
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT MAP
The Future Development Map is used to identify the geographic location of the character areas
within Spring Hill and its Urban Growth Boundary. The map is intended to help guide decision
making related to the physical location of development and where the most appropriate type,
scale and intensity of development should occur.
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TRANSPORTATION
Assessment of the Existing Transportation System
The transportation assessment portion of the Spring Hill Comprehensive Plan provides an overview of the current
transportation network within Spring Hill’s Urban Growth Boundary (UGB), or the study area. All forms of
transportation, including highway, air, rail, and bicycle/pedestrian systems were evaluated to assess the adequacy of
the existing transportation network to serve future travel demands. The safety of the transportation system was
also a main consideration while assessing opportunities for improvements to transportation in the city.

EXISTING STREET AND HIGHWAY SYSTEM
This section provides an overview of the existing roadway network in Spring Hill, including a discussion of
functional classifications, traffic volume, levels of service, and crash data. Traffic volumes obtained from TDOT
count stations within the study area and the most recent traffic counts from the City of Spring Hill provided the
basis for the existing conditions analysis. Evaluating the existing condition of the City’s roadway network helped
identify roadway deficiencies and transportation projects to address congestion, safety, and other travel related
issues.
The existing conditions analysis was conducted for all functionally classified routes within the city’s UGB. Some of
the more frequently traveled routes in the study area include I-65, SR 396 (Saturn Parkway), US 31, US 431
(Lewisburg Pike), and SR 247 (Duplex Road). All of these routes provide connections that promote the
movement of people, goods, and services between Spring Hill and the rest of the region.
Functional Classification
The existing roadway facilities in Spring Hill are each classified according to the amount of access and mobility they
provide, or how the road functions. According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), functional
classification is the process by which streets and highways are grouped into classes, or systems, according to the
character of service they are intended to provide. It is a hierarchical organization of streets and highways that
facilitates the safe and efficient operation of vehicles along different types of facilities. It then becomes necessary to
determine how travel can be channeled within the transportation network in a logical and efficient manner using
these facilities. Functional classification defines the nature of this channelization process by defining the role that
any particular road or street should play in serving the flow of trips through the highway network. 1
Figure 4-1 below shows schematically how various street classifications relate to each other in terms of movement
and access. As land access increases, traffic movement decreases on the lower classified roadways and vice versa –
as land access decreases, traffic movement increases along the higher classified roads.

1

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/fctoc.htm
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Figure 4-1: Traffic Movement and Land Access

The federal functional classification of existing facilities is required in order for a roadway to be eligible for federal
funding under current transportation legislation. The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity
Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) states that a roadway must be “functionally classified” as a collector or
higher to be eligible for federal funds designated for roadway improvement projects. The functional classification of
existing facilities is also significant because it specifies the desired amount of access control, or locations where
vehicles can enter or leave a roadway. When there is no access control, intersecting roads or driveways may
connect to the mainline at any point. Typically, local roads have no access control. With partial control of access
there is minimum spacing of access locations. With full access control, connections are only allowed at major
crossroads – such as interchanges along an interstate. Full or partial control of access helps reduce traffic
conflicts. 2 Following is a brief description of functional classes of roadways and examples of each in Spring Hill.

Freeway
A divided arterial highway for through traffic, with full access control, high speeds, and grade separation at major
intersections. I-65 and SR 396 (Saturn Parkway) function as freeways in Spring Hill.

Arterial
A class of road serving major traffic movements (high-speed, high volume) for travel between main points of
interest. Arterials emphasize a high level of mobility for through movement. While they may provide access to
abutting land, their primary function is to serve traffic moving through the area. Therefore, arterials require a
much higher level of access control than collectors or local streets. US 31 and US 431 are examples of arterials in
the study area.

Collector
In rural areas, a route that serves intra-county rather than statewide travel. In urban areas, a street that provides
direct access to neighborhoods and arterials. As their name suggests, collector roadways have the primary purpose
of collecting traffic from local roadways and distributing it to its destination or to an arterial roadway. Collectors
offer a compromise between mobility and access. Duplex Road, Buckner Lane, and Buckner Road are examples of
Spring Hill collectors.

2

http://www.tdot.state.tn.us/sr475/glossary.htm
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Local Street
Local streets are not considered major roadways. Their primary function is to provide direct access to land with
little emphasis on the movement of through traffic. Belshire Way, Denning Lane, and Derryberry Lane are
examples of local streets in Spring Hill.
This plan focuses on Spring Hill’s functionally classified roads. These roadways have the greatest impact on the
transportation system, as they are primarily intended to move traffic and have less emphasis on land access than
local roads. In contrast, local roads are primarily intended to provide access to land as illustrated above. As
indicated in Figure 4-2 below, a functional roadway system facilitates a progressive transition in the flow of traffic
from the provision of access to the provision of movement. Freeways and arterial facilities primarily provide the
function of moving vehicles while collector and local streets concentrate more on providing access to property.
Figure 4-2: Roadway Functional Class System

A list of Spring Hill’s existing roadway functional class and their existing number of lanes is provided in Table 4-1.
Figure 4-3 illustrates Spring Hill’s functionally classified roadways.
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Table 4-1: Existing Roadway Functional Class & Number of Lanes
SPRING HILL ROADS
FUNCITONAL
CLASS

NUMBER OF LANES

I-65

Interstate

4

SR 396 / Saturn Parkway
SR 6 / US Hwy 31 / Main Street /
Columbia Pike
SR 6 / US Hwy 31 / Main Street /
Columbia Pike
SR 247 / Beechcroft Road / Duplex
Road

Freeway

4
3 Lanes from county
Line to Kedron Road
4 Lanes from Kedron
Road to SR 99/US 412

Collector

2

Buckner Lane

Collector

2

Buckner Road
Campbell Station Parkway / Stewart
Campbell Point

Collector

2

Collector

2

Commonwealth Drive

Collector

2

Depot Street
John Lunn Road / Royal Park
Boulevard

Collector

2

Collector

2

Kedron Parkway

Collector

2

Meadow View Drive

Collector

2

New Port Royal Road

Collector

2

Old Kedron Road

Collector

2

Old Military Road

Collector

2

Port Royal Road

Collector

4

Ray Williams Drive
Stephen Yokich Parkway / Town
Center Parkway

Collector

2

Collector

2

Sunflower Drive

Collector

2

Wilkes Lane

Collector

2

ROUTE

Arterial
Arterial
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Figure 4-3: Existing Roadway Functional Class Map
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Traffic Volumes
Spring Hill’s traffic history is provided by the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) and the City of
Spring Hill’s Public Works Department. Each year, TDOT publishes Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) counts
for every county in the state of Tennessee. The counts are supplied by traffic count stations positioned along
roadways throughout the state. The location of each station is determined by TDOT. There are currently 19
TDOT traffic counting stations located in the Spring Hill study area with traffic data through 2008. The City also
collects traffic counts for 17 different locations throughout Spring Hill. The city’s traffic data is available from 2003
through August 2009. Tables 4-6 and 4-7 list each count station within the study area and its respective traffic
counts.
Spring Hill and TDOT traffic counts indicate that Interstate 65, Saturn Parkway, and SR-6/US-31 are the most
traveled roadways in Spring Hill. Interstate 65 travels north and south through the eastern portion of the study
area and connects Spring Hill to the cities of Franklin and Nashville, Tennessee to the north and Columbia,
Tennessee to the south. Saturn Parkway provides an east-west connection from I-65 to SR-6/US-31, and SR-6/US31 provides a north-south connection from the City of Columbia to the City of Franklin. Buckner Road, Kedron
Road, and Port Royal Road are also heavily traveled.
The traffic count tables in the appendix also show the percentage of growth in traffic each year for all count
stations. A summary of the roads that have seen the greatest increases and decreases in traffic are presented in
Tables 4-2 and 4-3 below. Again, some stations have older data available than other locations. As Table 4-2
indicates, Port Royal Road, Kedron Road, and Jim Warren Road have seen the greatest increases in traffic in the
last few years with 30.4 and 26 percent average annual growth rates, respectively. US 31 and SR 247 (Beechcroft
Road and Duplex Road) have also seen large increases in traffic from 2000 to 2008.
Table 4-3 lists the roads that have seen the greatest decreases in traffic. While Interstate 65, Saturn Parkway, and
Kedron Road experience significant amounts of daily traffic, the amount of traffic these routes experience has
remained consistent and even decreased from 2000 to 2008 in some instances.
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Table 4-2: Top 10 Traffic Growth Rates
Annual Average Daily Traffic Volumes (vehicles per day) &Annual Traffic Growth Rates (%)

Station
Number

Route

PORT ROYAL ROAD SOUTH OF
HAYNES CROSSING

SH Count

KEDRON ROAD 1 SOUTH OF PORT
ROYAL

SH Count
SH Count

JIM WARREN ROAD @ PORT ROYAL

SH Count
000010

Location

PORT ROYAL 1 @ WATER PLANT
SR247

DUPLEX ROAD EAST OF SPRING HILL

01907

KEDRON ROAD NEAR WILLIAMSON
CO LINE

2009
12522
-

000006

SR247

BEECHCROFT - SPRING HILL

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

59.7%

-7.3%

32.2%

6.3%

20.0%

13.1%

SR247

DUPLEX ROAD NEAR MAURY CO LINE

SH Count
000116

SR247

NEAR MARSHALL CO LINE

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2245
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

24.1%

12.0%

21.8%

10.4%

8.3%

19.0%

-

-

-

4242
-

3419
-

3052

2506

2269

2095

1760

-

-

-

-

6681
-

-

DUPLEX ROAD @ CHAPMANS
RETREAT

-

4432
-

3521
26.0%
5474

5934
4591

000126

2000
-

5013
-

6899
-

8457
56.8%

2001
-

6018
-

3414
-

7840
-3.0%

2002
-

6395
-

000170

2008

5222
-

3.00%

9.1%

3.0%

10.8%

73.2%

-14.1%

16.7%

24.0%

6681

6126

5948

5369

3100

3607

3091

2493

-1.30%

14.7%

9.6%

62.1%

4.6%

4.5%

5.2%

1.3%

6010

5239

4781

2950

2819

2697

2564

2531

-2.90%

8.6%

-4.1%

96.2%

11.3%

-3.8%

-2.7%

12.3%

4729

4353

4541

2314

2079

2162

2222

1978

-27.40%

35.6%

5.3%

96.1%

3.0%

16.4%

14.7%

-19.6%

4647

6399

4718

4482

2286

2219

25.0%

10.3%

-5.6%

30.5%

6.1%

3.4%

1906
-

1662
-

2067
-

4177

3788

4014

3077

2899

2805

-

-

-

-

-3.50%

8.8%

78.8%

4.7%

0.9%

11.5%

-2.0%

-1.1%

2330

2414

2219

1241

1185

1174

1053

1075

1087

Source: Tennessee Department of Transportation and City of Spring Hill
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Table 4-3: Bottom 5 Traffic Growth Rates
Annual Average Daily Traffic Volumes (vehicles per day) &Annual Traffic Growth Rates (%)

Station
Number

Route

Location
DENNING LANE AT KEDRON
ROAD

SH Count

2009
242
-

2008

2007

2006

-4.7%

13.4%

-10.8%

254
-

2005
-

2004
-

2003
-

2002
-

2001
-

2000
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

224

251

-18.00%

-1.9%

6.3%

-2.8%

4.8%

0.5%

-7.3%

13.2%

24794

30221

30795

28970

29809

28433

12.7%

-11.3%

-10.8%

11.3%

6.8%

-5.9%

28301
-

30539
-

26986
-

-

-

-

3.8%

-

-

-

-

Avg.
Annual
Traffic
Growth
Rate (%)
-1.2%

-1.0%

000195

I0065

I-65 - SOUTH OF SATURN PKWY
KEDRON ROAD AT ROYAL PARK
ROAD

SH Count

000237

KEDRON RD

9850
-

000196

SR396

SATURN PKWY - E. OF KEDRON RD.

-

000007

SR006

U.S. 31 - SOUTHWEST SPRING HILL

-

000222

SR396

SATURN PKWY - E. OF PORT
ROYAL RD.

-

000202

I0065

SOUTH OF SR-840

SH Count

DUPLEX ROAD - WEST OF MILES
JOHNSON

000072

U.S. 431 - SOUTH OF DUPLEX ROAD
NEAR MARSHALL CO LINE

SH Count

SR106

U.S. 31 - SOUTH MAIN @ TARGET
SOUTH

-

8741
1854
23877
17634
29233
-

9860

11054

9936

9303

9885

-10.30%

7.4%

-7.7%

8.8%

3.6%

2067

1924

2085

1916

1849

1782

-16.60%

3.3%

8.2%

-1.1%

3.7%

3.4%

11.8%

2.0%

28631

27704

25594

25880

24946

24135

21580

21152

14.50%

5.4%

-11.6%

10.9%

4.4%

-6.8%

-5.2%

9.0%

15407

14621

16544

14920

14298

15343

16180

3.60%

0.9%

0.5%

5.4%

2.3%

6.8%

0.3%

14847
-

28212

27972

27826

26389

25792

24151

24076

-10.00%

5.8%

8.1%

-4.5%

5.7%

7.4%

10.6%

-

-

50001
-31.1%

55582
4.0%

52517
29.1%

48572
11.7%

50836
1.8%

48087
18.6%

44753
-

40469
-

5963
-

8655
-

8319

6446

5773

5671

4781

-

-

-

-4.90%

13.9%

0.6%

-1.6%

3.0%

13.8%

15.3%

-8.3%

-

-

3878

4076

3579

3559

3618

3513

3087

2677

2919

-

-10.3%

33.8%

-6.0%

9445

10534

7874

8378

-

-

-

-

-

-

Source: Tennessee Department of Transportation and City of Spring Hill
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Level of Service
Level of Service (LOS) is a term that is used to describe how well traffic operates on a roadway segment or at an
intersection, and is based on the roadway’s capacity and traffic volumes. Roadway capacity is defined by the
functional class and number of lanes on a particular roadway. Volume is the actual number of vehicles on a
roadway. LOS utilizes a letter system to indicate how well a roadway operates with letters ranging from “A” to
“F” – “A” being excellent and “F” failing (see diagram). LOS C is generally acceptable for typical roadway function
while LOS D is typically considered to be the minimum acceptable LOS in an urbanized area. Figure 4-4 is a
graphic depiction of the Level of Service Concept:
Figure 4-4: Roadway Level of Service Concept

The Highway Capacity Manual generally describes each LOS as follows:








A=Free flow
B=Reasonably free flow
C=Stable flow
D=Approaching unstable flow
E=Unstable flow
F=Forced or breakdown flow

For comparison purposes, Table 4-4 lists the typical traffic volumes that can be accommodated for each LOS based
on the roadway functional classification and number of travel lanes.
Table 4-4: Level of Service Threshold by Functional Classification
Typical Daily Service Volumes Related to LOS
LOS D

LOS E

56,200

68,000

90,700

9,400

11,600

14,000

18,700

8,200

11,600

14,400

17,500

23,300

4 Lane Arterial Urban

10,700

15,400

19,000

23,000

30,700

5 Lane Arterial Urban

12,400

17,600

21,900

26,500

35,300

2 Lane Arterial Rural

8,400

12,000

14,900

18,000

24,000

3 Lane Arterial Rural

10,500

15,000

18,600

22,500

30,000

2 Lane Collector Urban

5,100

7,400

9,100

11,000

14,700

Road Type

LOS A

LOS B

LOS C

4 Lane Freeway

31,700

45,300

2 Lane Arterial Urban

6,500

3 Lane Arterial Urban
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Typical Daily Service Volumes Related to LOS
LOS D

LOS E

11,300

13,700

18,300

12,000

14,900

18,000

24,000

10,700

15,400

19,000

23,000

30,700

2 Lane Collector Rural

6,500

9,400

11,600

14,000

18,700

3 Lane Collector Rural

8,200

11,600

14,500

17,500

23,300

Road Type

LOS A

LOS B

LOS C

3 Lane Collector Urban

6,400

9,200

4 Lane Collector Urban

8,400

5 Lane Collector Urban

Most of Spring Hill’s roadways are operating at a LOS C or better with the exception of US 31 at count station
nine near the Duplex Road intersection, which operates at a level of service E. Buckner Road at Main Street and
Kedron Road at Port Royal Road operate at levels of service D. A portion of US 31 at count station 7, just north
of the Saturn Parkway interchange, I-65 north of the Duplex Road intersection, Kedron Road at the Battlefield, and
Port Royal Road south of Hayne’s Crossing operate at LOS C. All other roadways operate at LOS B and A. While
LOS C is considered acceptable, the segments of US 31 operating at LOS C and worse are a concern as traffic
continues to increase almost daily with the completion of new housing and commercial developments. Table 4-5
below provides current LOS data for each count station in the study area.
Table 4-5: Existing Level of Service Data
Route

EXISTING MAURY COUNTY LEVELS OF SERVICE
TDOT Count
2008 AADT
2009 AADT
Station

LOS

I-65

195

24,794

-

A

I-65

202

50,001

-

C

Kedron Rd

237

1,854

-

A

Kedron Rd

90

7,224

-

B

Kedron Rd

170

5,934

-

B

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

6

4,591

-

A

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

10

6,881

-

B

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

116

2,330

-

A

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

126

4,647

-

A

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

169

2,387

-

A

SR 396/Saturn Parkway

196

23,877

-

A

SR 396/Saturn Parkway

222

29,233

-

A

7

17,634

-

C

SR 6/US Hwy 31/Main St/Columbia Pk
SR 6/US Hwy 31/Main St/Columbia Pk

9

19,258

-

E

SR 106/US Hwy 431/Lewisburg Pk

65 (North of Duplex)

5,168

-

A

SR 106/US Hwy 431/Lewisburg Pk

72 (South of Duplex)

3,878

-

A

SR 106/US Hwy 431/Lewisburg Pk

221

3,391

-

A

SR 106/US Hwy 431/Lewisburg Pk

236

3,657

-

A

SR 246/Carters Creek Pk

144

2,378

-

A

SR 246/Carters Creek Pk

4

2,329

-

A

Beechcroft Road at Railroad

-

-

5,033

A

Buckner Lane at Cameron Farms

-

-

6,755

B

Buckner Road at Main Street

-

-

10,403

D

Denning Ln at Kedron

-

-

242

-

Duplex Road at Chapman Retreat

-

-

5,222

B
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Route

EXISTING MAURY COUNTY LEVELS OF SERVICE
TDOT Count
2008 AADT
2009 AADT
Station

LOS

Duplex Road west of Miles Johnson Pkwy

-

-

5,963

B

Greens Mill Road at Kedron Road

-

-

3,261

-

Jim Warren Road at Port Royal

-

-

6,899

-

Kedron Road at Battlefield

-

-

7,931

C

Kedron Road at Royal Park Road

-

-

9,850

D

Kedron Road at Water Treatment Plant

-

-

3,784

A

Kedron Road south of Port Royal

-

-

3,414

A

Mahlon Moore at Kedron Road

-

-

3,033

-

North Main at Target north

-

-

9,926

B

Miles Johnson Pkwy south of Duplex

-

-

1,723

-

Miles Johnson Pkwy north of Duplex

-

-

2,282

-

Miles Johnson Pkwy at Main Street

-

-

2,869

-

Port Royal south of Hayne’s Crossing

-

-

12,522

C

Port Royal at Water Treatment Plant

-

-

4,242

A

South Main at Target south

-

-

9,445

B

Safety
Safety is a primary goal of all modes of transportation. The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) promotes more efficient and effective Federal surface
transportation programs throughout the United States and established a new core Highway Safety Improvement
Program (HSIP) that is structured and funded to make significant progress in reducing highway fatalities,
incapacitating injuries, and crashes in general. Every year TDOT develops lists to help identify potential
improvement projects that meet the intent of the HSIP requirements. One of these lists is an inventory of High
Risk Rural Roads (HRRR). The HRRR list identifies sections of rural roads that are functionally classified as local,
minor collector, or major collector that have experienced high numbers of severe crashes. HRRR improvements
are generally lower cost projects, some of which can be repeated along relatively long sections of highway. There
are no roadways in Spring Hill listed on the 2007 HRRR list.

AIR/RAIL
There is no air transport in the Spring Hill study area, and rail service in Spring Hill is strictly for freight
transportation and not used for public transportation.
CSX Transportation is the only Class I railroad within Spring Hill. There is one primary rail yard in Spring Hill and
it is located at the General Motors plant. CSX has a mainline rail that travels south from Nashville, paralleling US
31, and ends in Columbia, TN. At that point it connects to a short line operated by Tennessee Southern Railroad
(TSRR). TSRR operates two tracks that travel south from Columbia. The western line leads from Columbia to a
port facility in Florence, Alabama. The eastern line leads from Columbia to Pulaski, Tennessee.
Maury Regional Airport is the closest general aviation airport facility located in Maury County. It is located in Mt.
Pleasant so is not within the study area. The airport has two runways, one that is approximately 6,000 feet long by
100 feet wide, and another that is approximately 2,000 feet long by 200 feet wide. It offers charter service for
passengers and freight, aircraft maintenance, and car rental and limousine services. There are approximately 30
aircraft based at the airport and an average of nearly 80 aircraft takeoffs and landings per day.
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BICYCLE/PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
Bicycling and walking are becoming increasingly important modes of transportation for the City of Spring Hill as
transportation costs continue to rise and alternative modes off transportation become increasingly important. To
address this need, this plan is intended to help create a comprehensive, multi-modal strategy that includes bicycling
and walking as integral parts of the transportation infrastructure. This section provides policy recommendations
to take advantage of the many benefits that bicycling and walking can offer, such as greater mobility, less traffic
congestion, cleaner air, and lower transportation costs.
Benefits of Bicycling and Walking
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities are great assets to any community. Not only do they enhance the aesthetics of an
area, but they also serve as places where people can exercise, spend time with their family, and congregate to get
to know their neighbors. The presence of these facilities alone helps to encourage community activity, which, in
turn, enhances the safety and security of the community. In addition to these quality-of-life issues, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities help meet some of the community’s basic transportation needs. There is a growing population
(such as children, senior citizens, the poor, the physically active, and the environmentally concerned) that either
cannot or chooses not to drive and must rely on other forms of transportation. Spring Hill’s population, in
particular, is composed of relatively young residents with 11.4 percent under 5 years of age and 10.9 percent age
25 to 29 years. 3 Sidewalks and bikeways can provide safe, convenient, and free travel options for this population, as
well as for the rest of the community. Other benefits of bicycling and walking are outlined below.

Greater Mobility
Every trip, regardless of mode, involves some form of pedestrian travel, whether it is walking from home to the
grocery store, walking from a parked vehicle to the grocery store, or walking from the bus stop to the grocery
store. Many of these types of trips are made out of necessity, so it is important that all citizens are able to access
these essential locations even if they do not own an automobile. In fact, according the 2001 National Household
Travel Survey (NHTS) one in 12 U.S. households does not own an automobile, and 12 percent Americans 15 years
of age and older cannot, or do not, drive. 4 According the Bureau of Transportation, next to the automobile,
bicycling is the second-most preferred form of transportation. 5 Providing safe, convenient, and attractive bicycle
and pedestrian facilities provides desirable transportation alternatives to the automobile, thereby encouraging
these types of trips and meeting the community’s basic transportation needs.

Less Traffic Congestion
Traffic congestion is becoming an increasing concern for most communities. Traffic congestion results when the
traffic demand on a street or roadway network is greater than the amount of traffic that that street or roadway
network was designed to efficiently carry. In addition to interfering with mobility, traffic congestion results in
driver frustration, wasted time, wasted energy, and pollution. Traffic congestion, as well as its negative impacts,
can be reduced by incorporating bicycle and pedestrian facilities into the transportation network and by
encouraging these alternative modes of travel. Converting a portion of motorized trips to bicycling and walking
trips is a very realistic goal, especially when one considers that 40% of all trips are less than two miles in length. 6
This distance represents a ten-minute bike ride or a 30-minute walk for most people.

3 Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2005-2007 American Community Survey (http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/STTable?_bm=y&geo_id=16000US4770580&-qr_name=ACS_2007_3YR_G00_S0101&-ds_name=ACS_2007_3YR_G00_)
4
http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/why/benefits_transportation.cfm
5
http://www.bikeleague.org/resources/why/environment.php
6
http://www.bikeleague.org/resources/why/environment.php
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Cleaner Air
Approximately 60% of the pollution created by automobile emissions happens in the first few minutes of vehicle
operation, before pollution control devices can work effectively. Because of this, shorter automobile trips are
actually more polluting than longer trips on a per-mile basis. By converting a four mile round trip to bicycling,
approximately 15 pounds of pollutants can be kept out of the air. These pollutants, which include carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides, are contributors to respiratory problems, cardiovascular problems, smog,
and acid rain. 7

Lower Transportation Costs
Owning and maintaining an automobile can be very expensive. According to the American Automobile Association
(AAA, Your Driving Costs), the average cost of operating a sedan for one year is about $7,800. In contrast, the
cost of operating a bicycle for one year is only about $120 (American League of Bicyclists), and walking is free. 8 By
converting some automobile trips to bicycling and walking, families can eliminate the need for a car or, at least, a
second car.
In addition to saving families money, bicycling and walking can also reduce transportation-related costs for
communities. Bicycling and walking trips cause little, if any, wear and tear on roadways, and the infrastructure
supporting these travel modes can usually be provided with less impact and at a lower cost than infrastructure for
motorized travel. Bicycling and walking also require less space per trip than motorized travel. Converting
automobile trips to bicycling and walking can reduce traffic congestion and postpone, or even eliminate, the need
for roadway widening and construction projects.
Current Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities and Planning Efforts
Currently, Spring Hill’s bicycle and pedestrian facilities consist of sidewalks, multi-use trails in the City’s parks and
neighborhoods, and the roadway network. Each of these facility types are briefly described below.

Existing Sidewalks
Spring Hill’s Subdivision Regulations require that five-foot wide sidewalks be constructed on at least one side of new
streets that have 50-foot wide right-of-ways and on both sides of streets that have right-of-ways wider than 50
feet. This practice has resulted in sidewalks being constructed on at least one side of most streets in the City’s
newer developments. Because the sidewalks are localized within the individual developments, as opposed to
connecting to other sidewalk systems, the existing sidewalk network primarily serves recreational users and is
primarily intended for pedestrian use. The roadway design guidelines presented in the city’s Major Thoroughfare
Plan also recommend a five-foot sidewalk for all urban local, collector, and arterial street cross sections. Due to
the differences in the traveling speeds of bicyclists and pedestrians, bicyclists should be discouraged from riding on
sidewalks.

7
8

http://www.bikeleague.org/resources/why/environment.php
http://www.bikeleague.org/resources/why/environment.php
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Existing Multi-Use Trails
The City of Spring Hill has a significant acreage of parks and open space, and some of these areas include multi-use
trails that can be used by bicyclists, pedestrians, and other non-motorized users. Although multi-use trails are
excellent for recreational users and novice bicyclists, the City’s trails are limited. Also, because the parks are
primarily concentrated along US-31 instead of being embedded within the City’s residential neighborhoods, many
of the trail users must drive to the parks in order to use the trails. This lack of convenience can deter would-be
trail users.

Existing Roadway Network
Although the City of Spring Hill does not have any designated on-street
bicycle facilities, the area’s roadways can provide safe, convenient, and
direct routes for bicyclists. Typically, intermediate and expert cyclists
prefer riding on roads instead of trails since these routes are more
direct and since the movements of roadway users are more predictable
than the movements of trail users. However, without dedicated on-road
bicycle facilities, motorists may be less likely to share the road, and this
safety concern may discourage some people from bicycling for
transportation. Also, other safety issues, such as debris on the streets or
inlet grates that are not bicycle-friendly, may discourage on-road bicycling.
Because the presence of well-designed bicycle and pedestrian facilities influences the decision to bike or walk for
transport, these facilities help stimulate single-mode trips (such as a biking trip or a walking trip) as well as multimodal trips (such as walking to a transit stop and then riding the bus for the remainder of the trip). As the
recommended roadway projects move toward implementation, it is essential that bicycle and pedestrian facilities
be considered as part of those projects in order to provide multiple modes of transportation for people in Spring
Hill. It is also important that interconnectivity between residential and commercial areas becomes more
prominent. The roadway design guidelines presented in the city’s Major Thoroughfare Plan provide cross-section
recommendations for four-foot wide dedicated bike lanes for urban collectors, rural collectors, and rural arterials.
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Figure 4-5: Existing Trails
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Needs
As Spring Hill’s population continues to grow, so will its
need for a connective network of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities. To be proactive in this regard, it is
recommended that the City of Spring Hill develop a
bicycle and pedestrian plan for the area located within
the City’s Urban Growth Boundary and that this plan be
coordinated with neighboring communities and
jurisdictions. This plan should focus on providing
connections between destinations, such as connecting
residential developments, employment centers, retail
centers, parks, and other activity centers.
The pedestrian plan should include recommendations for
sidewalks and multi-use trails and should also consider providing safe street crossings that are compliant with the
American’s with Disabilities Act. Pedestrian support facilities, such as benches, pedestrian-scaled lighting, water
fountains, restrooms, and information kiosks, should also be addressed in the plan, as well as sidewalk design
considerations
The bicycle plan should include recommendations for both on-street facilities (such as bike lanes/shoulders, wide
outside lanes, and bike routes) and off-street facilities (such as multi-use trails). Bicycle support facilities, such as
bike racks and lockers, showers, lighting, and directional signage, should also be addressed in the plan, as well as
bikeway design considerations.
It is anticipated that many of the recommended bicycle and pedestrian facilities can either be constructed as part of
the road improvement projects that are identified in the City’s Major Thoroughfare Plan or by private developers
as development occurs within the area. For this reason, it is important that the City of Spring Hill establish a
bicycle and pedestrian plan. Without an adopted plan, it may be difficult to incorporate bicycle and pedestrian
facilities in future projects. The bicycle and pedestrian plan is intended to be used as a guide by local and state
officials, as well as private developers, in planning and implementing sidewalks and bikeways within the City.
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Table 4-6: Spring Hill Traffic Counts
TDOT TRAFFIC COUNTS
Annual Average Daily Traffic Volumes (vehicles per day) &Annual Traffic Growth Rates (%)

Station
Number

000004

000006

000007

000009

000010
000065

000072

000090

Route

Location

SR246

NORTH OF
JAMESON

SR247

BEECHCROFT SPRING HILL

SR006

SOUTHWEST
SPRING HILL

SR006

NORTHEAST
SPRING HILL

SR247

EAST OF SPRING
HILL

SR106

N OF DUPLEX

SR106

SOUTH OF DUPLEX
NEAR MARSHALL
CO LINE

01907

SOUTHEAST OF
SPRING HILL

2008

2329

4591

17634

19258

6881
5168

3878

7244

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

Avg. Annual
Traffic
Growth Rate
(%)

7.30%

10.30%

4.20%

21.80%

3.00%

9.90%

4.70%

-6.10%

11.2%

2171

1968

1889

1551

1506

1370

1308

1393

-2.90%

8.6%

-4.1%

96.2%

11.3%

-3.8%

-2.7%

12.3%

4729

4353

4541

2314

2079

2162

2222

1978

14.50%

5.4%

-11.6%

10.9%

4.4%

-6.8%

-5.2%

9.0%

15407

14621

16544

14920

14298

15343

16180

14847

2.30%

4.6%

3.0%

31.3%

3.0%

8.0%

-7.0%

29.9%

18832

18007

17483

13311

12924

11965

12862

9902

3.00%

9.1%

3.0%

10.8%

73.2%

-14.1%

16.7%

24.0%

6681

6126

5948

5369

3100

3607

3091

2493

2.90%

0.6%

6.7%

10.9%

1.2%

6.5%

-7.3%

17.6%

5021

4992

4680

4220

4170

3916

4226

3595

-4.9%

13.9%

0.6%

-1.6%

3.0%

13.8%

15.3%

-8.3%

4076

3579

3559

3618

3513

3087

2677

2919

-5.0%

7.9%

27.7%

3.0%

-6.2%

5.3%

6.0%

8.8%

7624

7068

5533

5372

5727

5437

5127

4714

-3.50%

8.8%

78.8%

4.7%

0.9%

11.5%

-2.0%

-1.1%

4-60

16.5%

2.3%

11.8%

22.0%

5.5%
4.1%

6.7%

14.3%
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Annual Average Daily Traffic Volumes (vehicles per day) &Annual Traffic Growth Rates (%)

Station
Number

Route

000116

SR247

Location
NEAR MARSHALL
CO LINE

SR247

NEAR MAURY CO
LINE

SR246

NEAR WILLIAMSON
CO LINE

SR247

NEAR WILLIAMSON
CO LINE

01907

NEAR WILLIAMSON
CO LINE

I0065

SOUTH OF SATURN
PKWY

SR396

SATURN PKWY - E.
OF KEDRON RD.

000126

000144

000169

000170

000195

000196
000202

I0065

SOUTH OF SR-840

000221

NEAR MARSHALL
CO LINE

000222

SATURN PKWY - E.
OF PORT ROYAL
RD.

SR396

2008
2330

4647

2378

2387

5934

24794

23877
50001

3391

29233

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

2414

2219

1241

1185

1174

1053

1075

1087

-27.40%

35.6%

5.3%

96.1%

3.0%

16.4%

14.7%

-19.6%

6399

4718

4482

2286

2219

1906

1662

2067

5.40%

9.5%

6.0%

12.3%

1.7%

8.2%

-36.1%

47.7%

2257

2062

1945

1732

1703

1574

2464

1668

11.20%

-8.1%

-0.6%

18.4%

1.0%

11.8%

6.7%

5.6%

2146

2334

2347

1983

1964

1756

1646

1559

-1.30%

14.7%

9.6%

62.1%

4.6%

4.5%

5.2%

1.3%

6010

5239

4781

2950

2819

2697

2564

2531

-18.00%

-1.9%

6.3%

-2.8%

4.8%

0.5%

-7.3%

13.2%

30221

30795

28970

29809

28433

28301

30539

26986

-16.60%

3.3%

8.2%

-1.1%

3.7%

3.4%

11.8%

2.0%

28631

27704

25594

25880

24946

24135

21580

21152

-10.00%

5.8%

8.1%

-4.5%

5.7%

7.4%

10.6%

55582

52517

48572

50836

48087

44753

40469

0.233

0.03

0.073

-0.043

-0.108

0.349

-0.051

2750

2670

2489

2601

2915

2161

2276

3.60%

0.9%

0.5%

5.4%

2.3%

6.8%

0.3%

28212

27972

27826

26389

25792

24151

24076

4-61

Avg. Annual
Traffic
Growth Rate
(%)

15.6%

5.3%

6.6%

16.8%

-1.0%

1.6%

3.4%
0
7.0%
0
3.1%

0
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Annual Average Daily Traffic Volumes (vehicles per day) &Annual Traffic Growth Rates (%)

Station
Number

000236
000237

Route

Location
S. OF WILLIAMSON
CO
KEDRON RD

2008

3657
1854

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

6.80%

22.9%

3.0%

-21.3%

7.3%

24.6%

3423

2785

2704

3435

3202

2569

-10.30%

7.4%

-7.7%

8.8%

3.6%

3.8%

2067

1924

2085

1916

1849

1782

4-62

2001

2000

Avg. Annual
Traffic
Growth Rate
(%)

7.1%
0

0
0.7%

0

0
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Table 4-7: Spring Hill Traffic Counts
Annual Average Daily Traffic Volumes (vehicles per day) &Annual Traffic Growth Rates (%)
Location
2009

Growth rate
BUCKNER LANE @ CAMERON FARMS

ADT

6755

Growth rate
BUCKNER ROAD @ MAIN STREET

ADT

10403

Growth rate
DUPLEX ROAD @ CHAPMANS RETREAT

ADT

5222

Growth rate
BEECHCROFT ROAD @ RAILROAD

ADT

5033

Growth rate
KEDRON ROAD @ BATTLEFIELD

ADT

7931

Growth rate
KEDRON ROAD @ ROYAL PARK ROAD

ADT

9850

Growth rate
KEDRON ROAD 3 @ WATER PLANT

ADT

3784

Growth rate
PORT ROYAL SOUTH OF HAYNES
CROSSING

ADT

12522

Growth rate
PORT ROYAL 1 @ WATER PLANT

ADT

4242

Growth rate
MAHLON MOORE @ KEDRON ROAD

ADT

3033

Growth rate
DENNING LANE @ KEDRON ROAD

ADT

242

Growth rate
GREENS MILL ROAD @ KEDRON ROAD

ADT

3261

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

27.9%

-27.2%

35.3%

-3.9%

-3.8%

8.6%

5282

7260

5364

5584

5807

5347

5.2%

29.0%

-10.4%

0.5%

32.3%

0.5%

9885

7660

8545

8503

6425

6394

25.0%

10.3%

-5.6%

30.5%

6.1%

3.4%

4177

3788

4014

3077

2899

2805

4.9%

0.5%

19.7%

-6.1%

6.9%

-0.7%

4800

4778

3992

4251

3977

4005

-5.2%

25.2%

4.5%

25.0%

2.3%

2.0%

8367

6681

6392

5115

4999

4899

12.7%

-11.3%

-10.8%

11.3%

6.8%

-5.9%

8741

9860

11054

9936

9303

9885

-20.8%

30.0%

3.7%

12.8%

-7.5%

15.6%

4778

3674

3542

3139

3392

2933

59.7%

-7.3%

32.2%

6.3%

20.0%

13.1%

7840

8457

6395

6018

5013

4432

24.1%

12.0%

21.8%

10.4%

8.3%

19.0%

3419

3052

2506

2269

2095

1760

-4.0%

0.0%

18.0%

2.8%

1.0%

9.2%

3161

3162

2680

2607

2580

2363

-4.7%

13.4%

-10.8%

254

224

251

12.2%

6.3%

2906

2735

4-63

Avg.
Annual
Traffic
Growth
Rate (%)

4.4%
10.4%
14.4%
4.3%
10.3%
-0.1%
4.8%
30.4%

23.5%
4.7%
-1.2%
9.6%
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Growth rate
KEDRON ROAD 1 SOUTH OF PORT ROYAL

ADT

3414

Growth rate
NORTH MAIN @ TARGET NORTH

ADT

9926

Growth rate
SOUTH MAIN @ TARGET SOUTH

ADT

9445

Growth rate
JIM WARREN ROAD @ PORT ROYAL

ADT
ADT

56.8%

26.0%

3521

2245

-6.9%

22.9%

5.5%

10667

8678

8222

-10.3%

33.8%

-6.0%

10534

7874

8378

6.9%
4.2%

26.0%
6899

Growth rate
DUPLEX ROAD WEST OF MILES JOHNSON

-3.0%

5963

26.0%

5474
-31.1%

4.0%

29.1%

11.7%

1.8%

18.6%

8655

8319

6446

5773

5671

4781
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Future Conditions
This section identifies future levels of service based on capacity analysis and provides proposed improvements for
roadways in the Spring Hill study area. Improvements to the city of Spring Hill’s transportation system will help to
accommodate forthcoming increases in traffic and offer a safe and connected transportation system. The short and
long-term transportation improvements presented in this section will work in conjunction with the comprehensive
land use plan recommendations to meet the present and future needs for mobility and access as the city continues
to grow.

FUTURE STREET AND HIGHWAY SYSTEM
This section provides an overview of the future roadway network for Spring Hill’s Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB), including a discussion of future traffic volumes and levels of service. Historic traffic volumes obtained from
the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) and the City of Spring Hill provided the basis for the
existing conditions analysis and helped identify roadway deficiencies. These deficiencies led to the development of
transportation projects meant to address congestion and mobility issues. The future conditions analysis was
conducted for all functionally classified roads within the study area.
Future Traffic Volumes
Spring Hill’s traffic history is presented in the existing transportation section above and contains traffic counts from
19 TDOT traffic counting stations in the Spring Hill study area and 17 Spring Hill count stations. This information
provides the basis for the traffic projections presented in this chapter (see Tables 4-12 and 4-13). Future year
traffic volumes were derived out to the year 2030 by assuming an average annual growth rate from 2000 and 2001
to 2030. Annual growth rate values varied between .15 and 2 percent and assume a maximum 2 percent growth
rate. Historic traffic counts from 2000 to 2008 are presented in Chapter X. Appendix X provides a traffic
projections table that lists all of the count stations in the study area and the respective traffic counts showing the
interim years of 2010, 2015, 2020, and 2025. This table also shows the percentage of growth in traffic projected
each year to 2030. The roads that are projected to experience the greatest increases in traffic by 2030, based on
the projected average annual traffic growth rate, are listed in Table 4-8 below.
SR 247, Port Royal Road, Kedron Road, and Jim Warren Road are expected to experience the greatest increases
in traffic by 2030, with expected percent increases of 2.0 percent. This is a similar pattern to the historic traffic
counts and suggests continued growth in these areas. Table 4-9 lists the roads that are projected to see the
smallest increases in traffic – no routes were expected to see a decrease in traffic. Again, like the historic traffic
counts indicate, even though Interstate 65, Saturn Parkway, and Kedron Road experience significant amounts of
daily traffic, the amount of traffic these routes are expected to experience is projected to remain consistent
through 2030.
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Table 4-8: Top 10 Spring Hill Projected Traffic Growth Rates

2008

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Projected
Avg. Annual
Traffic
Growth
Rate (%)

4647
-

4835

5338

5894

6507

7184

2.00%

12772

14102

15570

17190

18979

2.00%

4327

4777

5274

5823

6429

2.00%

3482

3845

4245

4687

5174

2.00%

7037

7769

8578

9471

10457

2.00%

4591

4772

5256

5788

6375

7021

1.95%

6881

7152

7877

8676

9555

10524

1.95%

2330

2422

2667

2938

3235

3563

1.95%

5934
-

6168

6793

7482

8240

9075

1.95%

10601

11647

12796

14059

15446

1.90%

5321

5846

6423

7057

7753

1.90%

8082

8879

9755

10718

11776

1.90%

2418

2657

2919

3207

3524

1.90%

Projected Annual Average Daily Traffic Volumes (vehicles per day)
Station
Number

NEAR MAURY CO LINE

2009
-

SH Count

PORT ROYAL SOUTH OF HAYNES CROSSING

12522

SH Count

PORT ROYAL 1 @ WATER PLANT

4242

SH Count

KEDRON ROAD 1 SOUTH OF PORT ROYAL

3414

SH Count

JIM WARREN ROAD @ PORT ROYAL

000126

Route
SR 247

Location

000006

SR 247

BEECHCROFT - SPRING HILL

000010

SR 247

EAST OF SPRING HILL

000116

SR 247

NEAR MARSHALL CO LINE

000170

1907

NEAR WILLIAMSON CO LINE

6899
-

SH Count

BUCKNER ROAD @ MAIN STREET

10403

SH Count

DUPLEX ROAD @ CHAPMANS RETREAT

5222

SH Count

KEDRON ROAD @ BATTLEFIELD

7931
-

000004

SR 246

NORTH OF JAMESON

2329

Source: Tennessee Department of Transportation and City of Spring Hill
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Table 4-9: Bottom 10 Spring Hill Projected Traffic Growth Rates

2008

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Projected
Avg. Annual
Traffic
Growth
Rate (%)

24794
2378

24842

24964

25085

25208

25331

.10%

242

244

246

248

250

.15%

2387

2408

2430

2452

2475

.18%

29233
1854

29934

31761

33700

35757

37939

.19%

9869

9967

10065

10164

10264

.20%

1870

1910

1951

1992

2035

.42%

17634

17852

18409

18983

19574

20185

.62%

23877

24203

25037

25900

26793

27716

.68%

5168

5295

5627

5980

6355

6754

1.22%

50001

51297

54687

58301

62153

66260

1.29%

Projected Annual Average Daily Traffic Volumes (vehicles per day)
Station
Number
000195

Route
I-65

SH Count

Location
SOUTH OF SATURN PKWY
DENNING LANE @ KEDRON ROAD

000144

SR 246

NEAR WILLIAMSON CO LINE

000222

SR 396

SATURN PKWY - E. OF PORT ROYAL RD.

SH Count

KEDRON ROAD @ ROYAL PARK ROAD

000237

KEDRON RD

000007

SR 6

SOUTHWEST SPRING HILL

000196

SR 396

SATURN PKWY - E. OF KEDRON RD.

000065

SR 106

N OF DUPLEX

000202

I-65

SOUTH OF SR-840

2009
242
9850
-

Source: Tennessee Department of Transportation and City of Spring Hill
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Level of Service
Level of Service (LOS) describes how well traffic operates on a roadway segment or at an intersection, and is
based on the roadway’s capacity and traffic volumes. Based on 2030 projections, four routes will fall to Level of
Service (LOS) D or worse. These are in addition to the routes that will remain at these levels, as discussed in the
existing conditions section. Interstate 65, north of the Saturn Parkway interchange, will fall from a current LOS C
to LOS D in 2030. A portion of US 31will fall from a current LOS C to LOS D while its current LOS D will fall to
LOS F. Kedron Road and Port Royal Road will both fall from a current LOS C to LOS E in 2030. This is all due, in
large part, to the growth in the Spring Hill area. In some instances, only a slight increase in traffic is projected, but
the current LOS for some routes is nearly LOS D. Therefore, even a small amount of growth in traffic will result
in a LOS D. Table 4-10 below provides projected LOS data for all of the functionally classified routes in Spring Hill
based on projected traffic counts.
Table 4-10: Projected Level of Service Data
PROJECTED
SPRING HILL LEVELS OF SERVICE
Route

TDOT Count Station

Projected 2030 AADT

I-65

195

25,331

A

I-65

202

66,260

D

Kedron Rd

237

1,854

A

Kedron Rd

90

10,842

C

Kedron Rd

170

9,075

C

6

7,021

B

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

10

6,881

B

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

116

3,563

A

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

126

7,184

B

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

169

3,573

A

SR 396/Saturn Parkway

196

27,716

A

SR 396/Saturn Parkway

222

37,939

B

SR 6/US Hwy 31/Main St/Columbia Pk

7

20,185

D

SR 6/US Hwy 31/Main St/Columbia Pk

9

28,824

F

SR 106/US Hwy 431/Lewisburg Pk

65 (North of Duplex)

6,754

B

SR 106/US Hwy 431/Lewisburg Pk

72 (South of Duplex)

5,804

A

SR 106/US Hwy 431/Lewisburg Pk

221

5,075

A

SR 106/US Hwy 431/Lewisburg Pk

236

5,474

A

SR 246/Carters Creek Pk

144

2,475

SR 246/Carters Creek Pk

4

3,524

A
A

Beechcroft Road at Railroad

-

6,989

B

Buckner Lane at Cameron Farms

-

9,443

B

15,446

F

250

-

SR 247/Beechcroft Rd/Duplex Rd

Buckner Road at Main Street
Denning Ln at Kedron
Duplex Road at Chapman Retreat

-

LOS

7,753

B

8,172

C

Greens Mill Road at Kedron Road

-

4,792

-

Jim Warren Road at Port Royal

-

10,457

-

Kedron Road at Battlefield

-

11,776

E

10,264

D

Duplex Road west of Miles Johnson Pkwy

Kedron Road at Royal Park Road
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PROJECTED
SPRING HILL LEVELS OF SERVICE
Route
Kedron Road at Water Treatment Plant
Kedron Road south of Port Royal
Mahlon Moore at Kedron Road

TDOT Count Station

Projected 2030 AADT

LOS

-

5,431

B

5,174

B

-

4,325

-

North Main at Target north

14,587

B

Port Royal south of Hayne’s Crossing

-

18,979

E

Port Royal at Water Treatment Plant

-

6,429

A

South Main at Target south

-

13,030

B

By 2030, many of Spring Hill’s roadways are still operating at a LOS C or better. However, there are a few routes
that are projected to function poorly. The following routes and portions of these routes are projected to operate
at LOS D, E, or F by 2030:







I-65 north of Saturn Parkway
SR 6/US 31
Buckner Road at Main Street
Kedron Road
Port Royal Road

The next section provides recommendations to improve these poorly operating segments of roadway among
other transportation improvements.
Recommended Improvements
The information presented in the existing transportation section of this document helped determine the future
year 2030 traffic projections and Level of Service for the roadways within the Spring Hill study area. Using this
information along with the existing roadway functional classification and laneage, as well as input from the public
charrettes, locations for future improvements have been identified. In addition, each proposed project has been
assigned a priority of either long term or short term. Short term projects are projects to be constructed within 0
to 10 years, and long term projects are to be built within a timeframe of 10 or more years. Because the presence
of well-designed bicycle and pedestrian facilities influences the decision to bike or walk for transport, it is
important that as these recommended roadway projects move toward implementation, that bicycle and pedestrian
facilities be considered as part of these projects. Table 4-11 below is a list of proposed transportation projects for
Spring Hill. Exhibit X provides a graphical depiction of these projects.
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Table 4-11: Spring Hill Proposed Transportation Improvements
Spring Hill Proposed Transportation Improvements
Project
Number

Location

Termini
To

Termini From

Length
in
miles

Recommended
Improvement

Priority

1

I-65

SR-840

SR-396/ Saturn
Pkwy.

2.68

Widen from 4 to 8 lanes

ShortTerm

2

SR-6/US-31

Kedron Rd.

Miles Johnson Pkwy

1.12

Reconstruct existing 3 lanes
including streetscape
improvements

ShortTerm

3

SR-6/US-31

Miles Johnson Pkwy.

Buckner Rd.

1.88

Widen to 4 lane median
divided roadway

ShortTerm

4

Duplex Rd.

SR-6/US-31

I-65

3.33

Widen from 2 to 3 lanes
and correct vertical
alignment issues

ShortTerm

5

John Lunn Rd./ Royal
Park Blvd.

Kedron Rd.

Port Royal Rd.

1.71

Reconstruct to provide 3
lanes and correct horizontal
and vertical alignment issues

ShortTerm

ShortTerm

6

Port Royal Rd.

Saturn Pkwy.

Kedron Rd.

2.13

Widen to provide a
standard 2-lane crosssection with turn lanes at
warranted locations

7

Buckner Ln.

Duplex Rd.

Thompson Station
Rd.

2.65

Widen from 2 to 3 lanes

ShortTerm

8

Buckner Rd.

SR-6/US-31

Buckner Ln.

1.94

Widen from 2 to 3 lanes

ShortTerm

9

Buckner Rd. Ext.

Buckner Ln.

Just west of I-65

0.86

Extend as 3-lane road

ShortTerm

10

Buckner Rd. Ext./
Thompson Station
Rd. Connector

Buckner Rd. extension

Thompson Station
Rd.

0.75

Construct new 2-lane road
with turn lanes at
warranted locations

ShortTerm

11

Reserves Blvd. Ext.

SR-6/US-31 north of
Saturn Pkwy.

Kedron Rd.

1.23

Construct new 3-lane road

ShortTerm

12

Common-wealth Dr.
Ext. N.

SR-6/US-31

Duplex Rd.

1.45

Extend as 2-lane road with
turn lanes at warranted
locations

ShortTerm

13

Kedron Rd.

SR-6/US-31

Port Royal Rd.

4.12

Widen from 2 to 3 lanes

ShortTerm
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Spring Hill Proposed Transportation Improvements
Length
in
miles

Recommended
Improvement

Priority

Duplex Rd.

0.49

Construct new 2-lane road
with turn lanes at
warranted locations

ShortTerm

Southern terminus

Port Royal Rd./
Commonwealth
Ext. (P.25)

0.84

Extend as 2-lane road with
turn lanes at warranted
locations

ShortTerm

Port Royal Rd./
Reserves Pkwy.
Conection

Port Royal Rd.

Reserves Pkwy.

0.67

Construct new 2-lane road
with turn lanes at
warranted locations

ShortTerm

17

New Port Royal Rd.
Ext.

Northern terminus

Thompson Station
Rd.

0.25

Extend as 2-lane road with
turn lanes at warranted
locations

ShortTerm

18

Campbell Station
Blvd.

Eastern terminus

Buckner Ln.

0.66

Extend as 2-lane road with
turn lanes at warranted
locations

ShortTerm

19

Hurt Rd.

Duplex Rd.

Bunbury Dr.

1.61

Extend as 2-lane road with
turn lanes at warranted
locations

ShortTerm

20

Miles Johnson Pkwy.
Ext. N.

Northern terminus

Wilkes Ln.

1.07

Construct new 2-lane road
with turn lanes at
warranted locations

ShortTerm

21

Wilkes Ln.

Western terminus

SR-6/US-31

0.62

Widen to provide a
standard 2-lane crosssection with turn lanes at
warranted locations

ShortTerm

22

Port Royal Rd.

Saturn Pkwy.

Duplex Rd.

1.69

Widen from 2 to 3 lanes
and correct horizontal and
vertical alignment issues

ShortTerm

23

Long Hunter Chase
Dr.

Port Royal Rd.

Derryberry Ln./
Kedron Rd.
Connection (P24)

0.78

Construct new 2-lane road
with turn lanes at
warranted locations

ShortTerm

24

Rice Road

Jim Warren Rd.

Rice Rd.

2.44

Construct new 2-lane road
with turn lanes at
warranted locations

ShortTerm

25

Miles Johnson
Pkwy/Port Royal
Connection

Miles Johnson Pkwy

Port Royal Rd.

1.31

Construct new 2-lane road
with turn lanes at
warranted locations

ShortTerm

Project
Number

Location

14

Miles Johnson Pkwy.

SR-6/US-31

15

Commonwealth Dr.
Ext. S.

16

Termini From

Termini
To
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Spring Hill Proposed Transportation Improvements
Termini
To

Length
in
miles

Recommended
Improvement

Priority

Current terminus at
Crossings Circle

Reserves Blvd. Ext.
(P11)

.74

Construct new 3-lane road

ShortTerm

Port Royal Rd.

Rice Rd.

.75

Construct new 3-lane road

ShortTerm

N/A

Construct bridge over CSX
railway

Mid-Term

SR-6/US-31

2.65

Widen from 2 to 3 lanes
and realign the intersection
of Beechcroft Rd. and SR6/US-31 with Duplex Rd.

Mid-Term

I-65

US-431/ Lewisburg
Pk.

1.91

Widen from 2 to 3 lanes
and correct horizontal and
vertical alignment issues

Mid-Term

I-65

I-65

N/A

Construct interchange at I65 and Duplex Rd.

Mid-Term

2.80

Widen to provide a
standard 2-lane crosssection and correct
horizontal and vertical
alignment issues

Mid-Term

Extend as 3-lane road and
construct interchange at I65 and Buckner Rd.

Mid-Term

Project
Number

Location

26

Crossings Circle Ext.

27

Tom Lunn Road Ext.

28

Beechcroft Rail
Crossing

29

SR-247/
Beechcroft Rd. E.

Dr. Robinson Rd.

30

Duplex Rd. E.

31

Duplex Rd.
Interchange

Termini From

Rail Crossing

32

Denning Ln.

SR-6/US-31

Kedron Rd.

33

Buckner Rd. Ext. 2

Just west of I-65

US-431/ Lewisburg
Pk.

34

I-65

SR-396/
Saturn Pkwy.

Kedron Rd.

3.62

Widen from 4 to 6 lanes

Mid-Term

35

SR-247/
Beechcroft Rd. W.

Carters Creek Pk.

Dr. Robinson Rd.

1.86

Widen to provide a
standard 2-lane crosssection with turn lanes at
warranted locations.

Mid-Term
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Spring Hill Proposed Transportation Improvements
Project
Number

36

37

Location

Rice Rd. Ext.

Cleburne Rd.

Termini From

Port Royal Rd.

Beechcroft Rd.

Termini
To
Derryberry/
Kedron Rd.
Connection (P.24)

Petty Ln.

Length
in
miles

Recommended
Improvement

Priority

0.78

Extend as a 2-lane road
with turn lanes at
warranted locations

Mid-Term

2.17

Widen to provide a
standard 2-lane crosssection with turn lanes at
warranted locations and
correct horizontal and
vertical alignment issues

Mid-Term

2.20

Widen to provide a
standard 2-lane crosssection with turn lanes at
warranted locations and
correct horizontal and
vertical alignment issues

Mid-Term

38

Petty Rd.

Beechcroft Rd.

Cleburne Rd.

39

Kedron Rd.

Port Royal Rd.

US-431/ Lewisburg
Pk.

4.71
+interchange

Widen from 2 to 3 lanes
and construct interchange
at I-65 and Kedron Rd.

LongTerm

40

Kedron Rd.
Connection

Buckner Rd. extension
east of I-65

Kedron Rd. east of
I-65

6.90

Construct new 3-lane road

LongTerm

41

SR-396/
Saturn Pkwy. Ext.

I-65

US-431/ Lewisburg
Pk.

1.75

Extend as 4-lane freeway &
construct interchange at
SR-396/Saturn Pkwy. and
US-431/Lewisburg Pk.

LongTerm

42

Town Center Pkwy.
Ext.

Beechcroft Rd.

Buckner Rd.

3.50

Extend as a 2-lane road
with turn lanes at
warranted locations

LongTerm
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Figure 4-6: Spring Hill Proposed Transportation Improvements
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Table 4-12: Spring Hill Traffic Counts, Projected

Station
Number

000004

000006
000007
000009

000010

Route

SR246
SR
247
SR 6
SR 6
SR
247

Location

NORTH OF JAMESON

BEECHCROFT - SPRING HILL
SOUTHWEST SPRING HILL
NORTHEAST SPRING HILL

EAST OF SPRING HILL

000065

SR
106

N OF DUPLEX

000072

SR
106

SOUTH OF DUPLEX NEAR
MARSHALL CO LINE

000090

1907

000116

SR
247

000126

000144

SR
247
SR
246

NEAR MAURY CO LINE

NEAR MARSHALL CO LINE

NEAR MAURY CO LINE

NEAR WILLIAMSON CO LINE

Projected Avg. Annual Traffic Growth Rate (%)
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate

2015

2020

2025

2030

2329

2418

2657

2919

3207

3524

4591

4772

5256

5788

6375

7021

17634

17852

18409

18983

19574

20185

19258

19977

21895

23996

26300

28824

6881

7152

7877

8676

9555

10524

5168

5295

5627

5980

6355

6754

3878

4023

4409

4832

5296

5804

7244

7515

8236

9026

9893

10842

2330

2422

2667

2938

3235

3563

4647

4835

5338

5894

6507

7184

2378

2387

2408

2430

2452

2475

1.95%

0.62%
1.85%
1.95%

1.22%

1.85%

1.85%
1.95%

2.00%

ADT
Growth rate

0.18%
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Growth rate
000169

SR
247

NEAR WILLIAMSON CO LINE

000170

1907

NEAR WILLIAMSON CO LINE

000195

I-65

SOUTH OF SATURN PKWY

000196

SR
396

SATURN PKWY - E. OF KEDRON
RD.

000202

I-65

SOUTH OF SR-840

000221

000222
000236
000237

NEAR MARSHALL CO LINE
SR
396

SATURN PKWY - E. OF PORT
ROYAL RD.
S. OF WILLIAMSON CO
KEDRON RD

ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT
Growth rate
ADT

4-75

1.85%
2387

2476

2714

2974

3260

3573

5934

6168

6793

7482

8240

9075

24794

24842

24964

25085

25208

25331

23877

24203

25037

25900

26793

27716

50001

51297

54687

58301

62153

66260

3391

3518

3855

4225

4631

5075

29233

29934

31761

33700

35757

37939

3657

3794

4158

4557

4994

5474

1854

1870

1910

1951

1992

2035

1.95%
0.10%
0.68%

1.29%
1.85%
1.19%

1.85%
0.42%
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Table 4-13: Spring Hill Traffic Counts, Projected

Location

Projected Avg. Annual Traffic Growth Rate (%)
Growth rate

BUCKNER LANE @ CAMERON FARMS

ADT
ADT
ADT
ADT
ADT

8719

9443

10403

10601

11647

12796

14059

15446

5222

5321

5846

6423

7057

7753

5033

5112

5528

5978

6464

6989

7931

8082

8879

9755

10718

11776

9850

9869

9967

10065

10164

10264

3784

3850

4196

4573

4984

5431

12522

12772

14102

15570

17190

18979

4242

4327

4777

5274

5823

6429

3033

3085

3357

3653

3974

4325

242

242

244

246

248

250

1.70%

ADT
Growth rate

DENNING LANE @ KEDRON ROAD

8051

2.00%

Growth rate
MAHLON MOORE @ KEDRON ROAD

7433

2.00%

Growth rate
PORT ROYAL 1 @ WATER PLANT

6864

1.74%

Growth rate
PORT ROYAL SOUTH OF HAYNES CROSSING

6755

0.20%

Growth rate
KEDRON ROAD 3 @ WATER PLANT

2030

1.90%

Growth rate
KEDRON ROAD @ ROYAL PARK ROAD

2025

1.58%

ADT
Growth rate

KEDRON ROAD @ BATTLEFIELD

2020

1.90%

ADT
Growth rate

BEECHCROFT ROAD @ RAILROAD

2015

1.90%

ADT
Growth rate

DUPLEX ROAD @ CHAPMANS RETREAT

2010

1.61%

ADT
Growth rate

BUCKNER ROAD @ MAIN STREET

2009

0.15%

ADT
Growth rate

1.85%
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GREENS MILL ROAD @ KEDRON ROAD

ADT
Growth rate

KEDRON ROAD 1 SOUTH OF PORT ROYAL

ADT

4372

4792

3414

3482

3845

4245

4687

5174

9926

10110

11080

12144

13309

14587

9445

9591

10354

11179

12069

13030

6899

7037

7769

8578

9471

10457

5963

6053

6525

7033

7581

8172

2.00%

ADT
Growth rate

DUPLEX ROAD WEST OF MILES JOHNSON

3990

1.54%

Growth rate
JIM WARREN ROAD @ PORT ROYAL

3640

1.85%

ADT
Growth rate

SOUTH MAIN @ TARGET SOUTH

3321

2.00%

ADT
Growth rate

NORTH MAIN @ TARGET NORTH

3261

1.51%

ADT
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CHAPTER

5

5. IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
Summary of recommended actions Spring Hill should take in order to implement the
Community Vision and Future Development Guide
The Implementation Program outlines the overall strategy for achieving the community’s vision
for future development and for implementing the future development guide. This section
summarizes general implementation tools and strategies and identifies the specific measures to
be undertaken by Spring Hill to implement the Community Vision. The Implementation Program
includes the following sections:





Summary of implementation tools and strategies
Implementation Program Elements
Implementation Program Table

SUMMARY OF TOOLS AND STRATEGIES
The summary below outlines the general tools and strategies that Spring Hill can use to
implement the vision, goals, and policies of this Plan. Typically, jurisdictions use a combination of
the following tools and strategies to implement a comprehensive plan.






Small area plans
Overlay districts
Regulation review and amendment
Adjustment and creation of regulations, guidelines, and implementation tools

Small Area Plans
A small area plan is typically developed for a small geographic area of a local jurisdiction and in
most cases is created to address two main objectives. One, a small area plan is meant to provide
greater detail than that provided by a comprehensive plan. Small area plans typically focus on
activity centers such as a downtown, major transportation corridors and neighborhoods with
unique planning needs. The greater detail addresses goals, policies, and guidelines that are more
applicable to the specific area of study. The greater detail helps inform the second objective of a
neighborhood plan, an action plan.
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Most small area plans are developed as an implementation strategy to help guide and coordinate
local decision making. In many instances, neighborhood plans are used to coordinate local
governments, government agencies, school boards, nonprofit organizations, and for profit
organizations. Tasks and coordination can range from organizing trash pick-ups to rezoning
recommendations, to funding needs for specific projects.
In combining both objectives, most small area plans are structured to include the five elements
below to help facilitate the planning process and action steps:



Plan organization – The plan should be organized in a logical and functional
manner to guide the planning process



Planning process validation – This section should outline the process for the
plan development through research, community participation and consensusbuilding to provide legitimacy to the plan



Neighborhood Establishment – This section typically defines the physical
boundaries of the neighborhood to create a community image and identity



Functional elements – This section addresses the specific goals, policies, and
guidelines by categorizing specific elements such as housing, transportation, parks
and open space, land use, urban design, etc.



Implementation Framework – This section links the goals and objectives of the
functional elements section to programs, actions, and schedules used to implement
the plan

Overlay Districts
Overlay districts are zoning districts that are additional regulatory standards that are
superimposed on existing zoning districts. Overlay zoning districts provide a method of
establishing special development standards for an area that help to preserve its existing character
or create a new character based on the desired future character of an area. For this plan,
overlay zoning districts are recommended to help implement the unique design requirements for
special areas such as centers, corridors and districts, and particularly those areas with small area
master plans. When an overlay district is used in conjunction with a small area master plan, the
overlay district is used to translate the planning policies into zoning and regulatory power.
Typically overlay zoning districts address building placement, design, and size, sign placement,
size, and materials, landscaping, access management, interparcel access, and other elements that
contribute to the look and function of the district.

Regulation Review and Amendment
Typically after the vision, goals, and policies are established in a comprehensive plan, a review of
the existing regulations, policies, and procedures is needed to identify whether the existing
government regulations encourage, allow, discourage or in some cases do not allow the type of
development desired. Many times there are discrepancies between the desired development
pattern and the legal tools and regulations that help a community develop efficiently to improve
the quality of life. A review of the existing regulations, policies, and procedures allows local
governments to assess where they are at and what they need to change to, if anything, encourage
and allow the type of the development desired.
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Adjustment and Creation of Regulations, Guidelines, and
Implementation Tools
Once discrepancies have been identified between the community vision, goals, and polices of a
comprehensive plan, amendments to existing regulations and the creation of new regulations,
guidelines, and tools needs to be conducted. In some cases, regulations and procedures only
need minor modifications to help a local government achieve its desired vision. In other cases,
some regulations need to be completely replaced or new regulations need to be created to
achieve the desired development pattern, community services, and quality of life.
Typical actions include updates to zoning regulations, creation of new zoning districts, creation of
new programs such as tax incentive programs, and the creation of design guidelines for future
development. Spring Hill should use the Implementation Program Table below to prioritize and
guide this process of review, updating, and creating regulations, guidelines, and implementation
tools to achieve the community vision of this Plan.

IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM ELEMENTS
The Implementation Program identifies specific implementation actions the city intends to take
during the 20-year implementation period of this Plan. Implementation actions include the
specific strategies identified in the Community Vision and Future Development Guide of this Plan.
Elements of the Implementation Program, presented below in Table 5-1, include:



Type of Action/Strategy – Identifies if the strategy falls into the category of
Guidelines, Inventory/Assessment, Master Plan/Small Area Plan, Process/Program or
Subdivision Regulation/Zoning Ordinance amendments.



Action/Implementation Strategy - Provides descriptions of activities and
projects that can help the city achieve its community vision.



Strategy Reference Number – Identifies the specific strategy/strategies from the
Community Vision and Future Development Guide chapters of the document that
are represented by the Action/Implementation Strategy. In many cases the
Action/Implementation Strategy shown below is abbreviated. Check the Strategy
Reference number to located the specific details related to each strategy.
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Type of Action/
Strategy

Action/
Implementation Strategy

Guidelines

Develop infill development guidelines

Guidelines

Develop residential infill guidelines applicable in Suburban-Neighborhood areas

Strategy Ref.
Number

H 1.2.1
S-N 5

Inventory/ Assessment

Conduct countywide cultural resources survey

Inventory/ Assessment

Conduct housing study to identify the state of the current housing stock and the future
housing needs of the city

Inventory/ Assessment

Develop a vacant site inventory identifying lots suitable for infill development

LUCC 1.1.2

Inventory/ Assessment

Develop an inventory of buildings suitable for redevelopment

LUCC 1.1.3

Inventory/ Assessment
Inventory/ Assessment
Inventory/ Assessment
Inventory/ Assessment

Identify new water resources and water conservation measures to meet the future drinking
water needs
Review and modify access management regulations to promote orderly and efficient traffic
circulation along corridors identified in the Future Development Guide
Develop an inventory and assess the validity of converting existing private open space into
public open space
Prepare an existing conditions analysis of the sidewalks to identify substandard facilities and
prioritize repairs/replacement projects

NCR 1.1.2
H 1.1.3, H 1.3.1

CFIS 4.1.1
T 1.2.5
CFIS 2.1.3, N-OS 6
T 1.2.4
T 1.2.1, NCR 2.1.1,
N-OS 5

Master Plan/ Small Area Plan

Develop a citywide greenway master plan

Master Plan/ Small Area Plan

Develop a recreation master plan that accesses current facilities, determine future needs and
prioritize capital investments

Master Plan/ Small Area Plan

Develop Center Master Plans for S-CTR areas

S-CTR 1

Master Plan/ Small Area Plan

Develop Corridor Master Plans for S-COR areas

S-COR 1

Master Plan/ Small Area Plan

Develop Corridor Master Plans for R-CTR areas

R-CTR 1

Master Plan/ Small Area Plan

Develop District Master Plan for D-D area

Master Plan/ Small Area Plan

Develop Small Area/Neighborhood Plans for U-N Areas

Other Study

Develop a citywide, multi-modal transportation plan

Other Study

Develop a regional strategy to manage water resources that secures access to drinking water

Other Study

Other Study

Process/ Program
Process/ Program
Process/ Program
Process/ Program
Process/ Program

Process/ Program

Examine opportunities to encourage an increase upper-floor office and residential uses in
downtown areas
Seek local designation of existing National Register properties to ensure long-term
preservation of the resources, and/or identify incentives for their preservation (e.g. building
façade easements)
Apply to the Certified Local Government (CLG) Program to become eligible for federal
historic preservation funds
Consider pursuit of government purchase of environmentally sensitive lands for the creation
of wildlife areas, nature preserves, and public parks
Construct sidewalks, trails, and bike lanes that connect neighborhoods to schools and that
create safe opportunities for children to reach school
Continue to coordinate adult education opportunities that enhance the job skills of the
county’s workforce and that meet the needs of existing or desired businesses
Coordinate school site selection between planning officials, neighborhoods, and the school
board to identify school locations within or near existing neighborhoods
Coordinate working relationships with planning staff, local businesses and economic
development organizations to ensure new and existing business developments are in line with
the principles of the Future Development Guide
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CFIS 2.1.1, LUCC
1.2.2, N-OS 5

D-D 1
U-N 1, H 1.4.3, LUCC
1.1.4
T 1.1.1
CFIS 4.1.2
D-D 5

NCR 1.1.3

NCR 1.1.1
N-OS 1
LUCC 1.2.3
ED 2.1.1
LUCC 1.2.1, IC 1.1.2

ED 3.1.1
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Type of Action/
Strategy

Process/ Program

Process/ Program

Process/ Program

Process/ Program
Process/ Program
Process/ Program
Process/ Program
Process/ Program
Process/ Program
Process/ Program
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Action/
Implementation Strategy
Develop a land conservation program with the Land Trust of Tennessee, Nature
Conservancy or other similar entity to create conservation easements or other similar
conservation tools that preserve important natural areas
Develop capital improvements plan that encourages investment in existing services and
facilities, and encourages investment in water conservation and new water resources;
emphasize infrastructure expansion only to areas identified to accommodate growth; and
that enhances the quality of life in already developed areas
Develop financing tools for landowners that facilitate investment in struggling neighborhoods
(i.e. tax rebates, small low interest loan programs, CDBG funds for interior and exterior
renovations or home energy improvements
Develop policies to discourage water/sewer expansion into rural areas
Expand code enforcement efforts to address more aggressively the dilapidated housing or
poorly maintained vacant lots
Pursue Main Street designation by National Trust for Historic Preservation and Tennessee
Dept. of Economic Development
Refine communication and coordination efforts regarding development activity to ensure
orderly and efficient development patterns
Update the development review process to coordinate development approval with existing
school capacity and planned facilities
Work with Cumberland region transportation agencies and governments to connect Spring
Hill to a regional transit system
Work with regional and state transportation agencies to create meaningful transportation
connections to other areas of the Cumberland region and state
Amend zoning ordinance to accommodate infill housing at setbacks and minimum lot sizes
that are compatible with surrounding homes, but are not what is required by code

Strategy Ref.
Number

N-OS 2

CFIS 3.1.1, CFIS 4.1.3

H 1.4.1

CFIS 1.2.1
H 1.4.2
NCR 1.1.4
IC 1.1.1
CFIS 1.2.3
T 1.3.2
T 1.3.1
LUCC 1.1.1, U-N 5

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Consider development of a Senior Living Overlay District

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Coordinate utilities infrastructure improvements with infill redevelopment and new
development efforts to minimize energy use and maximize investment in existing
infrastructure

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Develop a Conservation Subdivision Ordinance

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Develop a mixed use zoning district or develop a mixed use overlay zoning district

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Develop a Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND) ordinance

U-N 2

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Develop a Tree Protection/Replacement Ordinance

S-N 3

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Develop Center Overlay District for S-CTR areas

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Develop Corridor Overlay Districts for S-COR areas

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Develop District Overlay District for D-D area

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Develop District Overlay District for D-MA areas

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Develop incentive programs for infill development that encourage infill development within
city limits
Create incentives such as density bonuses or expedited permit processing for affordable
housing development
Develop incentives that encourage housing diversity
Develop incentives to encourage developers to create publicly accessible neighborhood parks
as part of their development projects
Develop street typologies guide that promotes context sensitive street designs and
appropriate street cross sections
Develop/Update PUD zoning category to encourage innovative site design and development
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H 1.3.3

CFIS 1.1.1
NCR 2.3.2, NCR 2.4.1,
LUCC 2.1.2, S-N 2
LUCC 3.2.1

S-CTR 2
S-COR 2, LUCC 3.3.1
D-D 2
D-MA 1
H 1.2.2
H 1.3.2
H 1.1.2
CFIS 2.1.2
T 1.1.2
U-N 3
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Type of Action/
Strategy

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Action/
Implementation Strategy
Establish provisions to ensure capital improvements needed to accommodate future
development are provided concurrent with new development
Establish site design and development regulations that address watershed protection (e.g.
aquatic buffers, erosion/sediment control, and stormwater operation and maintenance)
Identify development incentives to encourage big business to locate in Special Districts
identified in the Future Development Guide
Incorporate minimum open space and tree protection requirements into development
standards
Maintain one dwelling unit per acre zoning regulations for R-N 2 area
Permit development of accessory dwelling units or elderly cottage housing (i.e. granny flats)
by-right in all residential areas
Prohibit parking lots between building fronts and the street; on-street parking, structured
parking, and on-site surface parking lots behind buildings are appropriate
Reduce minimum lot dimensions within U-N areas to encourage compact, walkable
development patterns
Reduce PUD minimum area requirements to encourage smaller developments and innovative
infill development
Require architectural and storefront treatments that provide a pedestrian-oriented façade
and prohibit windowless walls in D-D areas

Strategy Ref.
Number

CFIS 1.2.2
NCR 2.4.2
ED 3.1.3
NCR 2.3.1
R-N 2
H 1.3.4
D-D 8
U-N 4
S-N 4

D-D 7

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Require sidewalks in all new development

T 1.2.3

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Require street trees and appropriate streetscape elements on all streets

D-D 6

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update

Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Sub. Regs/ Zoning Update
Future Development Map
Future Development Map
Future Development Map
Future Development Map
Future Development Map
Future Development Map
Future Development Map
Other Study
Other Study

Review and modify development regulations to incorporate the recommendations from the
Duck River Watershed Growth Readiness Report and the Duck River Highlands Project
Review and modify industrial zoning category standards to accommodate desired business
development
Review and modify site design requirements to promote context sensitive street design and
multimodal transportation options such as pedestrian and bicycle facilities
Review and update various zoning districts, (including PUDs) to incorporate Traditional
Neighborhood Design principles in new development that promote a diversity of housing
types
Review development regulations to ensure stormwater and erosion controls mitigate
construction and development impacts on natural areas
Review Floodplain protection ordinance to ensure compliance with state and federal
regulations
Strengthen street design requirements in subdivision regulations and development regulations
pertaining to street continuation between existing and new developments
Concentrate industrial and big business development within Special Districts (see Future
Development Guide)
Direct residential growth to S-N and U-N areas
Discourage development in environmentally sensitive areas, as delineated in the Natural
development category
Encourage location of large business and industrial facilities within the special districts
identified in the Future Development Guide and Map
Encourage location of small business development along the corridors and within the
centers and appropriate districts identified in the Future Development Guide and Map
Locate major commercial activity along the corridors and within the centers identified in the
Future Development Guide and Map
Promote mixed-use development in rural centers, suburban centers and Spring Hills town
center that creates opportunities to live in close proximity to job opportunities
Enhance connections between D-D area and adjacent neighborhoods with improved
streetscapes and development of underutilized parking areas and vacant lots
Enhance existing green space, such as squares and plazas, and create opportunities for new
public green space
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NCR 2.2.3
D-EC 1, D-IG 1
T 1.2.6

H 1.1.1

N-OS 4
N-OS 3
T 1.2.2, S-N 1
ED 3.1.4
LUCC 3.1.1
NCR 2.2.1
ED 1.1.1
ED 1.1.2
ED 1.1.3
ED 2.2.1
D-D 3
D-D 4
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Type of Action/
Strategy

Process/ Program

Process/ Program

Process/ Program

Process/ Program

Process/ Program

Action/
Implementation Strategy
Continue to promote commercial services that meet the regional needs of Spring Hill and
the surrounding area
Continue to work with federal agencies to identify funding sources related to transportation,
utilities, community facilities and services, housing, economic development, and
environmental and historic resource protection
Continue to work with regional agencies such as the South Central Tennessee Development
District and organizations such as Cumberland Region Tomorrow to coordinate planning and
development efforts in the region
Continue to work with state agencies to identify funding sources related to transportation,
utilities, community facilities and services, housing, economic development, and
environmental and historic resource protection
Continue to work with surrounding communities to coordinate planning and development
efforts at the boarders of Spring Hill
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Number

ED 3.1.2

IC 3.2.1

IC 2.1.1

IC 3.1.1

IC 2.1.2
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PLAN MAINTENANCE
The Spring Hill Planning Commission is responsible for maintaining the plan to accurately reflect
current community conditions and the community’s vision and priorities for the future (within
their respective areas of jurisdiction). Maintenance of the plan includes minor plan amendments,
progress reports and significant plan updates, each of which is described in more detail below.

Minor Plan Amendments
Minor amendments to the Comprehensive Plan provide the opportunity with relatively minor
updates and revisions such as changes in Character Area designations, implementation actions, or
for the annual review of Plan consistency with ordinances and regulations. Minor Plan
Amendments should be processed throughout the year and be prepared and distributed in the
form of addenda to the adopted plan. Planning Commissions should review and consider
proposed amendments and hold a public hearing on the proposed amendments according to the
standard plan adoption procedures.

Progress Reports
The Planning Commission and Spring Hill staff should prepare an Annual Report for submittal and
presentation to their respective elected officials. The report should contain the status of
implementation, significant actions and accomplishments, as well as recommendations for needed
actions and programs to be developed and implemented in the coming year. The time schedule
for preparing the Annual Report should be coordinated with the preparation of the annual
budget so that the recommendations will be available early in the budgeting process.

Significant Plan Updates
Significant updates to the joint plan should occur at least every 5 to 10 years. These updates will
ensure continued usefulness of the plan for use by public officials, staff, and others. Annual plan
amendments from the previous years should be incorporated into the next major plan update.
Plan updates will be a significant undertaking involving public officials, departments, and citizens,
with consultant services utilized if necessary. As part of a joint plan update, the base data
including population projections and existing land use should be reviewed and updated.
Additionally, the goals, objectives and policies of the plan should be analyzed and reviewed to
determine their effectiveness and relevance to current conditions. Goals, objectives, and policies
that were not previously achieved should be identified and new or modified elements should be
developed as necessary. The result of a significant plan update will be a new joint plan for Maury
County and each jurisdiction, including identification of current goals, objectives, and actions.
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6. GLOSSARY
Comprehensive glossary of terms and phrases used throughout this plan and other
community planning documents providing a brief description for each term or phrase
Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) -A self-contained
housing unit incorporated within a single-family dwelling
(not within accessory structures, except with a Special
Permit) that is clearly a subordinate part of the singlefamily dwelling.

Biodiversity - The grand diversity of life on Earth and all
the interconnections that support these myriad forms of
life; includes variety of life at the genetic, species and
ecosystem levels.

Adequate Public Facilities Ordinances (APFO) Adequate public facilities ordinances prevent new
construction until municipal services, including water,
sewer, roads, and schools, are available to serve that
development.

Bioretention System -The bioretention system (also
referred to as a “rain garden” or a “biofilter”) is a
stormwater management practice to manage and treat
stormwater runoff using a conditioned planting soil bed
and planting materials to filter runoff stored within a
shallow depression. The method combines physical
filtering and adsorption with bio-geochemical processes to
remove pollutants. The system consists of an inflow
component, a pretreatment element, an overflow
structure, a shallow ponding area (less than 9” deep), a
surface organic layer of mulch, a planting soil bed, plant
materials, and an underdrain system to convey treated
runoff to a downstream facility.

Agricultural Districts/Preservation Areas -Areas
designed to keep land in agriculture that are legally
recognized. Landowners may voluntarily enroll in
programs and may receive special benefits and protection
from regulation.

Blight - Physical and economic conditions within an area
that cause a reduction of or lack of proper utilization of
that area. A blighted area is one that has deteriorated or
has been arrested in its development by physical,
economic, or social forces.

Agricultural Zoning -Agricultural zoning, including
forestry zoning, restricts land uses to farming and
livestock, other kinds of open-space activities and limited
home building. It is sometimes used in tandem with urban
growth restrictions.

BMP (Best Management Practice) – refers to the practice
considered most effective to achieve a specific desired
result for protection of water, air and land and to control
the release of toxins.

Adaptive Reuse or Adaptive Use - The
redevelopment of existing older or abandoned structures
for new development opportunities. These activities
provide for the revitalization and redevelopment of older
urban areas by providing new uses for existing structures.
(e.g., residential loft units in former warehouse buildings).

Alleys - Service easements running behind or between
rows of houses. Alleys provide access to utilities and
sanitation, garages, backyards and accessory units.
Annexation - A change in existing community boundaries
resulting from the incorporation of additional land.
Aquifer -A water-bearing geologic formation. The source
of ground water for drinking and irrigation.
Big Box Retailer - Large, stand-alone discount stores,
such as Wal-Mart and Office Depot
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Board of Zoning Appeals - A group appointed by the
local legislative body to consider minor zoning
adjustments, such as conditional use permits and variances.
It is empowered to conduct public hearings and to impose
conditions of approval.
Brownfields -Sites that are underutilized or not in active
use, on land that is either contaminated or perceived as
contaminated.
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Buffer Zone - A strip of land created to
separate and protect one type of land use
from another.
Built
Environment
-The
urban
environment consisting of buildings, roads,
fixtures, parks, and all other improvements
that form the physical character of a city.
Bus lanes - A lane on a street or highway
reserved primarily, or exclusively, for
buses.
Bus rapid transit (BRT) - BRT
combines the quality of rail transit and the
flexibility of buses. It can operate on bus
lanes, HOV lanes, expressways or ordinary
streets.
Business Improvement District (BID)
-A public/private sector partnership in
which property and business owners of a
defined area elect to make a collective
contribution
to
the
maintenance,
development and marketing/promotion of
their commercial district.
Capital Facilities (Infrastructure) Public facilities characterized by a one-time
cost, a useful life generally exceeding five
years, significant and construction costs
and long-term financing requirements.
Land
acquisition,
site
preparation,
development planning, and engineering
Central Business District (CBD) -The
downtown retail trade and commercial
area of a city or town, or an area of very
high land valuation, traffic flow, and
concentration of retail business offices,
theaters, hotels and services.
Cluster Development -A pattern of
development in which industrial and
commercial facilities and homes are
grouped together on parcels of land in
order to leave parts of the land
undeveloped. Cluster development is
often used in areas that require large lot
sizes, and typically involves density
transfer. Zoning ordinances permit cluster
development by allowing smaller lot sizes
when part of the land is left as open space.
Commercial - Land use that is primarily
for businesses, which may include
shopping, restaurants, gas stations, etc.
Community Services - Services
provided to citizens by a local government
that may include police, fire, hospital,
schools, trash removal, water treatment,
recycling, etc. These services are paid for
by local taxes and user fees.

Conservation Subdivisions
Conservation subdivisions (also called cluster
subdivisions) are an alternative to
conventional residential lot designs.
Designers identify land resources (e.g. scenic
views, steep slopes, riparian areas, etc.)
worthy of conservation, then design
development in a way that respects and
preserves the resources identified.
Conservation subdivisions make development
in Greenfield, or undeveloped, areas much
more sustainable since open space is
protected. By clustering homes, future
households are accommodated more
efficiently on less developed land.
A chief component of the conservation
subdivision is that the developer can
develop the same number of lots with
conservation subdivisions as he can with
conventional subdivisions. The difference is
that conservation subdivisions allow the
development to occur with much smaller
lots that are clustered in order to preserve
the areas for open space.
Conservation subdivisions can be residential
or mixed-use developments in which a
significant portion of overall acreage is set
aside as undivided, permanently protected
open space, while houses are clustered on
the remainder of the property. They are
similar in many respects to golf course
communities, but instead of a manicured
golf course, they feature natural forests,
meadows, wetlands and community gardens
or farmland.
Conservation subdivisions contrast with
conventional subdivisions in which nearly
the entire parcel is subdivided into house
lots and streets. Conventional subdivisions
provide few green spaces for walking, little
habitat for wildlife and few opportunities for
residents to interact with their neighbors.
Conservation subdivisions, on the other
hand, provide all of these things.

G-2

Alternatives for rural area (top)
with equal residential and
commercial square footage with
conventional large-lot rural zoning
regulations (center) and with
conservation subdivision regulations

(bottom).

Source: Center for Rural Mass.
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Commuter Rail - Train service that takes suburban
commuters to jobs close in and back again
Compact Building Design - The act of constructing
buildings vertically rather than horizontally, configuring
them on a block or neighborhood scale that makes
efficient use of land and resources, and is consistent with
neighborhood character and scale. Compact building
design reduces the footprint of new construction, thus
preserving greenspace to absorb and filter rain water,
reduce flooding and stormwater drainage needs, and lower
the amount of pollution washing into our streams, rivers
and lakes.

Development Fees - Fees charged to developers or
builders as a prerequisite to construction or development
approval. The most common are -(1) impact fees (such as
parkland acquisition fees, school facilities fees, or street
construction fees) related to funding public improvements
which are necessitated in part or in whole by the
development; (2) connection fees (such as water line fees)
to cover the cost of installing public services to the
development; (3) permit fees (such as building permits,
grading permits, sign permits) for the administrative costs
of processing development plans; and, (4) application fees
(rezoning, CUP, variance, etc.) for the administrative costs
of reviewing and hearing development proposals.

Conservation Areas -Environmentally sensitive and
valuable lands protected from any activity that would
significantly alter their ecological integrity, balance, or
character, except in cases of overriding public interest.

Development Rights -Development rights give property
owners the right to develop land in ways that comply with
local land use regulation.

Conservation Development -Consideration
of
landscape history, human culture, topography, and
ecological values in subdivision design. Using cluster
housing, zoning, covenants, and other design features, at
least half of a subdivision can be preserved as open space,
farmland, or natural areas.

Down-zoning - A change in zoning classification to less
intensive use and/or development.

Conservation Easements -Conservation easements are
voluntary, legally binding agreements for landowners that
limit parcels of land or pieces of property to certain uses.
Land under conservation easements remains privately
owned, and most easements are permanent.
Conservation
Development.

Subdivision

–

See

Conservation

Context Sensitive Design (CSD) -A collaborative,
interdisciplinary approach that involves all stakeholders to
develop a facility that fits its physical setting and preserves
scenic, aesthetic, historic, and environmental resources.
CSD is an approach that considers the total context within
which a project will exist.
Deed Restriction -A legally binding restriction on the
use, activity, and/or limitation of property rights, recorded
at the registry of deeds.
Density Bonus -Allows developers to build in specified
areas densities that are higher than normally allowed.
Density -The average number of people, families, or
housing units on one unit of land. Density is also
expressed as dwelling units per acre.
Design Flexibility - Allows for flexibility in parking and
open space designations, setbacks and height limitations in
order to facilitate the production of a range of affordable
housing types.
Design Standards -Design standards or guidelines can
serve as a community’s desire to control its appearance,
from within and without, through a series of standards
that govern site planning policies, densities, building
heights, traffic and lighting.

Disinvestment - The withdrawal of taxes, capital, jobs
and other resources from a community.

Ecosystem services - The natural processes within an
ecosystem that cycle nutrients through the system,
convert and disperse energy, purify water and generate air
Ecosystem -The species and natural communities of a
specific location interacting with one another and with the
physical environment.
Eminent Domain - The legal right of government to
take private property for public use provided the owner is
offered just compensation for the taking of property.
Endangered -Species that are in danger of extinction. It
also is a category that denotes protection under federal
law (Endangered Species Act).
EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) - The
federal body charged with responsibility for natural
resource protection and oversight of the release of toxins
and other threats to the environment.
ERI (Environmental Resource Inventory) - A listing
and description of natural resources and general
environmental characteristics of a given geographic area.
Estuary - A water body where salt and fresh water meet
resulting in brackish water. These areas usually have
associated marshlands and are critical nursery and feeding
habitat for a variety of marine species.
Eutrophication - The natural aging process of water
bodies, by siltation and organic decomposition, which
reduces both water volume and oxygen levels. Surface
run-off or airborne deposition of nitrogen and phosphorus
accelerate this.
Exotic Species - A species that has invaded an ecosystem
in which it does not normally occur, usually through
accidental (or intentional) human introduction
Fenestration - General term used to denote the pattern
or arrangement of openings, ie, windows and doors, etc, in
a façade
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Fiscal Impact Analysis - The analysis of the estimated
taxes that a development project would generate in
comparison to the cost of providing municipal services
required by that project.

settings, such as parks, bicycle and pedestrian trails and
natural wildlife areas. Also includes the living environment
of a species, that provides whatever that species needs for
its survival, such as nutrients, water and living space

Flexible Routes - Routes that will provide curb-to-curb
service within a defined corridor, generally within 1/2 to 1
mile of the route.

Greenfields -Newly developed commercial real estate on
what was previously undeveloped open space.

Flood Hazard Area -Total stream and adjacent area
periodically covered by overflow from the stream channel
containing 1) the floodway which is the channel itself and
portions of the immediately adjacent overbank that carry
the major portion of flood flow, and 2) the flood fringe
beyond it which is inundated to a lesser degree.
Flood Plain -Nearly level area adjacent to a water body,
subject to inundation under heavy rain or blockage
conditions (overflow area).
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) -A measure of development
intensity. FAR is the ratio of the amount of floor area of a
building to the amount of area of its site. For instance, a
one-story building that covers an entire lot has an FAR of
1. Similarly, a one-story building that covers 1/2 of a lot
has an FAR of 0.5.
Form-based Code - Form-based codes foster
predictable built results and a high-quality public realm by
using physical form (rather than separation of uses) as the
organizing principle for the code. These codes are adopted
into city or county law as regulations, not mere guidelines.
Form-based codes are an alternative to conventional
zoning.
Genetic diversity - A variation in the inherited
characteristics (such as coloration and height) of
individuals within and between populations of a species.
GIS (Graphic Information Systems) -GIS technology is
used to develop maps that depict resources or features
such as soil types, population densities, land uses,
transportation corridors, waterways, etc. GIS computer
programs link features commonly seen on maps (such as
roads, town boundaries, water bodies) with related
information not usually presented on maps, such as type of
road surface, population, type of agriculture, type of
vegetation, or water quality information. A GIS is a unique
information system in which individual observations can be
spatially referenced to each other.
Green Infrastructure - A strategically planned and
managed network of parks, greenways, conservation
easements and working lands with conservation value that
supports native species, maintains natural ecological
processes, sustains air and water resources and
contributes to the health and quality of life for
communities and people.
Green Spaces and/or Open Spaces - Areas left
relatively natural and undeveloped in urban and suburban
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GreenPrint -A strategic approach to integrating critical
natural resource areas into community and regional plans.
Greenspace - Permanently protected land and water,
including agricultural and forestry land, that is in its
undeveloped, natural state.
Greenway -A linear open space; a corridor composed of
natural vegetation. Greenways can be used to create
connected networks of open space that include traditional
parks and natural areas.
Groundwater -All water below the surface of the land. It
is water found in the pore spaces of bedrock or soil, and it
reaches the land surface through springs or it can be
pumped using wells.
Growth Management -A term that encompasses a
whole range of policies designed to control, guide, or
mitigate the effects of growth.
Habitat fragmentation - The division of large tracts of
natural habitat into smaller, disjunct parcels.
Habitat -Living environment of a species, that provides
whatever that species needs for its survival, such as
nutrients, water and living space.
High density development overlay - Creates a new
high-density overlay zoning to encourage the production
of rental, workforce homeownership and special needs
housing. Applies to locations with appropriate
infrastructure and transportation, such as rezoned
commercial properties or multi-family residential sites.
The overlay zone would mandate minimum higher
densities in special overlay and other zones in exchange
for provision of a range of needed community housing.
High occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes - A lane or lanes
on a highway, freeway, separate right of way, or arterial
street restricted for use by vehicles carrying more than
one person.
Historic Area -An area or building in which historic
events occurred, or one which has special value due to
architectural or cultural features relating to the heritage of
the community. Elements in historic areas have significance
that necessitates preservation or conservation.
Housing Element - A comprehensive assessment of
current and projected housing needs for all economic
segments of the community. It sets forth local housing
policies and programs to implement those policies.
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Impact Fees - Costs imposed on new
development to fund public facility
improvements
required
by
new
development and ease fiscal burdens on
localities.
Impact Fees or Taxes - Assessments
levied on new development to help pay for
construction
of
parks
and
the
infrastructure(schools, roads, and other
public facilities) needed to serve the new
population; impact taxes differ from fees in
that they allow assessments to be
proportional to the size of the new house
or business.
Impervious Surface -Any surface
through which rainfall cannot pass or be
effectively absorbed. (Roads, buildings,
paved parking lots, sidewalks etc.)
Incentive Zoning - Provides for give and
take compromise on zoning restrictions,
allowing for more flexibility to provide
environmental protection. Incentive zoning
allows a developer to exceed a zoning
ordinance's limitations if the developer
agrees to fulfill conditions specified in the
ordinance. The developer may be allowed
to exceed height limits by a specified
amount in exchange for providing open
spaces or plazas adjacent to the building.
Inclusionary Zoning - A system that
requires a minimum percentage of lower
and moderate income housing to be
provided in new developments.

Greyfield Redevelopment
Today’s American urban landscape is
dotted with shopping malls which
have become obsolete. These
shopping centers, built primarily in
the 1970’s and 1980’s, are dying
due to various factors including
differences in the market, changes
in accessibility, and increased
competition.
A new tool for design experts is to
turn these fading centers, named
‘greyfields’ for the typically empty
parking lots surrounding them, into
thriving downtown communities.
Greyfield revitalization efforts
attempt to exchange afflicting
influences with smart new growth
that is both more environmentally
friendly and establishes a strong
sense of place.
Revitalization of greyfield sites often
consists of major redevelopment
rather than conventional regional
retail or simple face-lifts. Design

initiatives are inspired by classic
urban form and by classic urban
form and characterized by
attractive, walkable streets and high
density. Many greyfield sites are
more suitable to be converted into
housing, retail, office, services, and
public space rather than standard
retail. In these cases mixed-use
development becomes an attractive
option.
The mixed-use development plan
concept replaces an isolated big box
store with large parking lot with
traditional, urban design that places
buildings close to the street,
separated only by a sidewalk and
landscaped strip. Parking is located
in the rear or to the side of the
commercial buildings in order to
create a friendly pedestrian
environment along each street. The
design connects the development to
the adjacent community’s street grid
with pedestrian-friendly streetscapes.

Industrial - Land use that is primarily for
businesses,
such
as
warehouses,
manufacturing plants, automobile service
shops, etc.
Infill - Development that occurs on
previously
developed
land
within
established communities.
Infill Development -Infill projects use
vacant or underutilized land in previously
developed areas for buildings, parking, and
other uses.

Eastgate Town Center, before (top) and proposed after (bottom) in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. Source: Dover Kohl & Partners

Infrastructure -Water and sewer lines,
roads, urban transit lines, schools and
other public facilities needed to support
developed areas.
Initial study - An analysis of a project's potential
environmental effects and their relative significance.
Initiative - A ballot measure which has been placed on the
election ballot as a result of voter signatures and which
addresses a legislative action.
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Intermodal -Those issues or activities which involve or
affect more than one mode of transportation, including
transportation connections, choices, cooperation and
coordination of various modes. Also known as
“multimodal.”
Jitney - Privately-owned, small or medium-sized, vehicle
usually operated on a fixed route but not on a fixed
schedule.
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Land Trusts -Nonprofit organizations interested in the
protection of natural resources and historic areas.
Activities include public education, purchase and
coordination of conservation easements, and planning
services.
Land Use -The manner in which a parcel of land is used
or occupied.
Leapfrog Development - Development that occurs
beyond the limits of existing development and creates
areas of vacant land between areas of developed land.
Level of Service (LOS) - A qualitative measure
describing operational conditions within a traffic stream in
terms of speed and travel time, freedom to maneuver,
traffic interruptions, comfort and convenience and safety.
Light Rail - The modern version of a streetcar or tram.
Line-haul service - A fixed-route bus system that operates
on arterial streets or on toll ways or expressways.
Linkages - Features that promote the interconnectedness
of neighborhoods, commercial and office areas, open space
resources and public places, and provide convenient access
between these different uses.
Live-work Unit - Buildings that offer the opportunity for
individuals to live and work in the same structure. Units
may be rental or condominium. Purchase of home and
office may be accomplished through a single mortgage.
Location Efficient Mortgage -A lending program that
allows homebuyers to borrow more money based on the
transportation cost savings of living near mass transit.
Lot Area - Lot area is the total square footage of
horizontal area included within the property lines.
Low Impact Development (LID) -An approach to
environmentally friendly land use planning. It includes a
suite of landscaping and design techniques that attempt to
maintain the natural, pre-developed ability of a site to
manage rainfall. LID techniques capture water on site, filter
it through vegetation, and let it soak into the ground
where it can recharge the local water table rather than
being lost as surface runoff.
Master Plan -A statement, through text, maps,
illustrations or other forms of communication, that is
designed to provide a basis for decision making regarding
the long term physical development of the municipality.
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) - The
organization designated by local elected officials as being
responsible for carrying out the urban transportation and
other planning processes for an area.
Minimum Density Standards - Standards that establish
minimum higher densities to ensure that existing land
available for development is not underutilized.
Mitigation -Process or projects replacing lost or
degraded resources, such as wetlands or habitat, at
another location.
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Mixed Use - Development that combines two or more of
the types of development -residential, commercial, office,
industrial or institutional.
Modal Split -A term that describes how many people use
alternative forms of transportation. Frequently used to
describe the percentage of people using private
automobiles as opposed to the percentage using public
transportation.
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) - A
comprehensive federal law requiring analysis of the
environmental impacts of federal actions such as the
approval of grants; also requiring preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for every major
federal action significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment.
Neo-Traditional
Development
-A
traditional
neighborhood, where a mix of different types of residential
and commercial developments form a tightly knit unit.
Residents can walk or bike to more of the places they
need to go and municipal services costs are lower due to
the close proximity of residences. A more compact
development also reduces the amount of rural land that
must be converted to serve urban needs.
New Urbanism -Neighborhood design trend used to
promote community and livability. Characteristics include
narrow streets, wide sidewalks, porches, and homes
located closer together than typical suburban designs.
NIMBY ("Not in My Backyard") - NIMBY is an acronym
for the sentiment that exists among some people who do
not want any type of change in their neighborhood.
Nodal
Development
–
Nodal
development
concentrates mixed used development (such as
commercial, office and higher density residential) to
provide required densities and service to make transit
affordable and to foster community hubs where daily
services can be reached within walking distance.
Non-Point Source Pollution (NPS) - Pollution that
cannot be identified as coming from a specific source and
thus cannot be controlled through the issuing of permits.
Storm water runoff and some deposits from the air fall
into this category.
Nonporous Surface - A surface that water cannot
permeate.
Open Space -Used to describe undeveloped land or land
that is used for recreation, farmland as well as all natural
habitats (forests, fields, wetlands etc.).
Overlay Districts -Zoning districts in which additional
regulatory standards are superimposed on existing zoning.
Overlay districts provide a method of placing special
restrictions in addition to those required by basic zoning
ordinances.
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Overlay Zone - A set of zoning requirements that is
superimposed upon a base zone. Overlay zones are
generally used when a particular area requires special
protection (as in a historic preservation district) or has a
special problem (such as steep slopes, flooding or
earthquake faults). Development of land subject to overlay
zoning requires compliance with the regulations of both
the base and overlay zones.
Parcel Map - A minor subdivision resulting in fewer than
five lots. The city or county may approve a parcel map
when it meets the requirements of the general plan and all
applicable ordinances.
Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILOT) -Local property tax
incentive arrangements offered through governmental
agencies known as Industrial Development Boards
(“IDBs”). Under PILOT arrangements, companies make
payments to the local IDBs in lieu of payment of traditional
real or personal property taxes. In Tennessee, property
owned by local IDBs is exempt from property taxes.
Pedestrian-Friendly - A term used to describe streets
or areas that are laid out in an interconnected network
providing convenient and safe pedestrian access between
important destinations. Areas that are pedestrian-friendly,
are attractively landscaped, provide visual interest and a
sense of security to encourage walking.
Planned Unit Development (PUD) -PUDs are areas
that are planned and developed as one entity, by a single
group. Planned unit developments usually include a variety
of uses, including different housing types of varying
densities, open space, and commercial uses. Project
planning and density is calculated for the entire
development rather than individual lots.
Planning Commission - A group of residents appointed
by the City Council to consider land use planning matters.
The commission's duties and powers are established by
the local legislative body and might include hearing
proposals to amend the general plan or rezone land,
initiating planning studies (road alignments, identification of
seismic hazards, etc.), and taking action on proposed
subdivisions.
Priority Funding Areas (PFA) -Programs to guide
development into designated areas and away from
conservation areas using infrastructure investments.
Public Spaces - Places that create community identity,
foster social interaction and add community vitality. They
may include major sites in central locations such as urban
riverfronts, downtown plazas and parks, shopping streets
and historic districts. Public spaces may be libraries, post
offices or other civic building areas. Smaller, less central
sites include neighborhood streets and parks, playgrounds,
gardens, neighborhood squares and older suburban
commercial centers.
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Purchase of Development Rights
The purchase of development rights (PDR) involves the
voluntary sale by a landowner of the right to develop a
property to a government agency or private nonprofit
land trust. The land owner receives a cash payment in
return of signing a legally binding agreement, a deed of
easement that restricts the use of the land, usually in
perpetuity to farming and open space. The land remains
private property with no right of public access. State
and local governments have relied primarily on the sale
of bonds to finance the purchase of development rights.
The sale of development rights lowers the value of the
farm for estate tax purposes, aiding in the transfer of
the farm to the next generation. The price of the
development rights is determined by an appraisal.
Although future generations that farm a preserved farm
will have development rights to sell, the farm will retain
a value for farming, and the land can be sold to
someone else to farm.
PDR and the purchase of conservation easement are the
same thing. By convention, however, PDR refers to the
purchase of a conservation easement by a government
agency, whereas the acquisition of conservation
easements is done by private land trusts. The PDR also
tends to refer to the preservation of active farm and
forestlands.
When development rights are purchased from several;
contiguous farms, development can be more effectively
directed away from the farming area, allowing farm
owners to invest in their farms without complaints from
non-farm neighbors.

Public-Private Partnerships - A collaborative
arrangement between public and private entities in which
resources and information are shared in order to serve a
particular public purpose. Public-private partnerships
specify joint rights and responsibilities and imply some
sharing of risks, costs or assets, thereby allowing parties to
effectively achieve common goals.
Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) -Programs
through which local governments may purchase
development rights and dedicate the land for conservation
easements, protecting it as open space or agricultural
areas.
Quality Growth -Well-planned development that
protects open space and farmland, revitalizes communities,
keeps housing affordable and provides more
transportation choices.
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Quality of Life -Those aspects of the economic, social
and physical environment that make a community a
desirable place in which to live or do business. Quality of
life factors include those such as climate and natural
features, access to schools, housing, employment
opportunities, medical facilities, cultural and recreational
amenities, and public services.
Redevelopment - Reinvestment in older elements of a
region – a historic structure, long-time residential
community, brownfield, shopping center or main street –
offers an opportunity to revitalize communities while
preserving social and environmental values.
Redevelopment Plan – Enabled under Tennessee statue
13-20-205, a Redevelopment Plan is adopted to guide
development and investment in a Redevelopment District.
The Redevelopment Plan is a legal document that defines a
specific geographic area for public/private investment and
creates specific legal tools to assist in the redevelopment
process. These tools include modifying land use controls,
land assembly rights, and financial investment mechanisms
such as TIF financing.
Referendum - A ballot measure challenging
action by the city council or county
commissioners. Referenda petitions must be
the action becomes final and may lead to an
the matter.

a legislative
board of
filed before
election on

Rehabilitation - In communities with a large stock of
older housing or other structures that could lend
themselves more easily to conversion into residential
units, rehabilitation can be a very affordable and
environmentally-friendly way to provide more housing,
commercial areas and offices.
Residential - Land use that is primarily for houses,
townhouses, apartments or other dwelling types.
Resource Efficiency - The efficient use of natural
resources maximizes productivity while minimizing waste
and environmental impact. For example, buildings that
incorporate energy efficient technologies are typically
more comfortable, have lower utility bills and have less
impact on the environment. Resource efficiencies garnered
through sensitive design, increased densities, integration of
land uses and a balanced transportation system may
improve air quality, reduce traffic congestion and save
money.
Reverse Commute - A trip that is running in the
opposite direction of the heaviest traffic. The reverse
commute generally involves travel between employment
locations in the outlying suburban areas and residence
locations closer to the urban core of the metropolitan
area.
Riparian Area -Vegetated ecosystems along a waterbody
through which energy, materials, and water pass. Riparian
areas characteristically have a high water table and are
subject to periodic flooding.
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Runoff - The water that flows off the surface of the land,
ultimately into our streams and water bodies, without
being absorbed into the soil.
Rural character - Rural character consists of qualities
such as horse farms, lakes, pastures, farms, estates and
undisturbed roadsides. Areas contain mature and natural
landscape with informal placement of trees and indigenous
vegetation is characteristic of the area.
Scale - Urban designers typically emphasize the
importance of human scale in successful environments.
Considerations of human scale include building height and
bulk regulations to ensure that new development and
redevelopment efforts are pedestrian-oriented and
compatible with the existing built environment.
Sediment and Erosion Control - Practices and
processes that effectively protect the soil surface from the
erosive force of rain, storm water runoff and, in some
cases, wind. Higher rates of erosion and sediment loss
typically accompany urban development. A variety of
planning, design and engineering practices are used to
minimize the negative impacts of erosion on urban
streams.
Sedimentation - Build up of soils in streams and lakes via
runoff from surrounding land, especially land cleared of
vegetation.
Sense of Place - A feeling of attachment and belonging to
a particular place or environment having a special
character and familiarity.
Setback - A minimum distance required by zoning to be
maintained between two structures or between a
structure and property lines.
Shared Parking - Parking area that is utilized by more
than one business, development or property to minimize
parking surfaces in an area. Shared parking works best
when the various users have customers with parking needs
at different times of the day.
Siltation - Process by which loose soil is transferred and
builds up in streams, rivers, and lakes, causing changes in
stream channels and in depth. It may result in filling in an
area and/or causing flooding.
Site Plan -A scaled plan showing proposed uses and
structures for a parcel of land. A site plan could also show
the location of lot lines, the layout of buildings, open
space, parking areas, landscape features, and utility lines.
Smart Growth - - Well-planned, environmentallysensitive land development that protects open space and
farmland, revitalizes communities, keeps housing affordable
and provides more transportation choices.
Special Districts -Geographic areas in which fees or
taxes are collected to fund investments or services
benefiting properties within the district.
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Sprawl -Development patterns where rural land is
converted to urban/suburban uses more quickly than
needed to house new residents and support new
businesses, and people become more dependent on
automobiles. Sprawl defines patterns of urban growth that
includes large acreage of low-density residential
development, rigid separation between residential and
commercial uses, residential and commercial development
in rural areas away from urban centers, minimal support
for non-motorized transportation methods, and a lack of
integrated transportation and land use planning.
Stream Corridor -The area (containing wetlands, flood
plains, woodlands, unique habitats, and steep slopes) which
lies between relatively level uplands and stream banks and
through which water, draining from the uplands, flows and
is naturally cleansed and stored. Base flow for streams
comes from ground water as springs and seeps.

Streetscape -The space between the buildings on either
side of a street that defines its character. The elements of
a streetscape include -building frontage/façade; landscaping
(trees, yards, bushes, plantings, etc.); sidewalks; street
paving; street furniture (benches, kiosks, trash receptacles,
fountains, etc.); signs; awnings; and street lighting.
Subdivision -A subdivision occurs as the result of dividing
land into lots for sale or development.
Subdivision Rules and Regulations -Procedures,
requirements, and provisions governing the subdivision of
land that is specified in formal Rules and Regulations
promulgated by a city or town.
Sustainable Development -Development with the goal
of preserving environmental quality, natural resources and
livability for present and future generations. Sustainable
initiatives work to ensure efficient use of resources.

Stream - A body of water flowing in a channel.

Traditional Neighborhood Development
The term traditional neighborhood development (TND) describes
the planning and urban design of pre- and early 20th-Century
urban form built prior to the nation’s reliance on the
automobile.
The early forms of these neighborhoods are primarily streetcar
and commuter rail suburbs. On a smaller scale they resemble
traditional American small towns of the early 20th Century. More
recent forms are primarily large master planned communities.
In general, TNDs consist of the following characteristics:
Compact defined urban neighborhoods composed of
compatible mix of uses and housing types
Network of connected streets with sidewalks and trees for
convenient and safe movement throughout the
neighborhoods for all modes of transportation

Instead of isolating uses from one another, traditional
neighborhood development places emphasis on creating quality
environments that are not left behind for the newest area next
door. TNDs accommodate growth for a diverse array of
lifestyles, incomes, and needs.
TNDs provide marketable and viable choices that will retain a
sense of belonging and identity. The TND philosophy contends
that an appropriate mix of uses, housing types, and strong
design provide the backbone livable and sustainable
neighborhoods.
TND concepts are key to the community’s future as development
moves south from the Nashville area.

Focus on pedestrian over the automobile, while retaining
automobile convenience

1

Integrate parks and public spaces into each neighborhood
Placement of important civic buildings and key sites to
create landmarks and a strong sense of place

Traditional Neighborhood Development form:
(1) Lower-density residential , (2) Urban residential, (3) Mixeduse center , (4) Open Space & Civic Site and (5) Linear Park.
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Taking - A taking occurs when a government action
violates the 5th Amendment property rights of a
landowner by taking a piece of property without offering
fair compensation. "Takings" include physical acquisitions
of land, and may include regulations that unduly deprive
landowners of certain uses of their property or have the
effect of diminishing the value of property.
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) -A program designed to
leverage private investment for economic development
projects in a manner that enhances the benefits accrued to
the public interest. In many cases, TIFs are used in
conjunction with a Redevelopment Plan to help guide
public investment projects.
TEA-21 (Transportation Efficiency Act for the 21st
Century) -Federal legislation that encompasses all
transportation regulation and funding (Inter-modal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act was the original title).
Traditional Neighborhoods -Traditional neighborhood
design is a development approach that reflects historic
settlement patterns and town planning concepts such as
gridded, narrow streets, reduced front and side setbacks,
and an orientation of streets and neighborhoods around a
pedestrian oriented “town center.”
Traffic Calming - Street design measures that slow
traffic down restrict the areas in which cars are allowed,
and otherwise manage the flow of traffic to make other
forms of transportation such as walking and bicycling more
attractive and feasible options.
Traffic Signal Priority Systems - System of traffic
controls in which buses are given an advantage over other
general-purpose traffic by use of early or extended green
time to avoid delays at intersections. Systems are
sometimes combined with traffic signal preemption
systems used by emergency vehicles.
Transfer of Development Rights -A system that
assigns development rights to parcels of land and gives
landowners the option of using those rights to develop or
to sell their land. TDRs are used to promote conservation
and protection of land by giving landowners the right to
transfer the development rights of one parcel to another
parcel. By selling development rights, a landowner gives up
the right to develop his/her property, but the buyer could
use the rights to develop another piece of land at a greater
intensity than would otherwise be permitted.
Transit Nodes -Stops along a public transportation route
where people board and disembark, often where one or
more routes intersect with each other. These sites can
provide ideal locations for mixed-use development as well
as transit-oriented development.
Transit-Oriented
Development
(TOD)
-The
development of housing, commercial space, services, and
job opportunities in close proximity to public
transportation. Reduces dependency on cars and time
spent in traffic, which protects the environment and can
ease traffic congestion, as well as increasing opportunity by
linking residents to jobs and services.
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Transit-Supportive Development - A development
pattern that reinforces the use of public transportation
through efficient, pedestrian-oriented land use design and
higher densities. The development, within walking distance
of the transit station, center or stop, offers a variety of
housing and commercial activities.

Transfer of Development Rights
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) programs are
typically instituted to preserve open space or
ecologically sensitive areas, such as wetlands, agricultural
or forest uses or historic buildings or landmarks. In
each case, the purpose is to protect the underlying
resource while compensating the owner of the resources
for its use.
Detaching development rights from agricultural land
means that such land cannot be developed or could
only be developed at a very low intensity. When TDR is
applied to historic buildings located in high-value areas,
those buildings are preserved, because development
pressure that would otherwise result in building’s
demolition and replacement is alleviated.
TDR features moving development potential from a
property targeted for preservation to a property planned
for development. The owner of the first property
receives cash compensation from a developer or local
government. The transfer of development rights (TDR)
means that the development right can be moved to
another site to develop that other property at a higher
density than would normally be allowed.
The first step is for a local government to establish a
TDR market. This includes identifying a sending area,
from which TDRs will be sent, and a receiving area,
where developers use the TDRs to build at a higher
density. For farmland preservation purposes, after the
development rights are transferred, the sending area is
then restricted to farming.
The two leading TDR programs for preserving farmland
are in Montgomery County, Maryland and in the New
Jersey Pinelands. Purchase of development rights has
been far more popular than TDRs, however, partly
because of the controversy in identifying sending and
receiving area.
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) - A
transportation plan that coordinates many forms of
transportation (car, bus, carpool, rapid transit, bicycle,
walking, etc.) in order to distribute the traffic impacts of
new development. Rather than emphasizing road
expansion or construction (as does traditional
transportation planning), TDM examines methods of
increasing the efficiency of road use.
Upzone - To change the zoning of a tract or parcel of
land from a lesser to greater intensity of usage. An
example would be a change in zoning from single family to
multi-family or mixed use.
Urban Growth Boundary - A boundary designating
specific areas for development over a given period of time
(e.g., as protected green space; it ensures that new
development makes the most efficient use of available land
and encourages more livable urban spaces
USGS (United States Geological Survey) - A federal
agency which provides mapping of topography, aquifer
levels and areas where aquifers are recharged.
Variance -The relaxation of requirements of a zoning
district for a specific parcel or tract of land. Variances are
often issued to avoid unnecessary hardships to a
landowner.
Viewshed –A viewshed is the area visible from a point, a
line, or a specific locality. Often defined as the landscape
visible from a specific point, a viewshed can also consist of
the sum total of the area covered by views along a road or
trail, as well as the aggregate of the views visible from a
specific area such as a park, city square, or natural feature.
Equity is inherent in a process that protects access to
views for all and prevents the privatization of scenery.
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Walkability - Areas that are walkable and are safe,
comfortable, interesting and accessible. They offer
amenities such as wide sidewalks, attractive storefronts
that face the sidewalk, shade, shelter and a sense of spatial
enclosure provided through landscaping and streetscape
elements. These areas are inviting to pedestrians for
shopping, recreation and relaxation.
Watershed -The geographic area which drains into a
specific body of water. A watershed may contain several
sub-watersheds.
Wetlands -Area having specific hydric soil and water
table characteristics supporting or capable of supporting
wetlands vegetation.
Zoning Administrator - A planning department staff
member responsible for hearing minor zoning permits.
Zoning -Classification of land in a
different areas and districts. Zoning is a
that regulates building dimensions,
placement
and
use
within

community into
legislative process
density, design,
each
district.
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